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Introduction 
On request of the Academic Computing Centre Amsterdam (SARA) the Mathe-
matical Centre adapted its library of numerical procedures for use with 
the CD CYBER 70 system. The major part is now available for use and 
compatible with the CD ALGOL 60 compiler version 3. The resulting library 
is called NUMAL. 
The aim of NUMAL is to provide a high level numerical library for ALGOL 60 
progrannners. The library contains a set of validated numerical procedures 
together with supporting documentation. Except for a small number of 
double length scalar product routines, all the source texts are written 
in ALGOL 60 and they are to a high degree independent of the computer/ 
compiler used. 
Unlike the former numerical library of the Mathematical Centre, the do-
cumentation of the library NUMAL is self-contained and does not refer to 
other MC-publications as far as the directions for use and the source 
texts of the procedures are concerned. 
Of course, the library is in continuous development and any description 
will be an instantaneous one. In this report we give an index of the. 
procedures available in january 1974 and a kwic-index of the procedures 
whose full descriptions were available at december 1st 1973. 
The aim of the Mathematical Centre is to distribute an extended version 
of the index and kwic-index approximately twice a year. 
Organization of the library 
The library NUMAL is stored as a number of permanent files in the 
CD CYBER 70 system of SARA. 
These files are: 
1. the file "numal 3 index" 
This file contains an up to date index of the library. A listing of 
version 740101 (january 1st 1974) is printed below, 
It gives a survey of the procedures and it describes the way one can 
obtain the documentation of each procedure. 
2. the file "numal 3" 
(Numerical procedures in ALGOL 60, version 3). -- -- -
This is a library file which contains the object code of the procedu-
res available, This library can be used when programs are loaded, com-
piled by the CD ALGOL 60 compiler, version 3, 
3, the files "numal 3 document a" 
"numal 3 document b" 
etc. 
These files contain the documentation. 
Each of these documentation files is subdivided into a number of seg-
ments, each consisting of two successive records. The first record of 
a segment contains a description of a procedure (or set of procedures) 
and instructions for use; the second record contains the ALGOL 60 
source text(s), 
The files "numal 3 document a" and "numal 3 document b" only contain 
ALGOL 60 source texts. Full documentation is in preparation. Mostly, the 
user can find documentation in the LR-series of the Mathematical Centre. 
The files "numal 3 document c" upto "numal 3 document f" contain full do-
cumentation of those procedures which also were available for the EL-X8 
computer of the Mathematical Centre and which are now available in a re-
vised form for the CD CYBER 70 system. 
The files "numal document g" and "numal document h" contain full do-
comentation of the procedures, developed in 1973 for NUMAL. 
The procedures described in "numal 3 document a" up to and including 
"numal 3 document f" are available for all users of the SARA CD CYBER 
70 system. At the moment the procedures described in "numal 3 document g" 
and "numal 3 document h" are only available for those who have the disposal 
of an MC-project number. 
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OF ALGOL 60 PROCEDURES IN NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS 
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ON REQUEST OF THE ACADEMIC COMPUTING CENTRE AMSTERDAM ( SARA I 
THE LIBRARY NUMAL IS DEVELOPED AND SUPPORTED BY THE NUMERICAL 
MAlHEMATICS DEPARTMENT OF THE MATHEMATICAL CENTRE IAMSTEROAMlo 
THE PRESENT DOCUMENT CONTAINS A SURVEY OF THE PROCEDURES AVAILABLE IN 
OR PLANNED FOR NUMAL • MOREOVER, iT DESCRIBES THE WAY BY WHICH ONE 
CAN OBTAIN FULL DOCUMENTATION Of THOSE PROCEDUR~S ALREADY AVAILABLE• 
FILES• 
THE LIBRARY NUMAL CONSISTS Of A NUMBER OF FILESl 
l ■ FILE «NUMAL3INDEX" ■ 
THIS ~ILE CONTAINS THIS PARllCULAR DOCU~ENT, I ■ E ■ THE INDEX TO 
THE LIBRARYo 




A LIBRARY FILE WHICH CONTAINS THE OBJECT CODE Of 
AVAILABLE. THIS LIBRARY CAN BE USED WHEN PROGRAMS, 
ALGOLJ t ARE LOADED ■ FOR THE-USE OF A LIBRARY FILE 
SCOPE REF MANUAL, CHAPTER 6 ■ 
INTERCOM REF MANUAL, CHAPTER 3, XEQ COMMAND ■ 
3. THt. FILES 11NUMAL3D0CUMENTA 11 
11NUMAL3D0CUMENTB 11 
11NUMAL3DOCUMENTC 11 
ETC ■ • 
THE~£ fILES CONTAIN THE DOCUMENTATION OF THE PROCEDURES. 
EACH Of THESE FILES IS SUBDIYiDED INTO A NUMBER OF SEGMENTS, EACH 
CONSISTING Of TWO SUCCESSIVE RECORDS ■ 
THE FIRST RECORD Of A SEGMENT CONTAINS A DESCRIPTION Of A 
PROCEDURE I OR SET Of PROCEDURES 11 THE SECOND RECORD CONTAINS THE 
ALGOL 60 SOURCE Tt.XTISI ■ -
THE. FILES 11 NUMAL3UOCUMENTA 11 ANO "NUMAL3DOCUMENTB" ONLY CONTAIN 
ALGOL 60 SOURCE TEXTS. FULL DOCUMENTATION IS IN PREPARATION. MOSTLY 
THE USER CAN FIND DOCUMENTATION IN THE LR•SERIES Of THE 
MATHEMATICAL CENTRE., WHICH CONTAINS DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EL•X8 
IMPLEMENTATION Of THE ALGORITHMS. -
THE FILES 11NUMAL3DOCUHENTC 11 , 11 NUMAL3DOCUMENTD" ETC. CONTAIN 
FULL DOCUMENTATION• 
HOW TO GET ENTRANCE TO THE DOCUMEN!ATION. 
CLASSlflEU ACCORDING TO SUBJECT, THE PRESENT INDEX CONTAINS THE 
NAMES OF THE PROCEDURES, THE CORRESPONDING CODE NUMBERS IN NUMAL3 
AND A REFERENCE TO THE DOCUMENTATION, THIS REFERENCE GIVES A 
A FILENAME AND A NUMBER Of RECOROS TO BE SKIPPED ON THAT FILE ISKlPRI, 
IN-OROt.R TO CONSULT A SPECIFIED RECORD OF DOCUMENTATION, ALL PRECEDING 
RECORDS HAVE TO BE SKIPPED, -
EXAMPL!aa 
IN OROER TO OBTAIN THE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE "MULTISTEP11 
(SECTION 5a2alalalal ■ ,ON FILE 11N0MAL3DOCUMENTC", SKIPR•30 l 





IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE SOURCE TEXT, ONE MORE RECORD HAD TO BE SKIPPED• 
SERVICE. 
ADVICE ABOUT THE USE OF THE LIBRARY OR ABOUT THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL 
PROCEDURES CAN BE OBTAINED FHOM THE PROGRAM ADVISOR OF THE 
MATHEMATICAL CENTRE. 
NOTEa 
FOH FUTURE PUBLICATION THE DOCUMENTATION IS SCATTERED ~ITH LAYOUT 
SYMBOLS! S+ S< S> St S• SI $. ETCaa 
PaWaHEMKER 
(MATHEMATICAL CENTRE) 
NO PAHT OF THE LIBRARY NUMAL MAY BE REPRODUCED, STOREO IN A 
RETRIEVAL SYSTEM OR TRANSMITTEU, IN ANY FORM OR BY ANY MEANSt 
ELeCTRONIC, PHOTOCOPYING, RECORDING, OR OTHERWISE, WITHOUT THE 
PRIOR WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE ACADEMIC COMPUTING CENTRE AMSTERDAM 
(SARAI OR THE MATHEMATICAL CENTRE CAMSTERDAMla 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE DESCRIPTION 
FILENAME SKIPR 
l,tlfMENTARY PROCEOUPES 
l,REAL VtCT ANO MAT OPERATIONS 
l,INITIALIZATION 
INIVEC 31010 NUMALJDOCUMENTD 0 
INIMAT 31 Oll NUMALJDOCUMENTD 0 
lNIMATD 31012 NUMAL300CUMENTD 0 
INISYMD 31013 NUMAL300CUMENTO 0 
lNlSYMROW 3101 ♦ NUMAL300CUMENTD 0 2,DUPLICAT!ON 
OUPVEC 31030 NUMAL300CUMENTD 2 
OUP\IECROW 31031 NUMAL300CUMENTO 2 
DUPROWVEC 31032 NUMAL,3DOCUMENTO 2 
DUPVECCOL 31033 NUMALJDOCUMENTD 2 
DUPCOLVEC 3103♦ NUMAL3DOCUMENTD 2 
DUPMAT 31035 NUMAL3D0CUMENTD 2 
3,MULTIPLICAf!ON 
MULVEC 31020 NUMAL3D0CUMENTD " MULROW 31021 NUMAL300CUMENTD " MULCOL 31022 NUMAL300CUMENTD 4 
COLCST 31131 NUMAL3DOCUMENTD " ROWCST 31132 NUMAL300CUMENTO 4 
4,SCALAR P~OUUCTS 
VECVEC 34010 NUMAL3DOCUMENTO 6 
MATVEC 34011 NUMAL300CUMENTO 6 
TAMVEC 34012 NUMAL3D0CUMENTO 6 
MATMAT 34013 NUMAL300CUMENTO 6 
TAMMAT 3 .. 014 NUMAL300CUMENTO 6 
MAHAM 34015 NUMALJOOCUMENTO 6 
SEQVEC 34016 NUMAL300CUMENTD 6 
SCAPRDl 34017 NUMAL300CUMENTD 6 
SYMMATVEC 34018 NUMAL300CUMENTD 6 
5, tL IM INA T ION 
ELMVEC 34020 NUMAL300CUMENTD 8 
E.LMCOL 34023 NUMAL3D0CUMENTO 8 
ELMROW 34024 NUMAL300CUMENTD 8 
ELMVECCOL 31t021 NUMAL3DOCUMENTO 8 
ELMCOLVEC 34022 NUMAL3D0CUMENTO 8 
ELM VE CROW 31t026 NUMAL3DOCUMENTO 8 
ELMROWVEC 34027 NUMAL3DOCUMENTO 8 
ELMCOLRQIJj 34029 NUMAL3D0CUMENTD 8 
ELMROWCOL 34028 NUMAL300CUMENTO 8 
MAXELMROW 31t025 NUMAL3D0CUMENTD 8 
6.INTERCHANG!NG 
ICHVEC 34030 NUMAL300CUMENTO 10 
ICHCOL 34031 NUMAL3DOCUMENTD 10 
ICHROII 34032 NUMAL3D0CUMENTD 10 
ICHROIICOL 34033 NUMALJDOCUMENTD 10 
ICHSEQVEC 34034 NUMAL300CUMENTD 10 
ICHSEQ 34035 NUMAL3D OCUMENTD 10 
7,ROTATION 
ROTCOL 34040 NUMAL300CUMENTO 12 
ROTROW 34041 NUMAL3D0CUMENTO 12 
H,VECTOI< NOi-iMS 
ABSMAXVEC 31060 NUMAL300CUMENTD 32 
l • 1 • ~.VECTOR SCALING 
INOf.X PROCEDURE CODE DESCRIPTION 
FILENAME SKIPR 
l • 1. ". REASCL 34183 NUMAL3D0CUMENTF 8 lOoMAlRIX NORMS 
MAXMAT 34230 NUMAL3D0CUMl:.NTD l6 
11.MATRIX SCALING 




COMCOLCST 3435ii! NUMAL3D0CUMENTG 6 
C0MROWCST 34353 NUMAL3D0CUMENT6 6 
4,SCALAH PHOUUCTS 
C0MMATVEC 3054 NUMAL3D0CUMENTG 18 
HSHCOMCOL 34355 NUMAL3DOCUMENTG l4 
HSHCOMPRO 34356 NUMAL300CUMENTG 24 
5,ELIMINATIUN 
ELMCOMVECCOL 34376 NUMAL300CUMENT6 0 
ELMCOMCOL 34377 NUMAL300CUMENTG 0 
ELMCOMROIIVEC 34378 NUMAL300CUMENT6 0 
b,INlE.HCHANGlNG 
7 0 HOTATION 
ROTCOMCOL 34357 NUMAL300CUMENTG 2 
ROTCOMROII 34358 NUMAL300CUMENTG 2 
11,Yf.CTUH NOHMS 
9 0 VECTOH SCALING 
COMSCL 34193 NUMAL300CUMENTF 10 
l0 0 MATHlX NOHMS 
COMEUCNRM 3"359 NUMAL300CUMENTG 20 
lloMAlHIX SCALING 
SCLCOM 34360 NUMAL3DOCUMENTG 22 
J,COMPLtX AHllHME.llC 
I.MONADIC OP~RATIUNS 
C0MABS 34340 NUMAL3D0CUMENTO 14 
COMSQRT 34343 NUMAL300CUMENTO 16 
CARPOL 34344 NUMAL3DOCUMENTO 18 
2,UYADIC OPEHAlIONS 
COMMUL 34341 NUMAL300CUMENTD 20 
COMOlV 34342 NUHAL300CUM£NTD 22 
4,LONG lNTf.GtH AHllHMEllC 
5oLONG kf.AL ARlTHMtTIC 
I.ELEM, ARITHMETIC OPE.RATIONS 
l 0 SCALAH PHOUUCTS 
LNGVECVEC 34410 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
LNGMATVEC 34411 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
LfllGTAMVEC 34412 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
LNGMATMAT 34413 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
LNGTAMMAT 34414 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
LNGMATTAM 34415 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
LNGSEQVEC 34416 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
LNGSCAPRDl 34417 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
LNGSYMMATVEC 34418 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
~.ALGE~RAJC lVALUATlON~ 
l,EVAL, Of A flNIIE SEHIES 
2,E.VAL, Of POLYNOMIALS 
POL 31040 NUMALl00CUMENTC 0 
z. 2. NEWPOL 31041 NUMAL300CUMENTC 2 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE DESCRIPTION 
FILENAME SKIPR 
2. 2. CHP 31042 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
ALLCHP 310♦3 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
ORTPOLO 31044 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
ALLORTPOLO 31045 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
ORTPOl.l 31046 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
ALLORTPOLl 31047 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
CHS 35082 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
3.EVAL. OF CUNTINUE.D FHACTlONS 
.JFRAC 35083 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
4,0PERATJONS UN POLYNOMIALS 
NEWGRN 31050 NUMAL300CUMENTC 4 
POWCHS 31051 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
MULPOL 31052 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
SUMPOL 31053 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
TAYPOL 31241 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NOROERPOLO 31Z42 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NOROERPOLl 31243 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NORDERPOL2 31244 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
DERPOLO 31245 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
DERPOLl 31246 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
DERPOl.2 31Z47 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
INTCHS 31248 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
RECCOF 31249 NOT YET AVAILABLE 








DEC 34300 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 22 
GSSELM 34231 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 22 
ONENRMINV 34240 NUMAL300CUMENTE 22 
ERBEL"4 34241 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 22 
GSSERB 34242 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 22 
GSSNRI 34252 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 22 
2.CAL~ULATION OF DETERMINA~T 
DETERM 34303 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 24 
J,SOLUTION UF LINEAR EWUATIONS 
SOL 34051 NUMAL300CUMENTE 26 
DECSOL 34301 NUMAL300CUMENTE 26 
SOLELM 34061 NUMAL300CUMENTE 26 
GSSSOL 34232 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 26 
GSSSOLERB 34243 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 26 
4,MATHJX INVERSION 
If-IV 34053 NUMAL3D0CUMENTE 28 
DECINV 34302 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 28 
lNVl 34235 NUMAL300CUMENTE 28 
GSSINV 34236 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 28 
GSSINVERB 34244 NUMAL300CUMENTE 28 
S.ITEHATIVELY IMPROVEU SOLUTION 
IT I SOL 34250 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 30 
GSSITISOL 34251 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 30 
J. 1 • l • l • I• l • 5, ITISOLERB 34253 NUMAL300CUMENTE 30 
INUU PROCEOURE CODE DESCRIPTION 
FILENAME SKIPR 
j. l • 1. I • l • I• 5. GSSITISOLERB 34254 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 30 
2oSYMMETRIC POS DEF MATRICES 
loPHEPARATORY PROCEOURES 
CHLDEC2 34310 NUMALJOOCUMENTf'" 0 
CHLDECl 34311 NUMAL3DOCUMENTF 0 
2,CALCULATION Of DETEKM!NANT 
CHLOETERM2 34312 NUMAL3D0CUMENTF 2 
CHLOE TERM I 34313 NUMALJOOCUMENTF 2 
3.SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
CHLSOL2 34390 NUMAL3D0CUMENTF 4 
CHLSOll 34391 NUMAL3DOCUMENTF 4 
CHLDECSOL2 34392 NUMAL3D0CUMENTf 4 
CHLOECSOLJ 34393 NUMAL3DOCUMENTF 4 
4,MAlKlX INVERSION 
CHLINV2 34400 NUMAL3D0CUMENTF 6 
CHLINVl 34401 NUMAL3D0CUMENTF 6 
CHLDECINV2 34402 NUMAL3D0CUMENTF 6 
CHLOECINVl 34403 NUMAL300CUMENTF 6 
?,LUMPLEA MAlRICES 
~.rULL HANK OvERUETEKM SYSTEMS 
l,RtAL MATRICES 
J 0 PKEPAHATURY PROC~DURES 
LSQORTOEC .34134 NUMAL300CUMENTE 32 
LSQDGLINV 34132 NUMALJOOCUMtNTE. 32 
2olE.AS1 S~UARES SOLUTION 
LSQSOL 34131 NUMAL30UCUMtNTE 34 
LSQORTOECSOL 34135 NUMAL300CUMENTE. 34 
2 0 LOMPLEX MATR!LES 
j, tlTHH, 1-'HOBLtMS 
l,KtAL MATRICES 
1.SOLUl!ON uvtROETEHMlNEO SYST 
SOLSVOOVR 34280 NUMAL300CUMENTH 0 
SOLOVR 34281 NUMAL300CUMENTH 0 
2.SOLUIION UNUEROETEKM SYSTEMS 
SOLSVOUND 34282 NUMAL300CUME.NTH 2 
SOLUNO 34283 NUMAL3D0CUMENTH 2 
J,SULUT{ON HOMOuE.NtOUS EQUATION 
HOMSOLS\10 34284 NUMAL300CUMENTH 4 
HOMSOL 34285 NUMAL3DOCUMENTH 4 
4,P5EUUO-lNVERSIUN 
PSOIN\ISVO 3428() NUMAL300CUME.NTH 6 








OECBND 34320 NUMAL3D0CUMENTE 0 
~.CALCULATION OF DETERMINANT 
OETERMBND 34321 NUMAL300CUMENTE 2 
~.SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOL8NO 34071 NUMAL3D0CUMENTE ♦ 
J, 1 • 2. I • l • 1. 1 • J, DECSOLBNO 34322 NUMAL300CUMENTE 4 
1111 iii!iktikhiii~ ~¥4ifAJ¥¼k¥&4%¥@i Ii 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE DESCRIPTION 
FILENAME SKIPR 
3. l • 2. l • l • l • 2.TRlUJAGONAL MATRICES 
!,PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
DECTRI 34423 NUMAL3D0CUMENTH 16 
DECTRIPIV 34426 NUMAL3DOCUMENTH 16 
c.CALCULATION OF DETERMINANT 
J.SDLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOLTRI 34424 NUMAL3D0CUMENTH 18 
DECSOLTRI 34425 NUMAL300CUMENTH 18 
SOLTRIPIV 34427 NUMAL3DOCUMENTH 18 
DECSOLTRIPIV 34428 NUMAL3DOCUMENTH 18 
2.SYMMtlHIC POS UEF MATRICES 
1,1:lANU MATRICES 
1,PREPARATOHY PROCEDURES 
CHLDECBND 34330 NUMAL300CUMENTE 6 
c,CALCULATIDN OF DETERMINANT 
CHLDETERMBND 34331 NUMAL3D0CUMENTE 8 
~.SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
CHLSOLBND 34332 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 10 
CHLOECSOLBND 34333 NUMAL.3DOCUMENTE 10 
c.THIU!AGONAL MATRICES 
1,PHEPARATORY PROCEDURES 
DECSYMTRJ 34420 NUMAL3D0CUMENTH 20 
~.CALCULATION OF UETERM!NANT 
J.SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOLSYMTRI 34421 NUMAL300CUMENTH 22 




CONJ GRAD 34220 NUMAL300CUMENTC 36 
i', TR A"S~ OHMA 1 l ON 10 SPECIAL FOHM 
l,SIMILAN!TY TNANSFONMAT!UNS 
l ,EllUJLli:<RAT ION 
l,Nl:.AL MATRlCE~ 
EQILBR 34173 NUMALJDOCUMENTF 12 
l:lAKLBR 34174 NUMAL3D0CUMENTF 12 
? 0 CUMPLtX MATRICES 
EQILBRCOM 34361 NUMALJOOCUMENTG 16 
BAKLBRCOM 34362 NUMAL3DDCUMENTG 16 
C • l RAr-.1$,t TO Hl:.551:.NHl:.NG FOkM 
l,Nl:.AL MATNICES 
l,SYMMtTHlC MATNICl:.S 
TFMSYMTRI2 34140 NUMAL3DOCUMENTO 34 
BAKSYMTR12 34141 NUMAL3DOCUMENTO 34 
TFMPREVEC 34142 NUMAL3DOCUMENTD 34 
TFMSYMTRil 34143 NUMAL3DOCUMENTD 34 
BAKSYMTRil 34144 NUMAL3D0CUMENTO 34 
2,ASYMMl:.THIC MATNICES 
TFMREAHES 34170 NUMAL3DOCUMENTF 14 
BAKREAHESl 34171 NUMAL3DOCUMENTl1 14 
BAKREAHES2 34172 NUMAL3DOCUMENTF 14 
?.,COMPLE~ MATRICES 
!,HEHMlllAN MATRICES 
HSHHRMTRI 34363 NUMAL3DOCUMENTG 4 
3, 2, l • 2. 2, I • HSHHRMTRIVAL 34364 NUMAL300CUMENTG 4 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE DESCRIPTION 
FILENAME SKIPR 
J. 2. l • 2. 2. 1. BAKHAMTRI 3•365 NUMAL3DOCUMENT6 4 
2oNON-HEHMlTJAN MATRICES 
HSHCOMHES 3•366 NUMAL3OOCUMENT6 14 
BAKCOMHES 34367 NUMAL3OOCUMENTG 14 
2,UTHER TRANSfORMATlONS 
l,TRANSI- TO BIDIAGONAL FOHM 
l,HEAL lolATHlCES 
HSHREABID 34260 NUMAL3DOCUMENTH 8 
PSTTFMMAT 34261 NUMAL3DOCUMENTH 8 
PRETFMMAT 3•262 NUMAL3DOCUMENTH 8 
l.COMPLEX MATHlCES 




VALSYMTRI 3"151 NUMAL300CUMENTO 36 
VECSYtolTRI 34152 NUMAL3DOCUMENTO 36 
VALQRISYMTRI 34165 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
QRISYMTRI 34161 NUMALJOOCUMENTO 36 
2 0 1-ULL MATRICES 
EIGVALSYM2 34153 NUMALJDOCUMENTE 12 
EIGSYM2 34154 NUtolAL3DOCUMENTE 12 
EJGVALSYMl 34155 NUMAL3D0CUMENTE 12 
ElGSYMl 311156 NUtolAL3DOCUMENTE 12 
QRIVALSYM2 34162 NUMAL300CUMENTE 12 
QRISYM 34163 NUMAL300CUMENTE 12 
GRIVALSYMl 34164 NUMAL300CUMENTE 12 
2,ASY~MtlHIC MATRICES 
loMATRJCES IN HESSENBERG FORM 
REAVALQRl 34180 NUMAL300CUMENTF 16 
REAVECHES 34181 NUtolAL300CUMENTF 16 
HEAQRI 34186 NUMAL3D0CUMENTF 16 
COMVALQRI 34190 NUMAL300CUMENTF 16 
COMVECHES 34191 NUMALJOOCUMENTF 16 
lofULL MATIHCES 
RE.AEIGVAL 34182 NUMAL300CUMENT8 34 
REAEIGl 34184 NUMAL300CUMENT8 34 
REAEIG3 311187 NUMAL300CUl4ENTB 34 
COMEIGVAL 34192 NUtolALJOOCUtolENTB 36 
COtolEIGl 341911 NUMALJOOCUMENTB 36 
2.CUMPLEX MAIRICES 
l,NER~I!lAN HATH1Ct.S 
EIGVALHRM 34368 NUMAL3DOCUMENTG 8 
EIGHRM 34369 NUMAL300CUMENTG 8 
ORIVALHRM 34370 NUMAL300CUMENTG 8 
GRIHRM 34371 NUMAL3DOCUMENTG 8 
2.NON-HEHMITlAN MATRICES 
I.MATRICES lN HESS~NBERG FORM 
VALOR I COM 34372 NUMALJOOCUMENTG 12 
QRICOM 34373 NUMAL300CUMENTG 12 
2.~ULL MATRlCES 
EIGVALCOM 34374 NUMAL3DOCUMENTG 10 
EIGCOM 34375 NUMAL300CUMENTG 10 
4.THE GENERALIZED ElGENv PROBLEM 







b 0 ltHuS Of POLYNOMIALS 
lolEHOS OF OHlkOGONAL POLYNOM. 
2.bY MEANS Of COMPANION MATRlX 
J.lEHOS OF CUMPLtX POLYNOMIALS 
4.ANALYTIC EVALUATIONS 
l.E~AL. OF AN l~FlNITE SERIES 








l,A S!NuLt EQUATION 
5, 
2.A SYSltM Of EQUATIONS 
2.0PllMIZATIUN 
3,CUHVE ANu SUHFACt FITTING 
SEE ALSO 7• 
2.FUNCTIONAL £YUAIIUNS 
l.OifFEHENTIAL EQUATIONS 
l,INITJAL VALUE PRO~LEMS 
l,flHST OROtR OHOINARY 0 0 £. 
loNO DERIVATIVES RHS AVAILABLE 































































NOT YET AVAILABLE 






NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NOT YET AVAILABLE 





































!,, l, l • 1. 
lNOtX 
I• 1. 
2,JACO~lAN MATRIX AVAILABLE 
SEE ALSO PROC, MULTISTEP (5,2,1,1,1,ll 
3,SEVERAL DERIVATIVES AVAILABLE 
2,SECONU ORUER UROlNARY D,E, 
l,NO DERIVATIVES RHS AVAILA&LE 
2,StVERAL UERlV, RHS AVAILABLF 
3,PARTIAL DlFFtRENTIAL EQUATIONS 
2,BOUNOAR~ VALUE PROBLEMS 





















MODIFIED RUNGE KUTTA 








































































NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NOT YET AVAILABLE 







NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NUMAL3DOCUMENTC 42 
INDE.X PROCEDURE CDDE DESCRIPTION 
FILENAME SKIPR 
I,. 6, RECIP GAMMA 35060 NUMAL3DOCUMENTC 42 
LOG GAMMA 35062 NUMAL300CUMENTC 42 
INCOMGAM 35030 NUMAL300CUMENTC 40 
INCBETA 35050 NUMAL3D0CUMENTE lit 
IBPPLUSN 35051 NUMAL3D0CUMENTE 14 
IBQPLUSN 35052 NUMAL3D0CUMENTE lit 
IXQFIX 35053 NUMAL3DOCUMENTE lit 
IXPFIX 350S4 NUMAL3D0CUMENTE lit 
FORWARD 35055 NUMALJDOCUMENTE lit 
BACKWARD 35056 NUMALlDOCUMENTE lit 
7,EHPOH FUNCTION, ETCo 
ERF 35020 NUMAL3D0CUMENTC 38 
B,LEAE.NURt FUNCTIONS 
9.HESSEL FUNCTIONS OF INT, OHOE.R 
l.bESSEL FUNCTIONS J ANU Y 
l<ESSELJ 35100 NUMAL3DOCUMENTA 26 
BESSELY 35101 NUMAL3DOCUMENTA 26 
2,dtSStL FUN~TIONS I ANO K 
KO 35040 NUMAL3D0CUMENT8 56 
KA 35070 NUHAL300CUMENTB 62 
BESSEL! 35102 NUHAL300CUMENTA 28 
BESSELK 35103 NUMAL3DOCUMENTA 28 
J,KELVIN FUNCTIONS 
10,BlSSE.L FUNCTIONS OF FHAC,OHUtR 
l,SPHtHICAL dtSSEL FUNCTIONS 
2,MOU,SPHtRICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
J.HICATTI-bESSE.L FUNCIIONS 
4.AIHY FUNCTlONS 
AIRY 35140 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
AI 35141 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
Bl 35142 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
AIRYZEROS 35145 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
/,!NlER~OLAllON ~ APPROXIMATION 
lolNTEHl'OLATION 
NEWTON 36010 NUMAL300CUMENTC •"4 
2,APl'HUXlMAllON 
lol'Rtl'AHATOHY l'HOCEOUHES 
INI 36020 NUMAL3D0CUMENTE 18 
SNDREMEZ 36021 NUHAL300CUMENTE 20 
2oNEAH MINIMAX APPROXlMAT10N 
3,MlNlMAX APPROXIMATION 
MINMAXPOL 36022 NUMAL300CUMENTC 46 




PROCEDURE CODE RETIREMENT EXPIRATION REPLACED BY 
RNKSYt<20 31tl00 730901 731201 
SOLSYMcO 34101 730901 731201 
RNKSOLSYM20 34102 730901 731201 
[NVSYt<20 34103 730901 740101 
RNK1NVSYM20 34104 730901 740101 
SULSYt<HOM20 3410=> 730901 740101 
tlNKSYt',l 0 34110 730901 740101 
SOLSYMlO 34111 730901 740101 
RNKSOLSYMlO 34112 730901 71t010l 
!NI/SYMlll JltllJ 730901 71t010l 
RNKINV'.:>YMlO 34114 (30901 740101 
1JET 34050 730901 7"0101 DEC(3,l,l,l,l,l,l>,DETERM(3,l,l,l,l,l,2> 
DETSOL 340St 730901 740101 DECS0L(3,l,1,l,l,l,3l,OETERM, 
OET!NV 34051t 730901 740101 DECINV(3,l,i,l,l,l,4l,OETERM, 
HNKELM 340b0 730901 740101 GSSELM(J,l,i,l,1,1,ll 
RNKSOU.LM 340bc 7.30901 740101 GSSSDL(J,l,i,1,1,l,J) 
<;OLHUI< 340b3 730901 740101 SINGULAR VALUE PROCEDURES (3,5) 
INVELr,< 340b4 730901 731201 GSSINl/(3,1,1,1,l,l,4) 
01::TtlNIJ 34070 730901 740101 DECBN0!3,l,2,l,l,l,l,ll,OETERMBND(3,l,2,l,1,1,l,2t 
OE. l SULt:H,D 340U 730901 740101 DECS0LBND!3,l,2,l,l,l,l,3l,OETERM8NO, 
DE.TSYM2 34080 730901 740101 CHLDEC2<3,l,l,l,1,2,l),CHLDETERM213,l,l,l•l•2•2> 
SOLSYMc 34081 730901 740101 CHLS0L2(3.l,l.l,l,2,3l 
l)E.TSUL5YM2 34082 730901 71,0101 CHLDECSOL213,l,l,l,l,2,3l,CHLDETERM2. 
INVSYMc 3408.3 730901 740101 CHLINV2(3,1,l,1,l,2,4l 
;iET lN\ISYM2 34084 73090 l 740101 CHLDECINV2<3,l,l,l,l.2,41,CHLDETERM2, 
OETSYMl 34090 730901 740101 CHLDECl!J,1,1.1,l,2,ll,CHLDETERMl(J,l,l,l,l,2.2) 
SOLSYl'J 34091 73090 I 740101 CHL SOLl ( 3 • 1 , l • 1 , l • 2, 3 l 
,)£ TSOLSYt-\l 3409c 730901 740101 CHLDECSOLl(J,1,1,l,l,2,JltCHLDETERMl, 
TNVSYMl 34093 730901 740101 CHLINVl!J,1;1.1.1,2,4) 
OEl lNY~YM! 34094 730901 740101 CHLDECINV1(3,1,l,l,l,2,lt)tCHLDETERMl, 
OE l 5yr,ot,j~•ll 34120 7J090l 740101 CHLDECBNO(J;l,2,1,1,2,1,ll ,CHLDETERMBNO, 
SUL!> YMt:l~-0 34121 730901 7401 O l CHLSOLBN0(3,l,2,l,l,2.l,3> 
OE. TSUL S Y"'tiNO 341U 730901 740101 CHLDECSOLBN0(3.l.2ol,l,2,l,3l,CHLDETERMBND, 
LSQUE:.C 34130 730901 740101 LSQORTOEC(J,l.l,2,1,1) 
LSQOt.CSOL 34133 730901 740101 LSQORTDECSOLC3,l,l,2,l,2> 
<JR!VALSYMTR! 34lb0 73092:> 740101 VALQRISYMTRl<J,3,1,l,lt 
VERSION! 740101 
Kwic index to the library NUMAL of ALGOL 60 procedures in numerical 
mathematics. 
This key word in context (kwic) index is based upon only those procedures 
whose full documentation was available on 1 december 1973. 
Directions for use: 
The kwic index is based upon program abstracts such as: 
32070 C 6 $qadrat ( $quadrature ) computes the $definite $integral of a 
$function of one variable over a finite interval. 
The first ten characters ( "32070 C 6") of each abstract are a code to 
locate the procedure, while the remaining characters until a period com-
prise a short description of the program (its name, what it does, and 
how it does it), only "important" words (preceded by a$ in the above 
example) are used as key words in the kwic index. 
The first appearance of our above example abstract in the kwic index is: 
t ( quadrature ) computes the definite integral of a function of one 
variable over a finite interval. 32070 C 6 
If this program (qadrat) is of interest, you can locate it as follows: 
the first five digits give the number of the object code procedure in the 
library file "NUMAL3". The next letter is to locate the documentation 
file: "A" corresponds to file "NUMAL3DOCUMENTA", "B" to file "NUMAL3DOCU 
MENTB" etc. • The final number specifies the number of records to be skip-
ped on the documentation file in order to locate the documentation of the 
particular program. 
In case an entry in the kwic index is not completely readable (i.e., 
truncated at an end of the line), you can find a complete listing (by 
code number) of all the abstracts following the kwic index. 
HE NEW ROW ELEMENT OF "AXIHUM 
HAT MATRIX E~EMENT OF MAXIMUM 
SI GEARS, ADAMS• MDULTOh, CR 














EULER COMPUTES ThE SUM OF AN 
NOMIAL (IN GRUNERT FORM) THAT 
D FOQ THIS MINl~AX POLVNOMIA~ 
FERENTIAL EYUATIO~S USING ThE 
L VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN as AN 
L VALUE PROBLEr1s, Gf\lEN AS AN 
L VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN 
L VALUE PROdLEMS, GIVEN ~SAN 
LINF.MI" 1S AIJ 
Rl,K1llPO I 5 MJ 
t,AVUPD IS A'J 
FLEuPO I:; Ati 
IXQflX 15 A•J 
I XPF IX IS A>1 
FCRliARO IS A'J 
llACKWAllD IS A:J 
IN I 15 Ai-4 
C,SSt:R~ IS Mi 
6SS'JR I IS AN 
c_o;-1 :.;cL IS Af~ 
9AKSVMTRl2 PER70AMS T~E 
6AKSVMTR1: PERFOR~S T~E 
BA<L~A PERFORMS T~E 
BAKRf.A••E 51 PERFOAns Ti-f. 
BAKREArlE92 PERFORMS ThE 
6AKHRrlTR I PERF'OR:tS Tl-'[ 
BAKCOMHES PERFOIOMS Ti-E 
BAKLtlRCOf', ~f.'1FOt0,15 TI-E 
COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT OF A 
STEM OF LINEAR EQ~ATIONS WITH 
H SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE 
A SY'IMETRIC POSITIV~ ['EF1>;•TE 
ABSf,IAXVEC COMPUTES THE INFINITY NO~M OF A VECTOR AND DELIVERS TI-E INDEX FOR AN t~EM~NT MAXl~AL IN ~o 
1\BSOLI.ITE VALUE, 
i\BSOLUTE VALUE. 
AOAf,15 • RASHFORTri METHDnJ WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AND ORDER CONTROL ANO SUITABLE FON THE INTEGRATICN OF 
ADA~•~. r•OULTON, OR k0A'IS • qaSHPORTH METHOD; w1T11 AUTOf,IATIC STEP ANO ()RDER CONTROL AND SUITABLE POR 
ADDS A COMPLEX NUMRE~ T1qES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLrX VECTO~, 
ADC'S A COMPLEX NUMBER TIMES A COf,IPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO ANOTI-ER CQf,IPLEX COLUMN VECTOR, 
ADnS A COMPLEX NU"BER T1qES A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ~ow VECTOR, 
11.or,s A SCALAR TI IIES A V!':CTOR TO ANOT!'IE'! VECTOR. 
ADI'S A SCALAR TI IIES A C()LUfl"I VECTOQ TO A140T!'IER c □LUMN VECTOR, 
ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A cnLUMN VECTOR Tn A VECTOP, 
ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A R~W VECTOR TO A~OT~ER ROW VECTOR, 
ADDS A SCALAR TIIIES A V[CTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
ADDS A SCALAR Tl,iES A R'lw VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
-~DOS A SCALAR T 1,1ES A V~CTOQ TO /> QDW VECTOR, 
aons A SCALAR TI flf.S A R,,,., VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR' 
ADDS A SCALAR TIHES A C~LUMN VECT~Q TQ A ROW VECTOR, 
ADDS A SCALAR Tl~ES. R'IY VECTOR TO A QD~ vEcTnR, AND RETURNS THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF THE NE~ RCW ELE 
ALTE~NATING SERIES, 
APPROXl~ATES A Fu~CTION GIVEN FOR DISCQETE ARGUMENTSJ THE SECOND REMEz ExCHANG~ ALGORITHM IS USED FO 
APPROXl~AT!ON, 
ARC LE~GTH AS INTEGRaTIQ~ VAQIABLE, 
AlJTOt,O'ICUS SvSTEi' Of FI QST O<!OER DI FFF.AENT I AL 
AUTOtJO,·ICUS SVSTEfl OF FI '!ST ORDER DI FFERE'I'!' I AL 
AUTO;J0'1CUS SYSTEd OF FI ~ST ORDER O I FFEl!E~IT I AL 
AUTC•JO'lCUS SYSTE11 OF FI =>ST ORDER O I FF~RE'H I AL 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
~UXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
[QUAT!ONS, av AN 
f.QJATIONS, BY AN 
EQUATIONS, eY AN 
EQUATIONS, BV AN 
AUXILIARY PRDCECURE FOR THE INCOMP~ETE B~TA FUNCTION, 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE INCOMPLET~ BETA FUNCTION, 
,•,11XILIARY PROCEDURE fOR T!'IE INCOMPL,ETf. BETA FUNCTION, 
AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR THE INCOMPLETE BETA FUHCTION, 
iUXILlARV PROCEDURE FOR ~INl~AX APPROXIMATION, 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SEMI • IMPLICIT 
1•1PL.IC1T, EXPO><El'<TIALLY FITTED, FIRST 
111PL1C1T, EXPONE"'TIALLY FITTED, S~CON 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE SOLUTION OF LINEAR E1UATIOM WITH AN JPPER ~OUND FCR THE ERROR, 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE F~R TH~ iTERATIVELV REFINED 30LUTIQN OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
~UXILIARY PROCECURE FOR THE COMPUTATION Of COMPLEX EIGENVECTORS OF A RfAL MATRIX, 
ilACK'.;AQD IS A'J AUX I L.1 ARV P'lOCEDURE F'O'! T-tE I •KoM?~ETE :JETA FUNCT I o>i, 
~ACK T~ANSFORMATIQN CORRESPONDING TO ,HE HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSfOR~ATION AS PERFORMED BY TFMSV•TRl2, 
JACK TQAHSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO THE H()USE~OLDERS TRANSFORMATION AR PERFORMED BY TFMsv•TRl1, 
3ACK TRA~SFOR~ATIOtl CORRESPONDING TO THE EnU1L1BRATION AS PERFORMED BY EOILBQ, 
3ACK TRA~SFORMATIOM LQPRESPONOING TO T!'IE ~ILKINSON TRA~SFORMATION AS PERFORMED dY TFMREAHES, ON A VE 
3ACK TRA~SFORMATIO~ COP~ESPONDING TO THE WILKINSON TRA~SFORMATION AS PERFORMED av TFMREAHES, ON THE 
RACK T~A~SFORr1AT10~ COR~ESPONDING TO ~SH•1RMTR 1 , 
qACK TAANSFORHATIO~ LORRESPO~OING TO -tSHCOflHES, 
JACK TRA~SFORMATION CORQESPO~DING TO THE EOUIL.IBRATION AS PERFORHED ~y EQILBRCDM, 
:IAKCOMriES PfRFOl'IIIS T'1E 14CI( TRANSrOR,1AT I ON CORRESPOND I NG T'l liSflCOMHES, 
JA>:1-RM,R I PERFOlliiS THE 91\CK TRAN!lf0R!1AT I 0"4 CORRESPOND 1 'iG TO H$1iH!lf,ITR I, 
!!AKL.~RCOM PERFORf\S Tl1f; 'IACK TRA,~Sl'ORMATION CORRESPONDlf<G TO THE [QUILIFRATION AS PERFORMED ev EQILBR 
~AKLAR PERFORMS THE tlACK TRANSFDR~ATION CORRESPONDING TO T!'IE EAUILIBRATION AS P~RFORMED ev EQILBR, 
DA~REA1ES1 PERFORMS THE aACK TRANSFOR~ATION CORRESPONDING TO THE WILK1~SON TRANSFORMATION AS PERFOR~ 
~AKREA,IES2 PERFCRMS THE ~ACK TRANSFOR1~TION CORRESPONDING TO THE WILKl~SON TRANSFORMATION AS PERFORM 
9AKSVMTRl1 PFRFDRMS THE ~ACK TRANSFOQ1ATiON CORRCSPONDING TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRhNSFDRf,IATICN AS PERf 
JAKSVMTRl2 PERFORMS THE ~ACK TRANS~OR 1lATi0H CORRESPONDING TO THE HOUSEHOLOF.RS TRANSFORMATION AS PERF 
BA~D MATRIX, WHICH NAS ~EEN DECOMPOSED av DECBND, 
BA•:o MATRIX, WHl(t1 IS nECO•IPOSEO av OECBND, 
'JAIJ(l MATR I~, WHICH HAS >JEE'-1 DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC~ ►-D, 
JAIID f,IATRIX AND SOLV~S ~HE SVSTEM OF LINEAR EOUATIONS lV THE CHO~ESKV MET!'IDD, 
31060 0 32 
34025 D 8 
34230 D 26 
330110 C 30 
33080 C 30 
34376 G 0 
34377 G 0 
34378 G 0 
34020 D 8 
34023 D 6 
:.H021 O 6 
34024 D 8 
340.12 D 8 
34026 D 6 
34027 D 8 
34029 D 6 
34028 0 B 
34025 D 8 
32010 O 28 
36022 C 46 
36022 C 46 
33018 C 24 
33120 C 32 
33160 C 34 
33130 O 38 
33131 D 38 
34210 D 30 
34211 D 30 
34212 D 3C 
34213 D 30 
35053 E 14 
35054 E 14 
35055 E 14 
35056 E 14 
36020 E 16 
34242 E :?2 
34252 E ?2 
34193 F 10 
350,6 E 14 
34141 D 34 
34144 0 34 
34174 r 12 
34171 r 14 
341/2 F 14 
34365 G 4 
34367 G 14 
34362 G 16 
34367 G l4 
34365 G 4 
34362 G 16 
34174 F 12 
34171 F 14 
34172 f 14 
34144 D 34 
34141 O 34 
34321 E 2 
34071 E 4 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A 
RPORMS TrlE DECOMPOSITION OF A 
, ADAMS - "OULTON, OR ADAMS -
SOLSVou:10 CALClJL,1 TES Ti-E 
so,UND CALCULATES THE 
CBETA CO~PUTES TrlE I :<C01'1PLETE 
Pl.USN C0'1PUTES Tl-\[ 11,cot•PLETE 
Pl.USN CO~PUTES THE INCOMPLETE 
N OF A REAL MATRIX OF ~H1CH A 
TRANSFOR~S A REAL MATRIX INTO 
10 TO TRANSFORM A MAT~IX INTO 
ID TO TRANSFORM A MATRIX INTO 
THE SINGULA~ VALUES OF A REAL 
ED TAYLOR SOLVES AN INITIAL ( 
NGE KUTTA SOLVES AN INITIAL ( 
UATIONS AND COMPUTES AN UPPER 
ERSE OF A MATRIX AND AN U?PER 
REFINED SOLUTION AND AN UPPER 
ERBELM COMPUTES AN UPPER 
RMS A CO~PLEX NUMBER GIVEN IN 
NEAR EQUATIO~S ) COHPUT~S Tt-<f 
NEAR EQUAT I 0•1s J cor,PUTlS THE 
SITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX ~V T~E 
EM OF Ll~EAR EQUATIONS nv Tt-<E 
EM OF Ll~EAR EQUATID~S av Tt-<E 
EM Of Ll~EAR EQUATIO~S Bv THE 
CHLDECl~V2 COMPUTES, 8V THE 
CHLDECINVl COMPUTES, ~y THE 
L ELEMENTS A~D SQUARES Df THE 
INISYMD INITIALIZES A 
LIZES (PART OF) A Dl~GONAL OP 
ADRATIC EQUATION WITH COMPLEX 
~EWTON LJETF.R• 11 "ES T;.E 
MIN~AXPOL DETER~l"ES THE 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT Uf TWO 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO 
ARV ROTATION OPERATION ON TWO 
R PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR AND 
eLEMENTS Of A ROW VECTOR AND 
PUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
MULCOL nULTIPLIES A 
COLCST MULTIPLIES A 
BAUD MATRIX BV GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION, 
BAND MATRI~ BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATIO" AN~ SOLVES Ttt[ SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
5ASHFORTH METHOD) WITH AUTOMATIC STEP ANO ORDER CONTROL ANO SUITABLE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF STIFF DI 
3EST LEAST SDUARES SOLUTION Of A UNDERDETERMINED SYST[~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGU 
JEST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A UNDERQETERMINED SYSTE•I Of LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS OF SINGULAR VAL 
~ETA FUNCTION l(X,P,Q),~<=X<=1,P>D,Q~Q, 
~ETA FUNCTION l(X,P•~,Q),O<=X<cl,P>D,Q>O, FOR N:U(l)NMAX, 
~ETA FUNCTIO~ l(X,P,~•N),Oc:Xc:l,P>0,~>0, FOR N:U(l)NMAX, 
31DIAGONAL DEcO,POSITIO~ IS GIVEN, BV MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
31DIAGONAL FORr,,1 BY ~EANS OF HOU5Erl0LD£R TRANSFOR~ATION, 
,l Ir, I AGC)tliAL FORr.<, 
BIDIAGONAL FORf,11, 
BIDIAGONAL MATRIX BV MEANS OF IMPLICIT QR•ITEHATION, 
30UNOARV ) VALUE PROijLE~, GIVE" AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY A ONE-STEP TAY 
BOUNDARY ) VALUE PQDHLE1 1 GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST O~DER ( NON.LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY 
go\ 1ND FOR I TS ERROR. 
BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, OF A SYSTEM OF Ll~EAR EOUATIONS 1 OF WHICH TtlE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FOR~ Of T 
BOUND FCR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATl □ NS, 
CARPOL TRANSFQR~S A COMPLEX NUMBER GiVEN IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES INTO POLAR COORDINATES, 
CAR TES I AN COORDINATE~ I '!TO POLAR COORQ I NA TES, 
CHLDEC1 ( LINEAR EAUATIONS ) COMPUTES THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MA 
C~LDCC2 ( LINEAR EOUATl,NS ) COMPUTES THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE ~A 
CHLDCCRND PERFORMS TIIE TRIANGULAR OECOMPDSITION or A SYr.<METRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX BY THE C~OLE 
CHLDECl~Vl COMPUTES, BY THE CHOL~SKY ~ETHOD, THE INVERSE OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE •ATRIX, ST 
C~LDECl~V2 COMPUTES, BY THE CHOLESKV MET~Oo, THE INVERSE OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE •ATR1x, ST 
CHLDECSCL1 SOLVES A YVH~ETRIC POSITIV! DEFINITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE CHOLESKY r,ETHOD, T 
CHLDfCSCL2 SOLVES A SVM~ETRIC POSITIVE OEr1N1TE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS eY THE CHOLESKV 'ET~OD, T 
CHLDECSCLSND PERFOR•1S T~E OECOMPOSITION Of A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND MATRIX AND SOLVES THE 
CHLOCTERM1 COMP~TES THE DETERMINA~T or A SVMMETRIC POSITIVE oErlNITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEE~ DECOMPOS 
CHLDETERM2 COMPUTES Tl-IE DETERMINA~T OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOS 
c;.LDETERMS"'D co,PuTES TrlE DETERM1NA~T OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOHP 
CHLINVl co~PUTES THE INVERSE OF A SVMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFl"'ITE ~•TRIX WHICH HAS BEEN OECO•POSED BY CI-
Cf-<Ll:JV2 cot•DIJTES THE INVERSE OF A svw,ETRIC POSITIVE DEfl"'ITE r•ATRIX WHICH HAS &EEN DECOr-'POSED BV CH 
CHLSOLl SO~VES A SYMMET~IC POSITIV~ DEFINITE SySTEM OF ~INfAR EQUATIONS, Tl-IE MATRIX DEING DEC01"POSEP 
CHLSOL2 SOLVES A SV11lETQIC POSITIVE oeFl"ITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE ~ATRIX BEING DEcO,PDSED 
CHLSOLJND SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEF•~ITE 6AND MATRIX, WHICH HA 
CHOLESKY DECOMPCSITION Of A SV~METRIC POSITIVE DtFINITE MATRIX, STORED IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
CHOLESKY OECDMPCSITION ~FA SVHMET~IC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, ~TORED COLIJMNWISE IN A ONE•DIMENSION 
Ct<OLESKV METl-<OD, 
CHOLESKV f•1ETI-IOD, 
CHOLE:SKY t~ETHOD, TliE MATRIX !lEING STORED ltl A TWO•DIH~NSIONAL ARRAY, 
CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX ~EING STORED IN A nNt•DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
CHOLESKY METHOD, Tl<E INVERSE OF A SYM'IETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED IN A TWO-Dll'Et,·SIONAL AR 
c~rLESKV METHOD, THE INVERSE OF A SYM~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE ~A?RIX, !TOHED IN A ONE-DIME~SIONAL AR 
CODIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF 4 HERMITIAN TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX ~HICH IS U~ITA~Y SIMILAR TO A GIVEN ~ERMITIAN 
CODIAGONAL Of A SYMMETRIC MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
CODIAGONAL WITH A CONSTAMT, 
COEFFICIENTS, 
COEFFICIENTS OF TI-\E NEWTON INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIAL fOR GIVEN ARGUMENTS AND FUNCTION VALUES, 
COCFrlCIENTS OF THE POLVNOMIAL ( IN GRUNERT FORM) THAT APPROXIMATES A FUNCTION GIVEN FOR DISCRETE ARG 






COLUMN VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
COLUf!N VECTOR BY A SCALAR, 
COLUMN VECTOR BY A SCALAR, 
34320 E D 
34322 E 4 
33060 C 30 
34282 H 2 
34283 H 2 
35050 E 14 
35051 E 14 
350!>2 E 14 
34271 H !..0 
342b0 H e 
34261 H 8 
342C>2 H 8 
34270 H 10 
33040 C 26 
33060 C 28 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 26 
342!13 E 30 
34241 E 22 
34344 0 18 
34344 D 18 
34311 F 0 
34310 F 0 
34330 E 6 
34403 F 6 
34402 F 6 
34393 F 4 
34392 F 4 
34333 E 10 
34313 f 2 
34312 F 2 
34331 E B 
34401 F 6 
34400 F 6 
34391 f 4 
34390 F 4 
34332 E 10 
34310 F 0 
34311 F 0 
34330 E 6 
34333 E 10 
34392 f 4 
34393 F 4 
34402 F 6 
34403 F 6 
34364 G 4 
31013 O 0 
31012 0 0 
34345 D 24 
36010 C 44 
36022 C 46 
31131 D 4 
34014 D 6 
34031 D !LO 
34040 D !1.2 
34013 D 6 
34033 D !LO 
34012 P 6 
31022 P 4 
31131 D 4 
OMCOLCST MULTIPLIES• COMPLEX 
DUPVECCOL COPIES (PART OF) A 
ELMCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
MVECCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
MROWCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
MPUTES T~E ERROR FUNCTION AND 
ION WITH coM~INEO PARTIAL ANO 
(ON WITH COHUINED PARTIAL AND 
OF A OUAORATIC EOUATIO• •1TH 
ADDS A COMPLEX NUl:llER TI M(:S A 
ADDS A COMPLEX NUl'!!ER TI r,f:S A 
OL PERFO~MS A ROTATION ON T~O 
COMCDLCST tULT1PL![S A 
PLIES A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES GF A 
NVECTORS AND EIGE~VALUE5 GF A 
PU TES THE EUCL I DEA'! NORI, Of A 
M NORMALIZES THE C'lLlll'NS CF A 
HSHC011HES TRA~SFOR~S A 
E~IL~PCOH TRA~SFDR~S A 
C0M'1LIL MULTIPLIES T½O 
COMPUTES THE QUOTIENT OF TfQ 
AIIS COMPUTES T11E f',O[•L'LI/S OF A 
COMPUTES THE SOUA~E ROOT CF A 
CAl'.POL TRAllSFORl'S A 
ELflCOl•Vf.CCOL ADOS A 
EL~COHCOL ADDS A 
ELl,COMRPWVEC ADPS A 
OW P(RfORMS A ROTATIGh ON T•o 
COMRDICST I ULTIPl.!ES A 
PUTES THE StALAR PQOOUCT Of A 
COMPUTES ALL E!GE~VALUES OF A 
NVECTORS AND E!GE~VALUES CF A 
ADDS A COMPLEX ~U~DER TIMES A 
HSHCOMCOL TRANSFOR~S A 
AR EQUATIONS BY T~E METHOD CF 
IAN MATRIX AND AUTOMATIC STEP 
WITH AUTOMATIC STEP ANn oROER 
TES!~N COORDINATES INT0 POLAR 







DECOMPOSITION OF A MATRIX eY 
COLUMN VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUMAER, 
COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECT~R, 
COLUMN VECTOR TO ANOTHER COLUMN VECTOR, 
COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECT~R, 
COLUHN VECTOR TO A ~uw VECTOR, 
COMADS COMPUTES THE MODULUS Of A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
COl'C0LCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX COI.UMN VECTOR BV A COMPi.EX IJUMBER, 
COMO IV COf'-PUTES T>iE <JUO'l' I e,,T OF Tll'O COMPLEX NU'·IBERS, 
COPEUCNRM COMPUTES THE f.lJCl,,IDEAtl NOR"I OF A COMPLEX MATfllX, 
COl'K\/D cr)MPUTES THf. ~OOTS Of A QUADRATIC EOUAT!O'• WITl'i COMPLEX coEFf ICIE'ITS, 
CCl1~ATVEC COMPUTlS THE SCAI.AR PRODUCT Of A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR ANO A CO~PLEX VECTOR, 
COfll"UL ~ULT I PL I ES Tl'/D COMPl,,EX NUMBERS, 




COIIPLEX COLUMN VECTOR T" A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
COIIPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO ANOTHER COMPLEX COL.llMN VECTOR, 
COIIPLEX COLUMN VCCTORS, 
C0'1PLEX COLUrlN VECTOR llV A COMPLEX NUrJBER, 
CO!lPLEX HOUSEHOLOER f1AT~IX, 
COMPLEX r1ATRIX, 
COl 1PLEX MATRIX, 
COl1PLEX "ATRIX, 
COflPLEX MATRIX, 
COMPLEX PATRIX INTO~ S!Mll,,AR UNITARY UPPER HESSE~BERG ~ATRIX WITl'i A REAL HON-NEGATIVE SUBDIAGCNAL, 
cor•PLEX MATRIX l:HO" ~"'II.AR EQUILIBRATED COMPLEX MATRIX, 




ccrPLEX NUMBER GIVCN 1N CARTESIAN COORDINATES fNTO POLAR COORDINATES, 
COllPLEX NUl"flER TI MES ,. CO,Ml'LEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
COMPLEX NUNBER T!M(S I COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO ANOTHER COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR, 
C0'. 1PLEX NUMBER T, ,.,ES I COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROil/ VECTOR, 
CCflPLEX ?0'" VECTORS, 
COMPLEX RO• VECTOR ~y A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
COMPLEX ROW VECTOR AN~ A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
COMPLEX UPPER ~ESSEN8!RG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUADIAGONAL, 
COMPLEX UPPER HESSENU~RG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBDIAGONAL, 
COIIPLEX VECTOR Tu A COMPLEX ;iow VECTOR, 
COIIPLEX VECTOR l~TO" VECTOR PROPORTIDNAL TO A U~IT VECTOR, 
COHROWCST ~ULTIPLIES • COMPLEX ROW VECTOR AV A C~MPLEX NUMBER, 
CO~SCL IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR T~E COMPUTATION OF COMPLEX EIGENVFCTORS OF A PEAL MATRIX, 
COMSQRT COMPUTES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A CO~PLEX NU~BER, 
COIIVALQRI CALCULATES THE REAL AND COMPLEX EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX 8¥ ~EANS OF 
COMVEC~ES CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDl~G TO A GIVEN COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER l'<ES 
CONJUGATE GRADIENTS, 
CONJ GRAD SOLVES A SVHMETRIC AND POSITIVE DEFINITE, SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BV THE METl'<OD OF CONJ 
COHTROL; SUITABLE FOR l~TEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
CONTROL AND SUITABLE FOR THE l~TEGRATION Of ST1Ff DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
COORO I iUTES, 
COORDINATES INTO l'DLA~ COORDINATES, 
COPIES (PART OF) A V[cTnR TO A VECTOR, 
cor1ES (PART OF) A RUW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
coPrES (PART Of) A VCCT~R TO A ROW VECTOR, 
COPIES (PART Of) A COLU~N VECTOR TO i VECTOR, 
COPIES (PART Of) A VEcTnR TO A co~~MN VECTOR, 
CCPICS (PART Of) A MATRIX TO (AN OTHER) ~ATRIX, 
CROUT FACTORIZATION •1T~ PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
34352 G 6 
31033 D 2 
34023 0 8 
34021 D 8 
34028 D ti 
34340 0 :1.4 
34352 G 6 
34342 D 22 
34~59 G 20 
34345 o 24 
34354 G 18 
34341 D 20 
35020 C 38 
34231 E 22 
34232 E 26 
34345 O 24 
34376 G 0 
34377 G 0 
34357 G 2 
34352 G 6 
34356 G 24 
34374 G 10 
34375 G 10 
34359 G 20 
34360 G 22 
34366 G 14 
34361 G 16 
34341 0 20 
34342 D 22 
34340 0 !.4 
3434J D 16 
34344 0 18 
34376 G 0 
34377 G 0 
34378 G 0 
~4358 G 2 
343,3 G 6 
34354 '- 18 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
34378 G 0 
34355 G 24 
343!:13 G 6 
34193 f 10 
34343 0 !6 
34190 I' 16 
34191 I' "6 
34220 C 16 
34220 C 36 
33120 C 32 
33080 C 30 
34344 D 18 
34344 D 11 
33,030 D i 
31031 D 2 
31032 0 2 
31033 D 2 
31034 0 2 
31035 D 2 
34300 E 22 
SVSTEM OF LINEAR [QUATIONS ev 
ATR1x, PROVIDED T~AT THE u•ru 
ECBND PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR 
DECSOLB~D PEPFORMS T~E 
ECBND PERFORilS THE TR I 1,NGULAR 
CHLDECSOLBND PERrO~MS T~E 
DEC PERFORMS THt TRIANGULAR 
SSELM PERFORllS THE TRIANGULAR 
TIONS ) COMPUTES THE CHOLESKV 
TIONS ) COMPUTES THE CHOLESKV 
TES, WITHOUT PIVOTING, THE LU 
WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, THE LU 
DECSYMTRI CALCULATES THE U•DU 
ECOMPDSITION AS CALCULATEr ev 
LVES A SYMMETRIC AND POSITIVE 
T ( QUADRATURE ) COMPUTES T~E 
L ( AUAORATURC ) COMPUTES T~[ 
QETER"B~D COMPUTES T~[ 
CHLOETERMBND COMPUTES T~E 
DETER~ COMPU•Es T~E 
CHLOETERM2 tOMPUTES T~E 
CHLOETERMl COMPUTES TrE 
LS<.IOGLl~V C0l1PUTE5 ':"rE 
ARES PROBLEM AN{> CC'II\PUTES Tr~ 
SHHRMTRIVAL OELIVfRS THE VA•N 
IMATD INITIALIZES (PART Of) A 
IMIZAT!Q).I ) f11Ml',IZES A GIVf'I 
l~IZATIO~ ) ~ll~JqJZES A GIVE~! 
1 SOLVES A SINGLE FIRST CRDfA 
DLVES A SYSTEM OF FIRST O~DER 
RK2 SOLVES A ~ECO~U ORDER 
LVES A SYSTEM OF SECO~O OPDFA 
RK3 SOLVES A S[COhO O~OER 
LVES A SYSTEM OF IECOHn ORDER 
RK4A SOLVES A Sl~GlE 
RK4~A SOLVtS A SVST[~ CF 
OLVES A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER 
EN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER 
SYSTEMS ARISING FROM PARTIAL 
OF FIRST ORDER ( ~ON-LINEAR ) 
EN AS A SVSTEM or FIPST oR~EP 
FOR THE INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
QNOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST oRDfA 
ABLE fOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
ONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER 
ABLE FOR tNTEG~ATION OF STIFF 
CROUT FACTORIZATION WIT~ PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
DAVUPD IS AN AUXILIARY PRQCEDUP.E FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
DECEHO PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR D~COMPOSITION or A BAND MATRIX BV GAUSSIAN ELI.INATIDN, 
DECINV COMPUTES THE 1NVERS[ OF A MATRIX, 
DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
DECOMPOSITION Of A 3AND MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION, 
DECCIIPOSITION Of A ~AND MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION AND SOLVES THE RVST~M Of ~!NEAR EQUATIONS, 
DECOMPOSITION Of A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX BY THE CHDLESKV METHOD, 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND MATRIX ANO SOLVES THE SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS 
DECOMPOSITION Cf A MATRIX BV CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
DECOMPOSITION Of A MATRIX 8V GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
OECCMPOSITtON Of A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED IN A Two-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STOPED COLUMN~ISE IN A ONE.DIMENSIO~AL ARRAY, 
DECOMPOSITION OF A TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
DECOMPOSITION Cf A TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
OECOMPOSITID~ Of A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
DECSOLBND PERFORl1S THE ,EcOMPDSITION or A RAND MATRIX 3V GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION AND SOLVES THE SYSTEM 
OECSOLSY~TRI SOLVES A SVSTEM CF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
DECSOLTRIPIV SOLVES WIT~ PARTIAL PIVOTING A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIO~S WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT 
DECSOLTRI SOLVES A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITh TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
OECSOL SOLVES A svSTL~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 8V CROUT fACTORIZATIOM WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
OECSVMTRI CALCULATES THE u•ou DECOMPOSITION OF A SVMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
OECTRIP>V CALCULATES, WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, THE LU O~COMPOS!TION OF A TRIOIAGC'INAL MATRIX, 
DECTRIPIV 15 GIVEN, 
DECTqt CALCULATES, ~ITH~UT PIVOTING, THE LU DECOMPOSITION Of A TRIDIAGONAL ~ATRIX, 
DEC PtRFC'IRNS ThE TRIANG'ILAR DECOMPOSITION Of A MATRIX ,y CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
DEFINITE, SVSTE• OF LINEAR EQUATIO~S AY THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS, 
DEFINITE l~TEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL, 
DErlNITE l~TEGRAL OF A PUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NUMBER 
DE!ERMB~D COMPUTCS T11E OETERMINANT Of A BAND MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BV DECBND, 
DETERMINANT OF A BAND MATRIX, WHICH HAS REEN DECOMPOSED BV OECBNO, 
DETERMINANT OF A SY~flETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED bV CHLDECBNC, 
DETE~MINANT Of A MAT~IX ~ROVIDED THAT THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY DEC OR GSSELM, 
DETERMINANT OF A SVMNETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATAIX, WrllCH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC2, 
DETERMINANT OF A SY 11MfTq1c POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WrllCH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED 8Y CHLDEC1, 
DETER~ COM~UTES THt UET~RM!NANT Of A ~ATRIX PROVIDED T ◄ AT THE MATRIX HAS BEE~ DECOMPOSED BV DEC OR G 
DIAGONAL ELEl,ENT~ Of THE INVERSE OF MIM (M COEFFICIENT MATRIX) OF A L1UEAR LEAST SQUARES PRCBLEM, 
DIAGONAL ELEMENTS Of THE !~VERSE OF Mt~ (M COEFFICIENT MATRIX), 
DIAGONAL ELEME~TS A~U S~UARES OF THE CODIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF A HERMITIAN TRIDIAGONA~ MATRtX W~ICH IS 
OIAGONAL 0~ CODINGCN•L ~ITH A CONSTANT, 
DIFFERENTIABLE FuNCTIC'I~ OF SEVERAL VARIABLES BV A VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
DIFFERENT1iBLE FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES BV A VARIABLE ~ET~IC ~ETHDD, 
OIFFERE~TIAL EGUATION USING A 5•TH ORDER R!JNGE KUTTA ~ETHOO, 
f)IFFEREt.TIAL fD\JATIOl•S .JSl•·JG A :> ■ T>< O's,,E'l RUNGE KUTTA "IETHOO, 
a1rFERENTIAL EQUATION U~ING A 5•TH ORDER RUNGE K~TTA METHOD, 
p I FFERENT I AL EOUAT I ot,s ·JS I hlG A ~-Tr◄ ""DER RUNGE KUTT"- ,,En•OC. 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5-TH ORDER RUNGE K~TTA METHOD; NO DERIVATIVES ALLOWED ON RIG~T HA~C SI 
DIFFERENTIAL EGUATIONS 1JSING A :> ■ TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHODJ NO DERIVATIVES ALLOWED ON Rli~T ~ANOS 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION RV SOMETIMES USING A DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEG~ATION VARIABLE, 
DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS qV SD~ETIMES USING THE DEPENDENT VARIAB~E AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
DlfFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 1JSl~G THE ARC ~ENGTH AS l~TEGRATION VARIABLE, 
DIFFERENTIAL EGUATIONS, BY A ONE.STEP TAYLOR METHOD; THIS METHOD IS PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR THE IN 
DIFFERENTIAL EGUATIONS, PROVIDED HIG~(R ORDER OE"IVATIVES CAN BE EASILY OBTAINED, 
OIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIOIIS, 8V A STABl~IZ~~ RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOO WITH LIMITED STORAGE REQUIREMENTS, 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY ONE OP THE FOLLOWING ~ULTISTEP METHDDSI GEA~S, ADAMS• MOULTON, CR ADAMS 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
DtFFEREkTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN EXPONE~TIALLV FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WHICH USES THE JACOB 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 



























































































































ONOMOUS SYSTEM Of FIRST nROER 
ABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
ONOMOUS SYSTF.M Of FIRST ORDER 
ABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
LNGVECVEC COMPUTES IN 
LNGMATVEC COMPUTES IN 
LNGTAMVEC COMPUTES IN 
LNGMATMAT COMPUTES IN 
LNGTAMttAT COMPUTES IN 
LNGMATTAM COMPUTES IN 
LNGSEQVEC COMPUTES IN 
LNGSCAPRDI COMPUTES IN 
LNGSYMMATVEC COMPUTES IN 
UTES ALL, OR SOME COhSECUTIVE 
UTES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE 
QRISYM COMPUTES ALL 
RfAQRI CALCULATES THE 
TES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE, 
VALQRISYMTRI COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS ANO 
UTES ALL, OR SOME CONS~CUTIVE 
UTES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE 
QRIVALSYMl COMPUTES ALL 
QRIVALSYM2 COMPUTES ALL 
REAVALQRI CALCULATES T~E 
LCULATES THE REAL AND COMPLEX 
EIGVALHRM COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AN~ 
QRIVALHRM COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND 
EIGVALCOM COMPUTlS ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND 
VALQRICOM COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EtGENVECTO~S A~D 
CORRESPONDING TO A GIVcN REA~ 
RESPONDING TO A GIVEN COMPLfX 
QRISYMTRI COMPUTES ALL 
EIGHR~ COMPUTES ALL 
QRIHRM CO~PUTES ALL 
EIGCOM COMPUTES ALL 
QRICDM COMPUTES ALL 
VECSYMTRI COMPUTES 
E CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES AND 
E CONSECUTIVE E•GENVALUES AND 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES ANO 
ALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES AND 
REAVECHES CALCULATES T~E 
COMVECHES CALCULATES T~E 
DJrFERENTIAL EOUATIONS, av AN IMPLICI?, EXPONENTIALLY FITT[O, FIRST ORDER ONE-STEP METHOD WITH NO AU 
DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIQNS, 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIOl~S, By AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLV FITTED, SECOND ORDER ONE.STEP METHOD ~ITH NO A 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THt SCALAR PRODUCT OP TWO VECTORS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT or A ROW VECTO~ AND A VECTOR, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT or A COLUMN VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND A COLUMN VECTOR, 
DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR PRODUCT or T~O COLUMN VECT~RS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP TWO ROW VECTORS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT or Two VECTORS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT or TWO VECTORS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP A VECTOR ANO A ROW IN A SyMMETRIC MATRIX, 
DUPCOLVEC COPIES (PART Of) A VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
DUP~AT COPIES (PART Of) A MATRIX TO (A~ OTHER) MATRIX, 
DUPROWVEC COPIES (PART OF) A VECTOR TQ A ROW VECTOR, 
DUPVECCCL COPIES (PART ~f) A COLUMN V~CTDR TO A VECTOR, 
DUPVECRC~ COPIES (PART 1F) A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
DUPVEC COPIES (PART Of) A VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
EFERK SCLVES INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SySTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EOUAT 
EFSIRK SOLVES l~ITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTO~OMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERE~TIAL EQUA 
EIGCOM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND tlGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS Of A SYMMETRIC ttATRIX, W~ICH IS STORED IN A ONE-DIMENSIO~AL ARRAY, 
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS DF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, W~ICH IS STO~ED IN A TWO.Dl~ENSIONAL ARRAY, 
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECToqs OF A SYMMeTRIC MATRIX 3Y ~R-IT~RATION, 
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER HESSE~BERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE RE 
EIGENVALUES nF A SYMNETDIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX qV LINEAR !NTERPOL~TION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY QR.ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A SY~METRIC TRl014GONAL MATRIX ~V Qq.lTERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A SV~HETRIC MATRIX, STO~EO IN A O~E-DIMCNSIONAL ARRAY, 9Y LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYttllETRIC MATRIX, STOQED IN A T~O•DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BY LINEAR INTERPOLATICN USING 
EIGENVALIJF;S OF A SYIHtfT'!IC MATRIX, STORED IN A O'<E"DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, 8V QR-ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES Of A SY 1,METR\C MATRIX, STORED IN A T~O"DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, 8Y QR-ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER HESSEN6ERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BV ~EANS Of S 
El(,ENVALUES Or A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX RY MEANS Of DOUBLE QR-ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A "ERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OP A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OP A H~RMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES Of A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX U~PER HESSENRERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBOIAGONAL, 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBOIAGONAL, 
EIGENVALUE OF A REA~ UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, 8Y MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUE OF A REA~ UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX av MEANS Of INVERSE ITERATION, 
EIGENVECTOPS ANO EIG~NVALues Or A SVM~ETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY QR.ITERATION, 
EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALU~S Or A HERMITIAN ~ATRIX, 
EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVA~UES OF 4 HERMITIAN ttATRIX, 
EIGE~VECTORS AND EIGENVALUES Of A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVECTOPS AND EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER HESSEN8ERG ~ATRIX ~ITH A REAL SUBDIAGONAL, 
EIGE~VECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDJAGONA~ MATRIX BV INVERSE ITERATION, 
EIGENVECTORS OF A SYNMETRIC MATRIX, WHICH IS STORED IN A ONE.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
EIGENVECTORS Of A SYMMETRIC ~ATRIX, ~• ◄ !CH IS STORED IN A TWO.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
EIGE~VECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX BV QR.ITERATION, 
EIGENVECTORS Of A REAL •JPPER HESSENB[RG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT AL~ EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY ~EANS Of 
EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN REAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPlR HESSENBERG MATRIX, BY ~EANS OF 
EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OF A R!Ak UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX eY MEANS 0 
EIG~RM COMPUTES ALL EIG~NV~CTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A liERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGSYM1 COMPUTES ALL, Oq SOME CO~SfCUTIVE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHIC~ 
EIGSYM2 COMPUTES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES A~D EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHICH 
33130 0 38 
33130 0 38 
33,.31 0 38 
33131 D 38 
34410 H !4 
34411 H 14 
34412 H 14 
34413 H 14 
344,14 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34416 H 14 
34•117 H 14 
34418 H 14 
31034 0 2 
31035 O 2 
31032 D 2 
31033 D 2 
31031 D 2 
31030 D 2 
33120 C 32 
33160 C 34 
34375 G :1.0 
34156 E 12 
34154 E 12 
34163 E 12 
3411!6 f 16 
34151 0 36 
34165 D 36 
34161 D 36 
341:;5 E 12 
34153 E 12 
34164 E 12 
34162 E 12 
3411!0 F' 16 
34190 F 16 
343b8 G 8 
34369 G 8 
34370 G 8 
34371 G 8 
34374 G 10 
34375 G 10 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
3411!1 F l6 
34191 F 16 
34161 0 36 
34369 G 8 
34371 G 8 
34375 G 10 
34U3 G 12 
34152 D 36 
341,56 E 12 
34154 E 12 
34163 E 12 
34186 F 16 
34161 F' i6 
34191 F 16 
34369 G 8 
341!:>6 E 12 
341:i4 E 12 
I CliROV/COL I 'jTERCHANGES 
I CHVEC I 'lTERCHANGES 
ICliSEQVEC \'!TERCHA~GES 
I CHSEQ I 'lTERCi"'ANGES 
I CHCfJL I NTERCMANGES 
I CHROW I ~TERCHANGES 
AND DEL IVERS TriE I ~[;EX FOR M, 
ES AND MODULUS CF THAT MATRIX 
Of A BAND MATRIX gy GAUSSIAN 
OF A BAND MATRIX ~y GAUSSIAN 
ITION OF A MATQIX gy GAUSSIA~ 
LINEAR EQUATIONS ~y GAUSSIAN 
EQUILIBRATION AS PERFORMED PY 
E0U!LIBRAT10N AS PERFO~~EC EY 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
R ( NON-LINEAR ) ~lfFEQENTIA~ 
M Of FIRST ORDER tlfFERENTIAL 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
M OF FIRST ORDER CIFFERENTIAL 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
SOL SOLVES A &YSTEM Of LINEAR 
ELM SOLVES A SYSTEM OF ~\NEAR 
ING FROM PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
GRATION OF ST'Ff CIPFERENTIAL 
GRATION OF STIFF GIFFERENT,AL 
G~AT!ON OP ST1Ff r1FFERENTIAL 
GRATION OP STIFF DIFFEQENTIAL 
GRATION OF ST1FF ~IFFERENTIAL 
D SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
DLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
ERB SOLVES A SYSTEM Of LINEAR 
SOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
SOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
LVES A SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL 
VE DEFINITE, SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
0 SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
OF SECOND ORDER ~IFFEAENTIAL 
Of SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
BND SOLVES A SYSTEM OP LINEAR 
E1GVALCCM COMpUT[S ALL EIGENVALUES or • COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EJGVALHRM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALU~S OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
El<>VALSVM1 COMPUTES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE EJGENVA~UES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE.Dl~E 
EJGVALSYM2 CO~PUTES MLL, QR SOME CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A TWC.DIME 
ELE~ENTS OF A RCW VECTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELE~ENTS CF ~WO VECTORS, 
EL[~ENTS Of TWO VECTORS, 
ELEMENTS OF Two VECTORS, 
ELEMENTS OF TWO COLUNN VECTORS, 
ELErENTS OP TWO ROW VECTORS, 
ELErENT ~AXIMAL IN MODULUS, 
CLEMENT Of MAx1ruM AUSOLUTe VALUE, 
[LI~, I NAT I ON, 
ELl~INATIOf AND SOLVlS THE SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
ELi~INATION W1T~ COM~1NED PARTIAL ANO CO~PLETE PIVOTING, 
ELl,INATIQN WIT~ COMd1HED PARTIAL AND CO~PLETE PIVOTIN~, 
ELl'COLRC',1 ADDS A SCALAR TI MES A ROW VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTCR, 
EL~COLVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELl:CQL ADDS A SC~LAR TI ••ES A COLUMN VECTOR TO ANOTHER COLU11N I/ECTOR, 
:.L!1COMCCL ADDS A C0f1µLEX NUMBER TI MF.S A COMPLEX CCLUM!v VECTOR TO ANOTHER COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELMCOMRCWVEC ADDS A COMPLEX NUM~ER TIMES A COMPLEX VECTOR TQ A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR, 
ELl•COMVECCOL ADDS A COMPLEX NU~S~R Tl~ES A COMPLEX COLJMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
ELf',RO\\'CCL A.DUS A SCALAR T ! MES A CO~UM~ VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
cLf1ROWVEC ADOS A SCALAR TI MES A VECTOR TO A ROW '/ECTOR, 
ELl1RQ\; ADOS A SCALAR TI '~ES A ROW VECTQQ TO ANOTHER ROW VECTOR, 
ELf,1/[(CCL ADDS A SCALAR T 1 ;JES A COLU•IN VECTOR TQ A VECTOR, 
EL~VECRCW ADDS A SCALAR Ti~ES A QOW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ELMVEC ADDS A SCAL~R TliES A VECTOR TO ANOTHER VECTOR, 
[QIL~RCCl1, 
[QIL8RCC'1 TRANSFORl'S A C:JMPLEX MATRIX INTO A SiMII.AR ~)UILIBRATED COl"PLEX MATRIX, 
EQ1LSR, 
EQ I LRR TRAMSfOR~S A 11ATQ ! X INTO A SI 'I I LAR EQU ! LI BRATEO MATRIX, 
EQUATIONS, av A ONE-STEP TAYLOR METHOD! THIS MET~QD IS PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR THE l~TEGRATICN OF 
EQUATIONS, av A STA51LIZED RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WITH LIMITED STORAGE REQUIREMENTS, 
EQUATIOhS, BY Al\ EXPONE~TIAL~Y FITTEO, EXPLICIT qUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOD WHICH USES THE JACOBIAN ,ATRIX AN 
EQUATIONS, ev Al\ EXPUhE~T1ALLV FITTED, SEMI - 1MP~ICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATIO~ 
EQUATIONS, BV Al\ l~PLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FiTT!O, F1RST ORDER ONE.STEP METHOD WITH NC AUTOMATIC STEP 
EQUATIOI\S 1 BY AN 11:PL1C1,., EXPONENTIA~LY FITTED, SECOND ORDER ONE-STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTO~ATIC STEP 
EQUA.,.10t-.S 1 ev ONE. OF' '!'H!: F"OLLOW!~~G MUL.TlST£P ;.1fTl10DS: •"iEARS, AOA/1S • '10ULTOt-.:, OR A(')Ar15 • BASHFCRTl'i M 
EQUATIONS, OF W~ICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM OP THE MATRIX !S GIVE~, 
[C~A~IOI\S 1 CF W~ICH T~E TRJANGULAR~Y D~COMPOSED FORM OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
EGUA,.IOhS, PROVIDED HIG~ER ORDER DERIVATIVCS CAN BE EASILY OBTAINED, 
[QUATIQ1'S, 
EQUATIONS, 
[QUA'!' I '.)NS, 
[Ql!AT!OI\S, 
EQUATIONS, 
EQlJAT I o~s. 
EQUATIOI\S, 
EQUATIONS AND CCHPllTES A'J UPPER BOlJND •OR ,rs ERROR, 
EQUATIONS AV CRCUT f4CTOQIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
EQUATIONS BV GAUSSIA~ ELIMINATIO~ WIT~ COMRINED PARTIAL AND COMP~ETE PIVOTING, 
EQIJAT I ON$ BV SD~ET I 'l[S 1JS I >-JG THE DEPEIJDENT VAR I ABLE AS INTEGRATION VAR I ABLE, 
EQUATIQI\S ev THE METrlOD OF CONJUGATE G~AD!ENTS, 
EQUATIONS BY T~E CHOLES~V METHOD, 
EQUATlrJNS USING A 5 ■ TH nRDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
EQUATION! USING A ~-TH ~QDER RUNGE KU~TA METHOn, 
EQUATIONS USING• G.TH 1RO~R RUNGE KUTTA METHOD! NO D~RIVATIVES ALLOWED ON RIGHT HAND SIDE, 
EQUATION• USING TME ARC LE~GTH AS INTeGRAT!ON VAA\AB~[, 
EQUATIONS ;,;1TH eAND ,,,ATRIX, WHICH IS DECOMPOSED ~v DEC9ND, 
34574 G 10 
34368 G 8 
34155 E 12 
34153 E 12 
34033 D 10 
34030 D 10 
34034 D 10 
34035 D 10 
34031 0 10 
34032 D 10 
31Dt>O D 32 
34230 D 26 
34320 E 0 
34322 E 4 
34231 E 22 
34232 E 26 
34029 D 8 
34022 O 8 
34023 D B 
34377 G 0 
34;'578 G 0 
34376 G 0 
34028 D 8 
34027 D 8 
34024 D B 
34021 D 8 
34026 D 8 
34020 D 8 
3431>2 G 16 
343t>1 G 16 
34174 F 12 
34P3 F' 12 
33040 C 26 
33060 C 2e 
33120 C 32 
33160 C 34 
33130 O 38 
33131 D 38 
330b0 C 30 
34051 E 26 
340b1 E 26 
33040 C 26 
33000 C 30 
33l,20 C 32 
33100 C 34 
33130 D 38 
33131 D 3€ 
3'4322 E 4 
34241 E 22 
34243 E 26 
34301 E 26 
34232 E 26 
33017 C 22 
34220 C 36 
34333 E 10 
33011 C 10 
33013 C 14 
33015 C 18 
33018 C 24 
34071 E 4 
BND SOLVES A SYSTEM Of LINEAR 
SOLVES A SINGLE P1FrERENTIAL 
NGLE FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
SA SECOND OROER DIFFERENTIAL 
SA SECOND ORDER Olff!RENTIAL 
UTES THE ROOTS Of A QUADRATIC 
COMPLEX ~ATklX INTO A 'IMILAR 
FORMS A ~ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR 
ORMATION CORRESPO~DING TO T~E 
ORMATION CORRESPONDING To T~E 
ON AND AN UPPER 6GUND FOR ITS 
MPUTES AN UPPER BCUNO FO~ ITS 
IX AND AN UPPER 80UND FDR ITS 
ERF CO~?UTES T~E 
OR FUNCTION AND COMPLE~ENTARV 
MPUTES AN UPPER BOU~D FDR T~E 
COMEUC~RM COMPUTES T~E 
PCL 
NEWPCL 
THE RANGE [1/2,3/2JJ ODD A~D 
EMEz (SECOND REMEz ALGOR1THr) 
E ARGU~ENTS; THE SECOND REMEZ 
, BY AN EXPO~E"TIALLY FITTEC, 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, RY AN 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN 
AL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, 
AL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, 
POSITION Of A MATRIX BY CRO~T 
Of LINEAR EQUATIONS BV CROUT 
RKl SOLVF.S A SINGLE 
RK1N SOLVES A SVSTEV Cf 
RK5NA SOLVES A SVSTE~ Cf 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTE~ CF 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SVSTE~ Cf 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM CF 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM Of 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SVSTE~ Cf 
QUATIONS, BY AN EXPONENTIALLY 
BV AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY 
BY AN IMP~ICIT, EXPONENTIALLY 
QUATIONS, BY AN EXPONENTIALLY 
ORMAL OR GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY 
F.Rf COMPUTES THf. ERROR 
COMPUTES THE INCO~PLETE GAMrA 
S THE RECIPROCAL OF THE GAM~A 
CTION AND COMPLEMENTARY ERROR 
GAM~A COMPUTES THE GAMMA 
ATURAL LOGARITHM Of THE GAMMA 
ERT ,ORM) THAT APPROXIMATES A 
COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BtTA 
COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BETA 
COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BETA 
EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC POSITIV[ DE~INITE BAND MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN OECOMPOSfD 9Y CHLOECBND, 
EQUATION ev SOMETll'E6 USIN~ A ~EPENOtNT VARIASLE AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
EQUATION USING A 5•TH ORDER RUNGt ~UTTA METHOD. 
EQUATION USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGC KUTTA METHOD, 
EQUA 7 10h USING A 5•Ttt ORDER RUNGf KUTTA METHODJ NC DERIVATIVES A~LOWED ON RIG~T HAND SIDE, 
EQUATION WITH COMPLEX cnEFFICIENTS, 
EQUILISRATEO CD~PLEX MATRIX, 
EQUILl~RATED MATRIX, 
EQUILIBRATION AS PERFOR~ED BY EQILBR, 
EQUILIBRATION AS PERFORqEO BY EQILBRCOM, 
EReELM COMPUTES AN UPPER BOU~D FORT~~ ERROR IN TNE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM or L1NEAR EQUATIONS, 
ERF co•1P11TES THE ER<!OR FUNCTION AND CQMPLEMENTARV ERROR FU>JCTION FOR A REAL ARGUl•E>1T1 THESE FUNC'flCI< 
CRROR, Cf A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUAf\ONS, OF WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORN OF THE MATRIX IS G 
CRRO~, 
ERROf'!, 
ERRDR FUNCTION ANO COMPLEMENTARY ERROR FUNCTION PCR A REAL APGUMENTJ T~ESE FIINCTIONS ARE RELATED TC 
ERROR FUNCTION FUR A REAL ARGUMENT! THESE FUNCTIONS ARE RELATEP TO THE NORIIAL OR GAUSSIAN PROBABILIT 
f.RflOR IN T~E SOLUTION o, A SvSTEM OF LINEAR EQIJATIONS, 
EUCLIDEAN NORM OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EULER CCMPIJ'l'ES Tf!E SUM Of AN ALT[R'-'ATING SERIES, 
EVALUATES A POLYNOf'IAL GIV~N IN THE GRUNERT FORM Sy TNE HORNER SCHEME, 
EVALUATES A POLyNOl11AL GIVEN IN 'HE NEWTON FORM av THE HORNER SCHEME, 
[VEN PARTS ARE ALSO DfLIVEREO, 
EXC~ANGES >,UIIBERS HI TH NUMBERS OUT Of A REFERENCE SET, 
EXCHANGE ALGORITHM IS USED FOR THIS MINIMAX POLYNOMIAL APPRDx1rATION, 
EXPLICIT RliNr,E KUTTA ~lET!lOD WHICH USES T'iE JACOSIAN l~ATRIX AND AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE POR 
EXPCNENTIALLv FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WHICH USES THE JAC061AN I\ATRIX AND AUTOMATIC STEP 
CXPCIIENT1ALLY FITTED, SEMI • 1MP~ICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; SUIT~BLE FOR INTEGRATION Of STIFF DlfFEREN 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, FIRS, ORDER ONE ■ STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROLJ SUITABLE FOR INTEG 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, S~CONO ORDER ON[ ■ STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL) SUITABLE FOR INTE 
FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5-TH O~DER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
,IP.ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5•TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
FIRST nRoER DlfFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS USING THE ARC LENGTH AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
,1rsT OROER DIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS, BY A ONE-STEP TAYLOR METHOD; THIS METHOD 15 PARTICULARLY SUITAB~ 
FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, RY ONE OF ~HE FOLLOWING HULT1STEP METHnos: GEARS, ADAMS - ~OULTO 
FIPST ORDER OIFFEREIJT1AL EQUATIONS, BY AN EXPONENTIALLY Fl•TED, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WHIC~ US 
FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 8¥ AN EXPONENTIALLV FITTED, SEMI - IMPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; 
FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, FIRST ORDER ONE.STEP METHO 
F!RST ORDER OIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SECOND ORDER ONE.STEP MET~ 
r1rST ORDER ( NON.LINEAR ) DIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS, BY A STABILIZED RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WITH LIMITED s 
FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD W~IC~ llSES THE JACOBIAN HATRIX AND AUTO~ATIC STEP CONTROLJ SUITA 
F1'l'TEO, FIRST ORDER UNE.STEP M~T~OO WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL! SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIF 
FITTED, SECOND CRDER ONE ■ STEP METHOD WITrl NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATICN Cf STI 
FITTED, SEMI • IMPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA MC~HOD; SUITABLE f~R INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
FLEMIN ( OPTIMIZATION ) MINIMIZES 4 GIVEN OlffERCNTIABLE FUNCTION Of SEVERAL VA~IABLES av A VARIABLE 
FLEUPD IS AN AUXILIA~V PROCEDURE FOR QPTIMIZATION 1 
FOPWARD IS AN AUXILl~RV PROCEDURE roR THE INCOMP~ETE BETA FUNCTION, 
FUIICT I ON, 
fUIJCTIOI< ANO CO~PLEHENTARV ERROR fUNC,ION FOR A REAL ARGUMENTJ THESE FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED TO THE NO 
FUNCTIOI< ev PADE APPROXIMATIONS, 
FUNCTION FOR ARGUMENTS I" THE RANG! (1/2,3/2]1 ODO A~O EVEN PA~TS ARE ALSO DELIVERED, 
FUllCTION FOQ A REAL •RG~HENTJ THlSE FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED TO THE NORMAL OR GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY FUNC 
fUNCTIO~ FOR A REAL ARG~ME~T, 
fUHCTIOh FOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
fUNCTION GIVEN FUR PISCRET£ ARGUM!NTSJ THE SECOND REMEz EXCHANGE ALGORITHM IS USED FOR THIS MINIMAX 
FUNCTION !(X,P~N,0),Uc•X<:1,P>D,Q>O, roR No0(1)NM~x. 
FUNCTION l(X,P,Q),0CcX< ■ 1,P>O,Q>O, 
FUNCTION l(X,P,Q•Nl,O<=X<:1,P>O,Q>O, POR No0(1)N~AX, 
34332 E 10 
33016 C 20 
33010 C 8 
33012 C 12 
33014 C 16 
34345 D 24 
34361 G 16 
34173 f 12 
34174 F 12 
34362 G 16 
34241 E 22 
35020 C 38 
34253 E 30 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 28 
35020 C 38 
350,0 C 38 
34241 E 22 
34359 G 20 
32010 D 28 
31040 C 0 
31041 C 2 
350t0 C 42 
36021 E 20 
36022 C 46 
3:!S.20 C 32 
33120 C 32 
33H>O C 34 
33130 O 38 
33131 D 38 
34300 E 22 
34301 E 26 
33010 C 8 
33011 C 10 
33018 C 24 
33040 C 26 
3301l0 C 30 
33120 C 32 
33160 C 34 
33130 o 38 
33131 D 38 
33060 C 28 
331i/O C 32 
33130 D 3B 
33131 D 38 
33160 C 34 
34215 D 30 
34213 D 30 
35055 E 14 
35020 C 38 
35020 C 38 
35030 C 40 
35060 C 42 
35020 C 3B 
35061 C 42 
35062 C 42 
36022 C 46 
35051 E 14 
35050 E 14 
350!i2 E 14 
ES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A 
ES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL or A 
ROIN SEARCHES FOR A zERO or A 
IMlzES A GIVEN DIFFERENt1ABLE 
IMlzES A GIVEN DIFFtPENT1ABLE 
RECIP 
LOG 
OMGAM CO~PUTES THE INCO~PLETE 
OMPUTES THE RECIPROCAL OF TrE 
GAMMA CO~PUTES TrE 
THE NATURAL LOGA"IThr OF TrE 
MPOSITION OF A BAND MATRIX ev 
MPOSITION OF A BAhD ~ATR1~ BV 
DECOMPOSITION OF A ~ATP1X 8Y 
SYSTEM OF LINEAR cQUATIONS BY 
ARE RELATED TO THE NORMAL DR 
FOLLOWING MULTISTEP ~ETHCOS: 
NS BY THE M~THOD OF CONJUGATE 
NTATION FROM NEWTON FOR~ INTO 
TES A POLYNOMIAL GIVEN IN T~E 
ICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL (IN 
HSHHRnTRI TRANSFORMS A 
IS UNITARY SIMILAR TO A GIVE~ 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF A 
NVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF A 
NVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A 
THE COOIAGONAL ELEMENTS or A 
L MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPER 
E EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER 
AL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER 
EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER 
X EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER 
EX EIGENVALUE OF P REAL UPPER 
IGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER 
IGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER 
INTO A SIMILAR UNITARY UPPER 
HOMSOLSVP SOLVES A 
HOMSOL SOLVES A 
EN IN THE GRUNERT FORM BV TrE 
VEN IN THE NEWTON FORr cV T~E 
A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE PV 
ORMATION CORRESPONDING To T~E 
A SIMILAR TPIOIAGONAL ONE ev 
ORMATION CORRESPONDING TO T~E 
COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A COMPLfX 
0 BIDIAGONAL FORM BY MEANS CF 
LSQORTDEC PERFOR~S THE 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITt INTERVAL, 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITr. OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE INTERVAL 
FUIICTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN IIJTERVAL.. 
FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES ev A V4RIABLE METRIC MET~OD, 
FUNCTION or SEVERAL VARIABLES By A VARIABLE METRIC MET~OO, 
GA~MA CC•PUTES THE R~CIPROCAL OF TME GAMMA FUNCTION PO~ ARGUMENTS IN THE RANGE [1/2 1 3/211 ODD ANO EV 
C,Al'.f•,A CCMPUTES THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR A REAL ARGUMENT, 
GAHMA CCMPUTES THE ~ATURAL LOGARITHM OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
GAl 1MA FUNCTION BY PADE APPROXIMATIONS, 
GAM,A FUNCTION FOR ARGUlENTS IN TH! RA~GE (l/2,3/211 01D ANO EVEN PARTS ARE ALSO DELIVERED, 
GA~~A FUNCTION FUR A REAL ARGUME~T, 
GAM'A FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATIO~. 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATIO" ANQ SOLVES THE SVSTEM OF LIN!AR !JUATIONS, 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATIO~ ~l~H COMB!N!O PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATID~ w1•H COMBINED PARTIAL AND CDMPLeTE PIVOTING, 
GAUSSIAN PROBABILITV rUYCTION, 
GEARS, ADAMS. MOtJLTON, DR AOA"S. BASHFORTH MET~OD; WITH AUTOMATIC STEP ANO ORDER CONTROL. AND SUITA 
GRADIENTS, 
GRUi'<ERT FORM, 
GRUi'<ERT FORM av THE HoR~ER SCHEME, 
GRUNERT FORM) T~AT APPR~XIMATES 4 FUNCTION GIVEN FOR DISCRETE ARGUMENTS; THE SECOND REMEZ EXC~ANGE A 
GSSELM PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR D!COMPOSITION OF A ~ATRIX 8V GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH C0~61NED PART! 
GSSERB IS AN AUXILIARY PRO~EDURE FOR THE SOLUTJOi OF LINEAR EQUATION WITH AN UP?ER BOUND FOR T~E ERR 
GSSINVERB COMPUTES THE INVERSE DP A MATRIX AND A~ UPPER BOUND roR ITS ERROR. 
GSSINV COMPUTES THE INV~Rse Of A MATRIX, 
c;ss1~1sCLERB COMPUTES A~ ITERATIVELY QEFINED SOLJTION QF A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
GSSITISCL COMPUTES AN l?ERAT1VELV RErlNED SOLUTIO~ OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
GSS~RI IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDU~E FOR THE ITERATIVELY REFINED SOLUTION OF A svsTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIO~ 
GSSSOLERB SOLVES A svsT~M or LINEAR EQJATIONS AND COMPJTES AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
GSSSOL SOLVES A SVSTlM ~F LINEAR EQUATIO:JS BV GAJSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLET 






~ERMJTIAN TRIOIAGONAL MATRIX WMICH IS UNITARY Sl~ILAR TO A GIVEN HERM1TIAN MATRIX, 
HESSEN3ERG MATRIX BY THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATJO~, 
HESSENSERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL ~IGENVAL.UES ARE REAL, BV MEANS OF SINGLE QR-ITERATION, 
HESSE~BERG MATRIX, av MEANS OF INV~RSE ITERATION, 
HESSEN~ERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL CIGENVALUES ARE REAL, ev MEANS OF SINCLE QR-ITERATION, 
HESSCNBE~G MATRIX BV MEANS OF DOUBLE QR ■ ITERATJO~, 
HESSEN!ERG MATRIX 6¥ MEANS OF INV~ijSE ITERATION, 
11ESSENflERG MATRIX WI TH A R~AL SUB!) I AGONAL, 
HESSENaERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBOIAGDNAL, 
HESSENHERG MATRIX UJTH A ReAL NO~ ■ NEGATIVE suaol4GONAL, 
HOMOGE~EDUS SySTEM OF LINEAR E0UATI0~5, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF THE COEFFI 
HQf1CGENEOUS SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BV NEANS OP SINJULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
HOMSOLSVO SOLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATl~NS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE OECOMPOS 




HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMA'l'IO~ AS P~RFORMED av TFMSVMTRl2, 
110USF.HOLOERS TRANSFOIHIA1' I ON, 
HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMA1'10N AS PERFORMED BY TFMSYMTRl1, 
HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, 
HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATION, 
HOUSEHOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION OF T~E COEFFICIENT MAT~I~ OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
32070 C 6 
32051 C 48 
34150 F 18 
34214 D 30 
34215 O 30 
35060 C 42 
35061 C 42 
35062 C 42 
350.30 C 40 
35060 C 42 
35061 C 42 
35062 C 42 
34320 E 0 
34322 E 4 
34231 E 22 
34232 E 26 
35020 C 38 
33060 C 30 
34220 C 36 
33,050 C 4 
31040 C 0 
36022 C 46 
34231 E 22 
34242 E 22 
34244 E 26 
34236 E 26 
34254 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34252 E 22 
34243 E 26 
34232 E 26 
34363 G 4 
34364 G 4 
34368 G 8 
3431,9 G 6 
~4370 G 8 
34371 G 8 
34364 G 4 
34170 F !4 
3"11l0 F 16 
3<41~1 F l6 
34166 F 16 
34190 F 16 
34191 F 16 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
34366 G 14 
3421l4 H 4 
3421l5 H 4 
3<4284 H 4 
342H5 H 4 
31040 C 0 
31041 C 2 
34140 0 34 
34141 D 34 
34143 D :'54 
34l,44 D 34 
3<4356 G 24 
34260 H 8 
3<4134 E 32 
ANSFORMATION CORRlSPONOING TO 
ANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO 
OSTMULTIPLYING MATRIX USED ev 
PREMULTIPLylNG MATRI~ USED ev 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, av AN 
DIFFERENTIAL EQU.TIONS, av AN 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SEMI • 
INCBETA COHPUTES TrE 
IBPPLUSN COMPUTES TrE 
IBQPLUSN corPUTEs TrE 
N AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR TrE 
N AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR TrE 
N AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR TrE 
N AUXILl•RY PROCECURE FOR TrE 
INCOMGAM COMPUTES TrE 
OF A VECTOR AND DELIVERS TrE 
M•XMAT FINDS TrE 
ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR 
ABSMAXVEC COMPUTES TrE 










MODIFIED TAYLOR SOLVES AN 
ODIFIED RUNGE KUTTA SOLVES AN 
ATURE 
ATURE 
COMPUTES THE DEFINITE 
COMPUTES THE DEFINITE 
PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOn TrE 
CONTROL AND SUITABLE FOR TrE 
IC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE FOR 
GE KUTTA METHOD; SUITABLE FCR 
HSHCOMCOL TRANSFORIIS A ~OMPLEX V(CTOR INTO A VECTOR PROPORTIONAL TO A UNIT VECTOR, 
HSHCOMHES, 
HSHCOMHE9 TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX MA,RIX INTO A S1MII.AR U4iTARV UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON 
HSIICOMPRD PREMUt.TIPLIES A COMPLEX MA,RIX WITH A C~MP~EX HOUSEHOLDER MA,RIX, 
HSHHRMTRIVAL DELIVEqs T,1E MAIN DIAGONAL ELEMENTS ANO SQUARES OP THE COOIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF A HERMIT! 
HSHHFlMTFI I, 
11SHHRMTRI TRANSFORMS A ~ERMITIAN MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR REAL SYMMETRIC TRIOIAGONAI. MATRIX, 
HSHREA~ID TO TRAHSFOHM A MATRIX INTO SIDIAGONAL PORM, 
HSl<REABID TO TRANSFOHM A MATRIX INTO SIDIAGONAL PORM, 
11Sl1REAIJ10 TRANSFORl15 A REAL MATRIX INTO OIDIAGOIIIAI. FOR"1 BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER TRANSF"ORMATION, 
tBPPLUSN COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION l(X,P•N,Q),0< ■ Xc ■ 1,P>0,~>0, FOR N ■ 0(1)NMAX, 
IBDPLUSN COMPUTES THl INCOMPLETE B!TA FUrlCTION l(X,P,QeN),0< ■ X~•1,P>O,Q>0, FOR N ■ 0(1)NMAX, 
ICHCOL INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO COLUMN VECTO~S, 
ICHROWCCL INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OP A ROW VECTOR AND COLUMN VECTOH, 
ICHROW INTERCHANGES ELE"ENTS OP TWO ROW VECTORS, 
ICHSEQVEC INTERCHANGES ELJMENTS OP TWO VECTORS, 
ICHSEQ INTERCHANGES ELE"ENTS OP TWO VECTORS, 
!CHVEC INTERCHANGES ELEMEN~S or TWO VECTORS. 
1~PLIC1T, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, PIRST ORDER ONE.STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROLJ SUITA8~E 
IMPLICIT, ~XPONENTIALLV FtTTED, SECOND ORDER ONE•STEP 1ETHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL; SUITA6~ 
IMPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA ME~HODJ SUl~ABLe FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQIJAT!ONS, 
INCSETA COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BETA PUNCTION l(X,P,Q),0<•X< ■ 1 1 P>0 1 Q>O, 
INCCf1GA~ COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTION dV PADE APPROXIMATIONS, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION l(X,P,Q) 1 0<oX< ■ 1 1 P>0,0>d, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTIO'I l(X,P+N,Cl),0<aX< ■ 1,P>O,(l:,O, FOR N ■ 0(1)N'lAX, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTIOrl I fX,P,Q+N),0<oXca1,P>O,Q>.), FclR N ■ 0(1)NMAX, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
INC011PLETE GAMMA FUNCTIO>J BY PAD! APPROXIMATIOtJS 1 
IND-EX f'CR AN ELEMENT MAXIMAL IN MODULUS, 
INDICES AND MODULUS OF THAT MATRIX ELEMENT OF MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
I NF I ti I TE INTERVAL 0'! OV£R A '-IUMB!R 01" CONSECUTIVE INTERVALS, 
INFINITY NORM OF A VECTOR AND OE~IVERS THE INDEX FOR Aij ELE~ENT MAXIMAL IN MODULUS, 
INIMATO INITIALIZES (PART OF) A DIAGO'-IAL OR con1AGONAL WITH A CO~STANT, 
INl~AT INITIALIZES (PART OP) A MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INISYMD INITIALIZES A CODIAGONAL or A SYMMETRIC 11ATRIX WITH A CO~STANT, 
INISVMROW INITIAklZES A ROW Of A SYMMETRIC MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INITIALIZES A CCDIAGDNAL or A SYMMETRIC MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INITIALIZES A ROW or A SYMMETRIC MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INITIALIZES (PART Dr) A VECTOR WIT~ A CONSTANT, 
INITIALIZES (PART OF) A MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INITIALIZES (PART Of) A Dl4GONAL OR CODIAGONAL WITH A CONSTANT, 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYST!M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL E~UATIONS, BY ONE Of THE FO~LOW 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS A~ AUTOtlOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, av AN E 
INITIAL VALUE PROSLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN E 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV AN I 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV AN I 
INITIAL ( BOUNDARY ) VALUE PROaLfM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV A ON 
INITIAL ( eOUNDARY ) VALUE PROBL!M 1 GIVEN AS A SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDER ( NON-LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EQU 
INIVEC l~ITIALIZES (PAR~ 0') A V!CTOR WITH A CONSTANT, 
!NI IS AN AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR Ml'-IIMAX APPROXIMATIOII, 
INTEGRAL Of A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL, 
INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION nF ONE VA~IABLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NUMBER OF CONSEC 
INTEGRAL ( QUADRATURE ) COMPUTES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION Of ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE 0 
INTEGRATION OF LARGE SYSTEMS ARISING rROM PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQVATIONS, PROVIDED HIGHER ORDER PERI 
INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS, 
INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL eQUATIONS, 
INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL ~QU~TIONS, 
3'4355 G 24 
34367 G t4 
3'4366 G 5.4 
34356 G 24 
34364 G 4 
34365 G 4 
34363 G 4 
34261 H 8 
34262 H 8 
34260 M 8 
35051 E 14 
36052 E U 
34031 o iO 
34033 D 10 
34032 D iO 
34034 D S.0 
34035 D S.0 
34030 D 10 
33130 D 38 
33131 D 36 
331b0 C 34 
350!:>0 E 14 
35030 C 40 
35050 E !l.4 
35051 E 14 
35052 E 14 
36053 E 14 
35054 E :1.4 
36055 E 14 
35056 E 14 
35030 C 40 
31060 o 32 
34230 D 26 
32051 C 48 
33,060 D 32 
31012 O 0 
31011 D 0 
31013 D 0 
31014 D 0 
31013 D 0 
31014 D 0 
31010 D O 
31011 D 0 
31012 D 0 
33060 C 30 
33120 C 32 
332.60 C 34 
331.30 0 38 
33131 D 38 
33040 C 26 
33060 C 28 
31010 D 0 
36020 E 18 
32070 C 6 
32051 C 48 
32051 C 48 
33040 C 26 
33080 C 30 
33120 C 32 
33160 C 34 
IC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE FOR 
IC STEP CQNTROLl SUITABLE FCR 
USING A DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS 
ING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS 







HE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NEWTCN 
TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX bY LINEAR 
-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BY LINEAR 
-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BV LINEAR 
OVER A NUMBCR OF CONSECUTIVE 
MMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 11ATRJX BV 
ESSEN6ERG MATRIX, BY ~EANS OF 
HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS CF 
NV COMPUTES THE l•'I0R!', OF Ti-E 
I NV COl'PUTES Ti-'E 
0ECINV COMPUTts THE 
INVl COMPUTES THE 
GSSINV CONPUT~S T~E 
GSS!NVERB COMPUT~S Ti-,E 
DINVSVD CALCULATES THE PSEUDO 
PSDINV CALCULATES ·HE PsEuno 
CHLINV2 C0HPUTES THE 
CHLINVl COMPUTES THE 
, BY THE CHDLESKY MtThOD, Tf-E 
, BY THE CH0LESKY METHOD, TI-E 
THE DI AGOtrnL ELEl'U•TS OF TI-E 
THE 0 I AGONAL ELO'EliTS OF TI-E 
TRIDIAGOI\IAL r1ATRIX BV INVERSE 
G MATRIX, BY MEANS OF INVERSE 
RG MATRIX BY !"EANS OF INVERSE 
ITISDL COMPUTES Mi 
GSSITIS0L COVPUTt:5 A fl 
IT I S0LER8 C0l'PIJTf.S A~J 
GSS1T1S0LERiJ co~,PUTf.S AN 
THE INCOMPL[TE BETA FUNCTION 
THE INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION 
THE INC0MPLlTE dETA FUNCTION 
E KUTTA ~ETH00 WHICH USES THE 
!TABLE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF 
0EFFICIENT MATRIX Of A LINEAR 
EFFICIENT MArRIX) OF A LINEAR 
LSQSOL SOLVES A LINEAR 
LSQORTDECSOL SOLVES A LINEAR 
SDLSVD0VR CALCULATES THE 
SOLOVR CALCULATES THE 
SOLSVDUND CALCULATES THE 5EST 
SOLUND CALCULATES THt BEST 
NTIAL EQUATIONS USING THE ARC 
INTEGRATION OF ST1FF DlffEqENTJAL (QUATIONS, 




I NTERCliANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO VECTQ~S, 
INTERCHANGES ELEi<EflTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO VfCT0~S, 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO COLUMN vecTDRS, 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS or TWO ROW V~CT0RS, 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF A ROW VfCTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
INTERPOLATION PCLYNOHIAL FOR GIVEN A~GUMENTS AND PUNCTION VALUES, 
iNTERP0LATI0N USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUfNCE, 
INTERVALS, 
JNVl co,PUTES THC INVERSE QF A MATRIX OF WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM IS GIVEN, 
1 NVERSE I TERAT I Oil, 
INVERSE I TE RAT Io:,, 
INVERSE IT~RATION, 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX, WHICH 15 TRIA~GULARLY DEcnMP0SED, 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX OF ~HICH T~E T~IA~GULARLY DECDMPOSED FORM IS GIVEN, 
1NVERSE OF A MATRIX, 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX OF WHICH T~E TRl~NGULAALY DECOMPOSED FORM IS GIVEN, 
iNVEASE OF A MATRIX, 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX •ND AN UPPER BOUND FDR ITS ERROR, 
INVERSE nF A MATRIX, PR1VIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE ~EC0MPnS!TION ;5 GIVEN, 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX dY ~EANS Of THE SINGULAR VALUE DECQMP0SITlnN, 
INVERSE OF A SY~METRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX VHICH 1AS 9EEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC2, 
INVERSE OF A SY.METRIC DOSITIVE DEFl~ITE MATRIX ~HtCH HAS 9EEN DECOMPOSED 9Y CHLDECl, 
INVERSE OF A SY~IIET~IC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, ST0Re~ IN A TWO.DIMENSIONAL APRAY, 
INVERSE OF A SY~IIETR1C ons1T1VE DEf ,~ITE HATRIX, STORED IN A ONE.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
INVERSE nF M'M (II COEFFICIENT MATRIX) OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
INVERSE OF M'M (M COEFFICIENT MATRIX), 




ITERATIVELY REFINED SOLUTION OP A SYSTEM OP LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE 11ATRIX OF W~JCH !S GIVEN IN ITS TR 
ITf.RAT1VELY REFIIJED SQLl)TJON OP A SYSTEM OF Ll~EAR ED\/ATIONS, 
ITERATJVELV REFINED SOLUTION AND AN UPPER BOUND f0R ITS ERROR, OF A SYSTEM CF LINEAR EQUATfCNS, Of w 
ITERATIVELY REFINED SDL'!TI0N OF A SY5TEM OF Ll~EA~ EQUATIONS, 
IT I SOLER8 COMPUTES AIJ I ~ERAT I VELV REr I NED SOL UT I ON AND AN UPPER BOUND FOR I TS ERROR 1 OF A SYSTEM OF 
ITIS0L COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY REFINED SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX OF W~ICH 
IXPFiX IS AN AUXILIARY PRDCEDU~E FOR THE INCOMPLETE aeTA FUNCTION, 
IX0FIX IS AN AUXILIAkY PRQCEDU~E P0R THE INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTIO~, 
l(X,P+N,Q),0<:X<ol,P>0,0>0 1 FOR Na0(1)NMAX, 
I (X,P,Q+N),0<:X<•l,P>0,Q>O, FOR N•n(l)NMAX, 
l(X,P,Q),0<•X<=l,P>0,Q>O, 
JACOBIAN MATRIX AND AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE roR INTEGRATION OP STIFF DIFFERENTl•L EQUATIONS 
LARGE SYSTEMS ARISl~G FROM PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, PROVIDED HIGHER ORDE~ DERIVATIVES CAN BE 
LEAST SCUARES PROBL~M. 
LEAST SQUARES PROBL~H. 
LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, PROVIDED T~AT THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED 8V LSQ0RT0EC, 
LEAST SGUARES PROBLEM AND CDMPUTrS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE INVERS~ OF M•M (M COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX 
LEAST SCVARES SOLUTION OF A OVERDETERMINED SYSTEI~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VA 
LEAST SCUARES SOLUTION OF A OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS av MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DEC 
LEAST SGUARES SOLUTION Of A UNDER0ET[RMINED SYST~M OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR V 
LEAST SGVARES SOLUTION OF A UNDER0ETtRMINED SYSTcM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS Of SINGULAR VALUE DE 
LENGTH AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
33130 D 38 
33131 D 38 
33016 C 20 
33017 C 22 
33018 C 24 
34030 0 10 
34034 D 10 
34035 D 10 
340,31 0 10 
34032 D 10 
34033 D 10 
3b010 C 44 
34151 D 36 
34155 E 12 
34153 E 12 
32051 C 48 
34235 E 28 
34152 D 36 
34161 f 16 
34191 F 16 
34240 E 22 
340:>3 E 28 
34302 E 26 
34235 E 28 
34236 E 28 
34244 E 28 
342B6 H 6 
34287 H 6 
34400 f 6 
34401 F 6 
34402 F 6 
34403 F 6 
34132 E 32 
34135 E 34 
340~3 E 28 
34152 o 36 
34181 f 16 
34191 F 16 
34250 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34253 E 30 
34254 E 30 
342::-3 E 30 
34250 E 30 
35054 E 14 
350:>3 E 14 
35051 E 14 
35052 E 14 
35050 E 14 
33120 C 32 
33040 C 26 
34134 E 32 
34132 E 32 
34131 E 34 
34135 E 34 
3421:10 H 0 
342~1 H 0 
34262 H 2 
34283 H 2 
33018 C 24 
POSITIVE DEFINITE, SVSTE~ Of 
SOLBND SOLVES A SYSTE' Of 
TION ANO SOLVES THE SVSTF.' CF 
CHLSOLBNO SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
TRIX ANO SOLVES THE SYSTE' OF 
N THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTE~ CF 
SOL SOLVES A SYSTEM CF 
DECSOL SOLVES A SVSTE' CF 
SOLELM SOLVES A SVSTE' OF 
GSSS~L SOLVES A SYSTEM CF 
GSSSOLERB SOLVES A SYSTE' OF 
FINED SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF 
FINED SOLUTION OF A SVSTE~ Of 
FOR ITS ERROR, OF A SYSTEM OF 
FINED SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM CF 
CHL0EC2 ( 
CHLDEC1 ( 
C POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM OF 
C POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM OF 
C POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM CF 
C POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTE~ OF 
OF A OVEROETtRMINED SVSTEr CF 
OF A OVERDETERMINED SYSTE~ OF 
FA UNDERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF 
FA UNOERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF 
OLVES A rlOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM CF 
OLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF 
SOLTRI SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
OECSOLTRI SPLVES A SYSTEM OF 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES A SVSTCM OF 
PARTIAL PIVOTING A SVSTEM Of 
SOLSVMTRI SOLVES A SYSTE~ OF 
CSOLSVMTRI SOLVES A SVSTE~ OF 
MMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX ev 
NA ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, BV 
NA TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAV 1 BV 
F THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF A 
M (M COEFFICIENT rATRIX) OF A 
LSQSOL SOLVES A 
LSQORTDECSOL SOLVES A 
OG GAMMA COMPUTES THE NATURAL 
ULATES, WITHOUT PIVOTING, THE 
S 1 WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, T~E 
LINEAR EQUATIONS ev THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS, 
LINEAR EOUATIQNS WITl1 BAND MATRIX, WHICH IS DECOMPOS(O BV ~ECSND, 
LtHEAR EQUATIONS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC ~OSITIVE DEflN1T~ BAND MAT~IX 1 WtllCH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDECBN 
LINEAR EQUATIONS av THE CHOLESKV MtTHQD, 
LiHlAR EQUATIONS, 
LINlAR EQUATIONS, OF WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM Of THE MATPIX 15 GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BV CROUT ,ACTDRIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, Of WHICH THE TRtANGU~ARLV DECOMPOSED FORM Of THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BV GAU.SiAN ELIMINATION WITH COM6tNED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
LI tJEAR EQUAT I QNS ANO cO·IPUTES ,\N UPPER BOUND FOR I TS E~ROR, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, Ti1E MATRIX 0~ WHICH 15 GIVEN I~ ITS TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, Of WHICH THE TPIANGULARLV DECOMPOSED FORM OF THE MATRIX JS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS ) COMP•JTES THE tHOL[S~Y DECOMPOSITtON OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STOR 
LINEAR EQUATIONS ) COMP•JTES THE CHOL[S~V DECOMPOSITION OF A S¥M~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STOR 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DtCOMPOSED av CHLDEC2, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, THl MATRIX BEING DtCOMPOSED BY CHLDEC1, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS SY THE CHOLESKY MtTHOD, THE MATRIX BEING STORED IN A TWO.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS ev THE CHOLESKV METHOD, THE MATRIX BEING STORED IN A ~NE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DfCOMPOSITION OP THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS SY MEANS Of SINGULA~ VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
LttlEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT TH[ SINGULAR VALU~ DECOMPOSITION OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIV!N, 
LI IIEAR EQUAT I CNS BV IIEANS OF SI NGULAII VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT TH[ SINGULAR VAL~E DECOMPOSITION Of THE COEFflCIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LtWEAR EQUATIONS BY MEA~S OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL CO[~FICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL COfPflCIENT MATRIX, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEPFICIENT MATRIX, ?ROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION AS CALCULAT 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL CO!,FICIENT MATRIX, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SVMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE U•DU DECO~POSITION 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SVMMfTRIC TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SE~UENCE, 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM S!QUENCE, 
LlhEAR LEAST SQUARES PR~BLEM, 
LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
LINEAR LEAST SGUARES PRO~LEM, PROVIO[O THAT THr COEFFICIENT MATRIX HPS BEEN DECOMPOSED BV ~SQORTDEC, 
LIHEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM AND COMPUTES THE OIA,ONAL ELEMENTS DF THE INVERSE OF MIM (M COEFFICIENT 
LIHEHIN IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE POP OPTIHizA•IO~, 
LINIGER1 SOLVES INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS ~N AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQ 
LINIGER2 SOLVES INITIAL VA~UE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL fQ 
LNGMATMAT COMPUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION THf SCALAR PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR AND A COLUMN VECTOR, 
LNG~ATTAM COMPUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALA~ PRODUCT OF TWO ROW VECTORS, 
LNGMATVEC COMPUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
LNGSCAPR01 COMPUTES IN DOU6LE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
LNGSEQVEC COMPUTES IN noue~E PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
LNGSVMMATVEC CO~PUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A ROW IN A SY~~ETRIC MA 
LNGTAMMAT COMPUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
LNGTAMVEC COMPUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A COLUMN VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
LNGVECVEC COMPUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
LOGARIT~M OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION ,oR POSITIVE ARGU~ENTS, 
LOG GAM,A COMPUTES THE ~ATURAL LOGARITHM OF THE GAMMA PUNCTION fOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
LSQOGLINV COMPUTES THE DIAGONAL l!LEMENTS OF THE INVERSE Of' M•M (M COEFFICIENT MATRIX) Of A LINEAR LE 
LSOORTDECSOL SOLVES A LINE~R LEAST SQUjRES PROBLE~ AND COMPUTES THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS Of THE INVERSE 
LSOORTDEC PERFORMS THE ~OUSEHOLD!R TAIANGULARlzAT!ON OP THE COEFPICIENT MATRIX OP A LINEAR LEAST SQU 
LSOSOL SOLVES A ~INE4R LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, PROVIDED THAT THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN OECOMPOS 
LU OECO~POSITJON Of A T~IOIAGONAL MATRIX, 
LU DECO~POSITION OF A T~IDIAGO~A~ MATRIX, 
34220 C 36 
3<1071 E 4 
34322 E 4 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
34241 E 22 
34051 E 26 
34301 E 26 
34061 E 26 
34232 E 26 
34243 E 26 
34250 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34253 E 30 
34254 E 30 
34310 f' 0 
34311 F 0 
34:590 F 4 
34391 F 4 
34392 F 4 
34393 F 4 
34280 H 0 
34261 M 0 
34262 H 2 
34263 H 2 
34264 H 4 
34265 M 4 
34424 H 18 
34425 H 18 
34427 H 18 
34428 H 18 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
34151 0 36 
34155 E 12 
34153 I! !.2 
34134 E 32 
341,32 I!: 32 
341,31 E 34 
34135 E 34 
34210 D 30 
33130 D 38 
33131 O 38 
34413 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34411 H 14 
34417 H 14 
34416 H 14 
34418 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34412 H 14 
34410 H 14 
350112 C 42 
35062 C 42 
34132 E 32 
34135 E 34 
34134 I! 32 
34131 E 34 
34423 H 16 
34426 H 16 
HSHHRMTRIVAL DELIVERS T~E 
RS OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 
ES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 
ES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 
ES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 
E INDICES AND MODULUS Of THAT 
v~c COMPUTES THE TRANSFOR~ING 
DUPMAT COPIES (P~RT Of) A 
NIMAT INITIA~IZES (PART OF) A 
SA CODIAGONAL OF A SVM~ETR1c 
T!ALIZES A ROW OF A SYMMETRIC 
VERS THE INDEX FOR AN ELE~ENT 
LUE OF T~E NEW ROW ELEMENT OF 
LUS OF THAT MATRIX ELEMENT CF 
VERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE 
VERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIA~LE 
IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FCR 
GE ALGORITHM IS USED FOR THIS 
RNKiMIN ( OPTIMIZATICN ) 
fLEMIN ( OPTIMIZATION ) 
D~X FDR AN ELEMENT MAXIMAL IN 
COMABS COMPUTES T~E 
MAXMAT FINDS THE INDICES AND 









IONS, BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 
LOG GAMMA COMPUTES THE 
TES A POLYNOMIAL GIVEN IN THE 
OLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATION PROM 
MINES THE COEFFICIENTS OF T~E 
AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER ( 
REASCL 
SCI.COM 
FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED 'l'O THE 
EUCNRM COMPUTES THE EUCLIDEAN 
SMAXVEC COMPUTES TH~ INFINITY 
ONENRMINV COMPUTES THE 1 8 
COMMUI. MULTIPLIES TWO COMPl.,EX 
MAIN DIAGONAL ELCMENTS ANO SQUAR!S or THE cODIAG0NAL ELEMENTS OF A HERMITIAN TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX WHIC 
MATMAT COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP A ROW VECTOK ANO COLUMN VECTOR, 
IIATR!X eY INVERSC ITERA'T'!ON, 
flATRIX BY \.INEAR IN'!'ERPOl.,A'l'ION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
I\ATRIX ev OR-1TERAT!ON, 
MATRIX ev OR-ITERATION, 
IIATR IX ELEMENT OF 1·1AX I MIJM ABSOLUTE VAl.,UE, 
IIATRIX IN COMBINATION WITH PROCEDU~E TFMSVMTRl2, 
11ATRIX TO (AN OTl1ER) MA'!'RIX, 
flATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
11ATRIX WITH A CONSTA'H, 
MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
flATTAM COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of 'l'WO ROW VEC'ORS, 
MATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT or A ROW VECTOR AND VECTCR, 
IIAXELMACW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A ROW VCCTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, AND RETURN! THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF THE~ 
MAXIMAL IN ~ODULUS, 
MAX! 11UII ABSOLUTE VAi.UC, 
f!AX I tlUM ABSOLUTE VAI.UE, 




MINIMAX POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION, 
litNIMIZES A GIVEN D!FFERENTIABI.E FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
IIINIMIZES A GIVEN D!FFERENTIABl.,E FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
MIN~AXPCL DETER•INES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL ( !N GRUNERT FORM) THAT APPROXIMATES A FUNCTI 
IIODIFIED RUNGE KUTTA SDI.YES AN INITl.1. ( BOUNDARY ) VAi.UE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER 
f10DIFIED TAYLOR SOLVES AN INITIAi. ( BOUNDARY ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SVS'EM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFE 
IIOflULUS, 
MODULUS OF A corPLEX NUM~ER, 
MODULUS Of THAT MATRIX ELEMENT or MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
MOULTON, OR ADA~S - BASrlfORTH METHODJ WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AND ORDER CONTROL AND SUITABLE FOR T~E INT 
MULCOL ~ULTIPLIES A COLUMN VECTOR 8Y A SCALAR, 
IIULROW ~ULTIPLIES A ROW VECTOR ev A SCA~AR STORING THt RESULT /N ANOTHER VECTOR, 
11UL TI PL I ES A COLUMN VECTOR BY A SCA~AR, 
MULTIPLIES A COLUMN VECTOR BV A SCALAR, 
11UL TI PL I ES A COl'PLEX COLUMN VECTOR BV A COMP LE~ NUMBER, 
l1UL TI PL I ES A cor,PLEX R0>1 VECTOR BY A COMPl,,EX NUMBER, 
MULTIPLIES A ROW VECTOR BV A SCALAR s,oRING THE RESUl,,T IN ANOTHER VECTOR, 
MULTIPLIES A ROW VECTOR BY A SCAl,,AR STORING THE RESU~T IN ANOTHER ROWVECTOR, 
MULTIPLIES A VECTOR BY A SCALAR, 
MULTIPLIES TWO COMPl,,EX NUMBERS, 
MULT!STEP METHODS! GEARS 1 ADAMS ■ M0Ui.TON 1 OR ADAMS ■ BASHFORTH METHDDJ WITH AUTOMATIC STEP ANO ORDE 
MULT1STEP SOLVES AN INITIAi,, VA~U~ PROa~EM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM or PIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
MULVEC MULTIPLIES A VECTOR BV A 8CA~AR, 
NATURAL LOGARIT~M or THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
NEWGRN TRANSFORMS A POLVNO~IAL R~P~EleNTATION PROM N~WTON FORM INTO GRUNERT FORM, 
NEWPO~ EVAl,,UATES A POLYNOMIAL GIV~N IN THE NEWTON PORM BY THE HORNER SCHEME, 
NEWTON DETtRM!NES THE CQEFr!CIENTS or THE NEWTON INTeRPOLATION POl,,VNOMIAL FDR GIVEN ARGUMENTS AND FU 
NEWTON FORM BV THE HORNER SCHEME, 
NEWTON FORM INTO GRUN~RT FORM, 
NEWTON INTERPOLATION POI.YNOMIAI. FOR GIVEN ARGUMENTS AND FUNCTION VALUES, 
NON-LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIA~ tQUATIONS, BV A STA61LIZEO RUNGE KUTTA METHOe WITH LIMITED STORAGE REQUIRE 
NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS Of A TWO•OIMENS/ONAL ARRAY, 
NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS OF A COMP~EX MATRIX, 
NORMAL CR GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY FUNCTION, 
NORM OF A COMPL!X MATRIX, 
NORM OF A V~CTOR ANO DEL/VCRS THt /NOtX FOR AN E~EMENT MAXIMA~ 'IN MODULUS, 
NORM OF THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX, WHICH IS TRIANGU~AR~V DECOMPOSED, 
NUMBERS, 
34364 G 4 
34013 O 6 
34152 O 36 
34151 D 36 
34165 O 36 
34161 D 36 
34230 D 26 
34142 D 34 
310.35 D 2 
31011 D 0 
31013 D 0 
31014 o 0 
34015 D 6 
34011 D 6 
34025 D 8 
31060 D 32 
34025 0 8 
34230 O 26 
34230 D 26 
34214 D 30 
34215 D 30 
36020 E 18 
36022 C 46 
34214 D 30 
34215 D 30 
36022 C 46 
33060 C 28 
33040 C 26 
31060 D 32 
34340 D 14 
34230 D 26 
33060 C 30 
31022 o 4 
31021 D 4 
31022 D 4 
31131 0 4 
34:552 Ii 6 
34353 G 6 
31021 O 4 
31132 D 4 
31020 o 4 
34341 0 20 
33080 C 30 
33060 C 30 
31020 D 4 
3:i062 C 42 
31050 C 4 
31041 C 2 
36010 C 44 
310~1 C 2 
31050 C 4 
36010 C 44 
33060 C 26 
34183 F" 8 
3'131>0 G 22 
35020 C 38 
34359 G 20 
3:1,000 0 32 
34240 E 22 
34341 0 20 
S THE QUOTIENT OF TWO COMP~EX 
UTES THE MODULUS OF A COMPLEX 
THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMP~EX 
CARPOL TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX 














PLEIII IN ( 
THOD; WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AND 
RK1 SOLVES A SINGLE FIRST 
RK1N SOLVES A SYSTEM OF FIRST 
RK2 SOLVES A SECOND 
K2N SOLVES A SYSTEM Cf SECOND 
RKJ SOLVES A SECOND 
K3N SOLVES A SYSTEM OF SECOND 
K5NA SOLVES A SYSTEM OF FIRST 
M1 GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST 
M1 GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST 
AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST 
AN AUTON~IIIOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST 
AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM Of FIRST 
AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST 
RENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5 ■ TH 
M1 GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST 
E LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A 
E LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A 
IAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED 
IAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED 
OF LARGE SYSTEMS ARISING FROM 
X BY CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH 
S 6Y CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH 
DECTRIPIV CALCULATES, 11TH 
DECSOLTRIPIV SOLVES WITH 
RANGE [1/2,3/2)1 ODD AND EVEN 
l~IV CALCULATES, WITH PARTIAL 
UT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL 
COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE 
UT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL 
COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETf 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES WJTH PARTIAL 
IN CAR TES I AN CCORD I MATES INTO 
ITHM IS USED FOR THIS MINIMAX 
S OF THE NEWTON INTERPOLATION 
POL EVALUATES A 
NEWPOL EVALUATES A 
NEWGRN TRANSFORMS A 
MINES THE COtFFICIENTS OF T~E 
J GRAD SOLVES A SVMIIETR IC AND 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SVM~ETRIC 
HE DETER~INANT OF A SYMMETRIC 
NEAR EQUATIOIJS WITH SVMl1ETRIC 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC 
DECOMPOSITION Of A SYMMETRIC 




NUMBER GIVEN IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES INTO POLAR COORDINATES, 
ODD AND EVEN PARTS ARE •~so DE~IVERED, 





OPTIMIZATION ) ,1NIMIZES A GIVEN DIFPEAENTIABLE FUNCTION Of SEVERA~ VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE METRIC M 
OPTIMIZATION ) ~INIMIZES A G1veN DIFF~RENTIABLE FUNCTION OF SEVERA~ VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE METRIC M 
ORDER CONTROL ANO SUITAB~E FOR THE INT[GRATION OF STIFF DIFFERtN11AL EQUATIONS, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5 ■ TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5wTH ORDER RUNGe KUTTA METHOD, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5 ■ TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL ~QUATIONS USING A 5 ■ TH ORDER ~UNGE KUTTA METMOO, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA rETHODJ NO DERIVATIVES A~LOWED CN RIG~T ~ 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5 ■ TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHODJ NQ DERIVATIVES ALLOWED CN RIG~T 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING TH~ ARC LENGTH AS INTEGRATION VARIA8LE, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY A ON~.STEP TAYLOR METHODJ THIS METHOD IS PARTICU~ARLY SUITABLE FOR 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MULTISTEP METHODS: GEARS, ADAMS• MOULTON, OR 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN !XPDNENTIALLY FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOD WHIC~ USES THE 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL E~UATIONS, 6Y AN EXPONENTIALLV FITTED, SEMI ■ IMPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA MET~CD1 SUITAB 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, FIRST ORDER ONE.STEP METHOD WIT~ 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, SY AN IMPLICIT, EXPCNENTIALLV FITTED, SECOND ORDER ONE.STEP ~ETHCD Wll 
ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
ORDER ( NON•LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, By A STABILIZED RUNGE KVTTA METHOD WITH LIMITED STORAGE 
OVERO£TERMINED SVSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGU~AR VALUE DECOMPOSITION Of T~E COE 
OVERDETERMINED SVSTEN OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS Of SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
PARTIAL ANO COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, PROVID~D H1GHER ORDER DERIVATIVES CAN BE EASILY OBTAINED, 
PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
PARTIAL PIVOTl~G. 
PAATIAL PIVOTING, THE LU D~COMPO!ITION OF A TR1DIAGOhAL MATRIX, 
PARTIAL PIVOTING A SYST~M OF LINEA~ EQUATIONS WIT~ TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX, 
PARTS ARE ALSO DELIVERED, 





PIVOTING A SySTEM or LINEAR EQUATIDNS WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MAT~IX, 
POLAR CCORDINATES, 
POLYNOMIAL APpRCXIMATIO~, 
POLYN0111AL FDR GIVEN ARGUMENTS ANO FUNCTION VALUES, 
POLYNOMIAL GIVEN IN THE GRUNERT rORM BY THE HORNER SCHEME, 
POLY~OMIAL GIVEN IN THE NEWTON FOR~ BY THE HORNER SCHEME, 
POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATION FROM N~WTCN fORM INTO ~RUNERT FOR~, 
POLYNOMIAL ( IN GRVNERT fORM) THAT ~PPROXIMATES A fUNCTION GIVE~ roR DISCRETE ARGUMENTS; THE SECOND R 
POL EVALUATES A POLYNOMIAL GIVEN IN TH~ GRUNERT rrRM BV THE HORhER SCHEME, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE, SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BV THE METHOD Of CONJUGATE GRAOIEhTS, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE I\ATRIX BV THE CHO~ESKY METHOD, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDECBND, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND ~ATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDECBND, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND ~ATRIX ANO SOLVES THE svsTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS av THE CHOLESKY METHOD, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED IN A TWO•OIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED COLUMNWISE IN A ONE ■ OIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
POSITIVE OEFINITE I\ATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CH~nEc2, 
34342 a 22 
34340 0 14 
34343 D 16 
34344 D 18 
350t>O C 42 
34240 E 22 
34210 D 30 
34211 0 30 
34~12 0 30 
34213 D 30 
34214 D 30 
34215 0 3C 
33060 C 30 
33010 C 8 
33011 C !.O 
33012 C 12 
33013 C 14 
33014 C 16 
33015 C 18 
33018 C 24 
33040 C 26 
33080 C 30 
33120 C 32 
33100 C 34 
33130 D 3e 
33~31 D 38 
33010 C 8 
330b0 C 28 
34280 H 0 
34281 H 0 
34231 E 22 
34232 E 26 
33040 C 26 
34300 E 22 
34301 E 26 
34426 H 16 
34428 H 16 
35060 C 42 
344::06 H 16 
34300 E 22 
34231 e 22 
343V1 E 26 
34232 E 26 
34428 H 1€ 
311344 D 16 
36022 C 46 
36010 C 44 
31040 C 0 
31041 C 2 
31050 C 4 
36022 C 46 
31040 C 0 
34220 C 36 
34330 E 6 
34331 E B 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
34310 F 0 
34311 F 0 
34312 r 2 
HE DETERMINANT OF A SYMMETRIC 
CHLSDL2 SOLVES A SYMMETRIC 
CHLSDLl SOLVES A SYM~ETRIC 
CHLDECSOL2 SOLVES A SVM~ETR!C 
CHLDECSOLi SOLVES A SYMMETRIC 
ES THE INVERSE OF A SYM11,ETRIC 
ES THE I "JVERSE OF A SVl',f1ETR 'C 
D, TlsE INVERSE OF A SVMl•IETR IC 
D1 THE I fNERSE OF A SYMMETRIC 
M Of A CONVERGENT SERIES W1TH 
PSTTFMMAT CALCULATES THE 
>lSHCOf'PRD 
PRETFMM•T CALCULATlS THE 
TED TO T~E NORMAL OR GAUSSIAN 
EFERK SOLVES !h!TIAL VALUE 
EFSIRK SOLVES INITIAL VALUE 
LINIGERl SOLVES l~ITIAL VALUE 
LINiGER2 SOLVES INITIAL VALUE 
AN INITIAL ( BOUN~ARV ) VALUE 
AN INITIAL ( BOUNDARY ) VALUE 
!STEP SOLVES AN lhlTIAL VALUE 
TAMVEC COMPUTES THE sc~LAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR 
MATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR 
MATMAT COMPUTES THE ScAL-R 
N DOUBLE PRECISION THE ScAL-R 
N DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR 
SYMMATVEC COMPUTES TH~ SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR 
VECVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR 
TAMMAT COIIPUTES THE SCALAR 
MATTA~ COHPUTES TH~ SCALAR 
SEQVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR 
SCAPRD1 COMPUTES n1E SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISION ThE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR 
PSDINVSVD CALCULATES ThE 
PSDINV CALCULATES ThE 
MMETRIC TRIUIAGONAL MATRIX ev 
MMETRIC TR1DIAGONAL MATR1X eY 
NA ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAv, BY 
POSITIVE DtflNITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMpOSED BY CHLDEC1, 
POSITIVE OEflNITE SYSTEM or LINEAR EQU.TIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC2, 
POSITIVE Off lNITE SYSTEM or LINEiR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED ~v CHLDEc1, 
POSITIVE D~f lNITE S¥8TE~ or LINEAR E0UATIDNS BY T~E CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX BEING STORED IN A TW 
POSITIVE DEFINITE S¥5TE~ OP LINEAR EQUATIONS Bv THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX BEING STCRED IN A ON 
POSITIVE DEf lNITL MATRIX WHICH HAS BEE~ DECOMPOSED av CHLDEC2, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC1, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED IN A TWO.DIMENSICNAL ARRAY, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE IIATRIX 1 STOREO IN A ONE.DIMENSICNAL ARRAY, 
POSITIVE TERMS, USING T~E VAN WiJNGAARDEN TRANSFORMATION, 
POSTIIULTIPLYING MATRIX USED BY HSHREABID TO TRANSPORM A MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL FORM, 
PREMULTIPLIES A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A COMPLEX HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, 
PRE~ULTIPLYING ~ATRIX USED BY HSHREABID TO TRANSFORM A MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL FORM, 
PRETFMMAT CALCULATES THE PREMULTIPLYING MATRIX USED BY HSMREABID TO TRANSFORM A MATRIX ,~re BIDIAGON 
PROBABILITY FUNCTION, 
PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS At! AIJTOtWMOUS SVSTEr, OF FIRST CRDER DIFFERENTIAi.. EQUATIONS, BV AN EXPONENTIALLY f 
PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AIITONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERE~T1A~ EQUATIONS, 8¥ AN EXPONENTIALLY F 
PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPON 
PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AIJTONOMOUS svs,eM OF f lRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPCN 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A sySTEM OF r1RST OROER DIFFERc~TIAL EQUATIONS, BY A ONE-STEP TAYLOR METHOD) THIS 
PR08LE~, GIVEN AS A syS,EM OF FIRST OROER ( NON-LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS, BY A STABILIZED RUN 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFfERE~TIAL EQUATiO~S, BY ONE OF TME FOLLOWING ~ULTISTEP 
PRODUCT OF A COLUMN VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
PRODUCT OF A COLUMN VEC~OR AND A VECTO~, 
PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND COLUMN V~CTOR, 
PRODUCT CF A ROW VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND A CO~UMN VECTOR, 
PRODUCT OF A VECTOR ><ND A ROW OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, 
PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A ROW IN A 5¥MMETRiC MATRIX, 
PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
PRODllCT Of TWO COLIJl'II< VECTORS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO ROW VECTORS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
PRDCUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO COLUM~ VECTORS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO Row VCcTnRS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO VEcTnRs, 
PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
PSCIMVSVD CALCULATES THE PSEUDO INVERSE OF A MATRIX, PAOVIOEC THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DEcor,POSITION 
Psn1Nv CALCULATES THE PSEUDO INVeRSE or A MATRIX 1ev MEANS OF THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
PSEUDO INVERSE CF A MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE Sl~GULA~ VA~UE DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
PSEUDO INVERSE CF A 11ATRIX BV MEANS OF THE SINGU~AR VA~UE DECO~PuSITIOh, 
PSTTFMMAT CALCULATES THE PQSTMULTIPLYING MATRIX USED BY HSHREABID TO TRANSFORM A MATRIX l~TO BIDIAGO 
QADRAT ( QUADRATURE l COMPUTES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL OP A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIAeLE OVER A FINITE INT 
ORICOM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS ANO EIGENVALUES CF A COMPLEX UPPER HESSENRERG ~ATRIX WITh A REA~ SU 
QRIHRM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND ~IGENVALUES OF A ~ERMITIAN MATRIX, 
ORISIIGVALSID CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A REAL 11DIAGCNAL MhTRIX 9V ~EA~S Of IMPLICIT QR.ITER 
QPISNGVALDECBtD CALCULATES THE StNGULA~ VALUE DECDMPOSITION OF A REAL MATRIX OF WHICH A elDIAGONAL D 
DRISNGVALOEC CALCULATES TH~ SINGULAR VA~UE DECOMPOSITION Of A REAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT QR 
DRISIIGVAL CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUeS OF A REAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT QR-ITERATION, 
QR\SYMTRI COMPUTES ALL E!GeNVECTORS ANO EIGENVA~UES Of A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BV QR.ITERATIO 
QRISYM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES AND ~IGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC !IATRIX BY QR-ITERATION, 
QR,VALHR~ COMPUTES ALL F.IGENVALU(S or A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
QRIVALSVM1 CO~PUTES ><LL EIGENVALVES or A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, EY QR~ 




34313 f 2 
34390 F 4 
34391 F 4 
34392 F 4 
34393 F 4 
34400 F 6 
34401 F 6 
34402 F 6 
34403 f 6 
320°20 E 16 
3A2b1 H 8 
34356 G 24 
34262 H 8 
34262 H 8 
35020 C 38 
33120 C 32 
33160 C 34 
33130 D 38 
33131 ll 38 
33040 C 26 
33060 C 28 
330d0 C 30 
34012 D 6 
34412 H 14 
34011 ll 6 
34013 D 6 
34411 H 14 
34413 H 14 
34018 D 6 
34418 H 14 
34010 D 6 
34014 D 6 
34015 D 6 
34016 D 6 
34017 D 6 
34410 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34 ◄ 16 H 14 
34417 H 14 
342e6 H 6 
342e7 H 6 
34286 H 6 
34287 H 6 
342b1 H 8 
32070 C 6 
34373 G 12 
34371 G 8 
34270 H 10 
34271 H 1C 
34273 H 12 
34272 H 12 
34161 D 36 
34163 E 12 
34370 <i 8 
34164 E 12 
34162 E 12 
34165 D 36 
34161 D 36 
34164 E 12 
NA TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, ev 
TORS OF A SYtlMETRIC MATRIX BY 
ARE REAL, BY MEANS OF SINGLE 
ARE REAL, BY MEANS OF S1NGLE 
ERG MATRIX BY MEANS OF DOUBLE 
L MATRIX BY !\EANS OF IMPLICIT 
IVEN, BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT 
ATRIX BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT 
ATRIX BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT 
OMKWO COMPUTES THE ROOTS CF A 
QADRAT C 
INTEGRAL ( 
COHOIV COMPUTES THE 
ATES THE SIN~ULAR VALUES OF A 
ATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A 
TFMREAHES TRANSFORMS A 
HSHREABID TRANSFORMS A 
ULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF A 
TFMSYMTRl2 TRANSFORMS A 
TFMSYMTRl1 TRANSFOR~S A 
RECIP GhMMA co,PUTES T~E 
TISOL CO~PUTES AN ITERATIVELY 
TISOL COMPUTES AN 1TERATIVELV 
OLERB COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY 
DLERB COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELV 
SNDREMEZ (SECOND 
ISCRETE ARGUMENTSJ THE SECO~D 
EWGRN TRANSFORMS A PDLYNOPIAL 
CONKWO COMPUTES THE 
COMSQRT COI\PUTES THE SQUARE 
ROTCOMCOL PERFORMS A 
ROTCOMROW PERFORMS A 
ROTCOL PERFOP.MS AN ELEMENTARY 
ROTROW PERFORMS A~ ELEMENTARY 
INISVMROW 1~1T1ALIZES A 
LAR PRODUCT Of A VECTOR ANO A 
TES THE SCALAR PRCOUCT OF TWO 
INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS OF TWO 










QUADRATIC EQUATION WITH COMPLEX CO!PFICIENTS, 
QUADRATURE ) CD~PUTES THE DEFINITE INT~GRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL, 
QUADRATURE ) COMPUTES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL Of A FUNCTION Of ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE CR INFINITE 
QUOTIENT OF TWO COMPLEX NUMBERS, 
REAL BIDIAGONAL MATRIX av MEANS or IMPLICIT QR"ITERAT11N, 
REAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
REAL MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX BY THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION, 
REAL MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL FORM BY M~ANS OF HOUSEHOLOER TRANSFORMATIOW, 
REAL MATRIX OF ~HICH A ~IDIAGONAL DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, BY MfANS Of AN IMPLICIT QR"ITERATION, 
REAL sv,METRIC ,ATRIX l~TO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BV HOUSEH~LDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
REAL SY,METRIC ,ATRIX l~TO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL CNE BY HOIISEHDLDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
REAQRI CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT 
REASCL NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS OF A TWO.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
REAVALORI CALCULATES TH~ EIGENVALU(S OF A REAL UPPER ~ESSENBERG HATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUE 
REAVECHES CALCULATES TH~ EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN REAL EIGFNVALUE OF 4 REAL UPPER ~ESSEN 
RECIPROCAL OF T~E GAHMA FUNCTION FOR ARGU~ENTS IN THE RANGE (1/2 1 3/2]; ODD AND EVEN PARTS ARE ALSO 0 
RECIP GAMMA COMPUTES THe RECIPROCAL OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION FCR ARGUMENTS IN THE RANGE [1/2,3/2]1 000 
REfl~ED SOLUTION Of A SyST!M OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX OF WHICH IS GIVEN IN ITS TRIANGULARLY D 
REFINED SOLUTION OF N SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
REFINED SOLUTION AND AN UPPER BOUND FD~ ITS ERRO~, OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, OF WMIC~ T~E TRI 
REFINED SOLUTION OF N svsTeM OF LINEA~ EQUATIONS, 
NEMEZ ALGORITHM) EXCHANGES NUMBERS Wl~H NUMBERS OUT OF A REFERENCE SET, 
REl'EZ EXCHANGE ALGORITHM IS USED FOR TWIS MINIMAX POLY~OMIAL APPROXIMATION, 
REPRESENTATION FROM flEWTON FORH INTO G~UNERT FORM, 
RK1h SOLVES A SVSTEH OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A ~-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHCO, 
RK1 SOLVES A Sl~GLE FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
RK2N SOLVES A SYSTEM OF SECOND ORDER D!FFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS USING A ,.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA ~ET~oo, 
RK~ SOLVES A SECOND ORDER OIFFERfNTIAL EQUATION USING A 5"T~ OPDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
RK3N SOLVES A SySTEM OF SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS USING A ~-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOOJ N 
RK3 SOLVES A SECON~ ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; NO DERIVATIVE 
RK4A SOLVES A SINGLE 01rrERENTIA~ EQU~TION By SOMETIMES USING A DEPENDENT VARIAB~E AS INTEGRATION VA 
RK4NA SOLVES A SySTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS By SOMETIMES USING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRA 
RK5NA SOLVES A SySTEM OF FIRST ORDER OIFFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS USING THE ARC LENGT~ AS INTEGRATION VARI 
RNK1MIN t OPTIMIZATION l MINIMIZES A GIVEN DIFFERENTIA~LE FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES ey A VARIAB~ 
RNKlUPD IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE fOR OPTIMlzATION, 
ROOTS OF A QUADRATIC EQUATION WITH COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS, 
ROOT Of A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
ROTATION ON TWO COMPLEX COLUMN VECTORS, 
ROTATION ON TWO COMPLEX ROW VECTORS, 
ROTATION OPERATION ON T~O COLUMN VECTORS, 
ROTATION OPERATION ON T~O ROW VEeTOR9, 
ROTCOL PERFORMS AN ELEM!NTARV ROTATION OPERATION ON TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
ROTCOMCCL PERFORMS A ROTATION ON TWO COMP~EX COLUMN VECTORS, 
ROTCOMRCW PERFORMS A ROTATION ON TWO COMPLEX ROW VECTORS, 
AoTRnw PERfORMS AN ELEMENTARY ~OTATION OPERATION ON Two ROW VECTORS, 
ROWCST ~ULTIPLIES A ROW VECTOR BV A 9CALAR STORING TH! RESULT IN ANOTHER ROWVECTOR, 
ROU OF A SVMMETRIC MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 




34162 E 12 
34:1.63 E !2 
342,60 f' !1.6 
341,66 F 16 
34,.90 r i6 
34270 M 10 
34271 H 10 
34272 H 12 
34273 H 12 
34345 D 24 
32070 C 6 
32051 C 48 
34342 D 22 
34270 H 10 
34272 H 12 
34170 F 14 
34260 H 8 
34271 H 10 
34140 D 34 
34143 D 34 
34186 f !1.6 
34183 F 8 
3411:10 f' !1.6 
34181 F 16 
35060 C 42 
35060 C 42 
34250 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34253 E 30 
34254 E 30 
36021 E 20 
36022 C 46 
31050 C 4 
33011 C 10 
33010 C 8 
33013 C 14 
33012 C 12 
33015 C 18 
33014 C 16 
33016 C 20 
33017 C 22 
33018 C 24 
34214 D 30 
34211 D 30 
34345 D 24 
34343 D 16 
34357 G 2 
34358 G 2 
34040 D 12 
34041 0 12 
34040 D !1.2 
34357 G 2 
34358 G 2 
34041 D 12 
31132 D 4 
31014 D 0 
34018 D 6 
34015 D 6 
34032 D 10 
34041 D 12 
PUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
PUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
0~ INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS Of A 
MULROW ~ULTIPLIES A 
ROWCST 1;,Ul. TI PL I ES A 
OMROWCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX 
DUPVECROW COPIES (PART of) A 
ELMROW ADDS A SCALAR TluEs A 
MVECROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
MCOt.ROI ADDS A SCALAH TIMES A 
XEI.MROW ADDS A SCALAR TIUES A 
L EQUATION USING A ~-TH ORDER 
EQUATIONS USING A 5wTH ORDER 
L EQUATION USING A ~-TH ORDER 
EOUATIO~S USING A 5-Th ORDER 
L EOuATION USING A 5.TH oROER 
EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER 
Al. EQUATIONS, BY A STA~ILlzEn 
XPONENT!Al.LY FITTED, EXPLICIT 
IALI.Y FITTED, SE'''I • IMPLICIT 
VECVEC COMPUTES THE 
MATVEC COMPUTtS THE 
TAMVEC COMPUTES THE 
MATMAT COMPUTES THE 
TArlMAT COf·'P\JTES Ti-[ 
MATTA~ COMPUTES THE 
SEQVEC COIIPl)TES Tt-E 
SCAPRD1 CO~PUTES Tt-E 
SYMMATVEC COl•PUTES Tt-E 
COMMATVEC COMPUTES THE 
PUTES IN DOUdLE PRECISION THE 
PUTES IN DOU~LE PRECISION TbE 
PUTES IN DOU~LE PkECISION THE 
PUTES IN DOUHLE PREC1S10~ TbE 
PUTES IN OOUbLE PRECISION TrE 
PUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION THE 
PUTES IN DOUbLE PRECISION TrE 
PUTES IN DOUDI.E PRECISION THE 
PUTES IN OOUHI.E PRECISION TbE 
ELMVEC ADDS A 
ELMCOL ADDS A 
ELMVECCDL ADDS A 
EI.MRO\,; ADDS A 
ELMCOLVEC ADDS A 
ELMVECROW ADDS A 
ELMROWVEC ADDS A 
ELMCOLROW ADPS A 
ELMROWCnL ADDS A 
MAXEI.MRUW ADDS A 
RK2 SOI.VES t.. 
RK2N SOLVES A SVSTEP Cf 
RK3 SOLVES A 
RK3N SOLVES A SVSTlM Of 
SNDPEf'EZ ( 
N f'OR DISCRETE ARGUPEIITSJ TrE 
, BV AN EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, 
TES THE SUM Of AN AI.TERNATING 
RO~ VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
ROW VECTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
ROW VECTOR ANO C01.UMN V~CTOR, 
ROV VECTOR BV A 5CALAR STORING THE RfSULT IN ANOT~ER V~CTQP, 
RCV VECTOR BY A 6CAI.AR STD~ING TME RESULT IN ANOT~ER ROWVECToR, 
RO\/ VECTOR BV A COl'Pi.EX NUMBER, 
ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ROW VECTOR TO AhOTHER ROW VECTOR, 
ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ROW VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
RCU VECTOR TO A ROU VEC?OR, AND RETUR~S THE SUBSCRIPT VA1.UE OF THE NEW ROW ELEMENT OF MAXl~UM ABSOLU 
RUNGE KUTTA METhOD, 
AU"GE KUTTA METhoD, 
nu~GE KUTTA MET~OO, 
RUl<GE KUTTA METhCJO, 
RU!IGE KUTTA MET~OD; NO DERIVATIVES •~LOWED ON RlhhT ~A~D SIDE, 
RUNGE KUTTA METhOO; NO DERIVATIVES A~LDWED ON RlhhT HAND SIDE, 
RUUGE KUTTA METHOD WITH LIMITED STOR4GE REQUIREMENTS, 
RU'IGE KUTTA METhOD .HIC ◄ USES THE JACORIAN MATRIX AND AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROi.; SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATI 
PUNGE KUTTA METI-UD; 6Ul1'AB~E FOR !>./Tr.GRATION OF STIFF OlffERENTIAI. EQUATIOriS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF T~O VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR ANO VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Cf A COLUMN VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF A ROW VECTOR AND CO~UMN VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF Tio cn~UMN VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO Rn~ VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWU VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Of A VEC,.OR AND A ROW OF A SVMM[TRIC MATRIX, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Cf A COMPLE~ ~ow VECTOR AND A CnMP~EX V~CTOP, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Of A ROW VEeTOR ANO A VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Of A LOLJMN VECTOR ANO A VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF A ROW VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF TIU C~LUMN VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Cf TWO Row VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Cf TWO VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF TWO VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VEC~OR AND A ROW IN A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, 
SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TO ANOTHER VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A COLU~N VECTOR TO ANOT~ER COLUM~ VtCTOR, 
&CAI.AR T1~es A COLU~O VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 1 
SCALAR TIMES A ROW VfCTOR TO ANOTHtR ROW VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TJ A COLUMN VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A V~CTOR, 
SCALAR T1MES A VECTO~ TO A ROW VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A ROW VECT~R TO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
SCAI.AR TI 1,1£S A COLlJ'1N VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A ROI VCCT~R TO A ROW V~CTOR, AND RETl)RNS THE SUB3CRIPT VALUE OF T~E NEW ROW ELEMENT Of 
SCAPRD1 COMPUTES TH~ SCALAR PRODUCT OP TWO VECTORS, 
SCLCOM NORMALIZES THE C~LUMNS Of A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
SECOND CRDER DIFFERENTIA~ EQUATION USING A 5-•H ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SECOND CROfR DIFFERENTIAL ~QUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SECOND CRDER DIFFERENTIA~ EQUATION USING A 5-T~ ORDER ~UNGE KUTTA AETHOD; HO DERIVATIVES ALLOWED ON 
SECOND CADER DIFFERENTIAi. €QUATIO~$ USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; NO DERIVATIVES AI.LO~ED ON 
SECOND REMEZ ALGORITHM) EXCHANGES ~UMqERS WITH NUMBERS OUT Cf A REFERE~CE SET, 
SECOND REMEZ EXCHANGE A~GORITHM IS USED FOR THIS MINIMAX POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION, 
SE~I • IMPLICIT RUNGE K•IT?A METHODr SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OP STIFF DIFFERENTIAi. EQUATIONS, 
SEOVCC COMPUTES THE SCAI.AR PRODUC? OF TWO VECTORS, 
SERIES, 
34011 D 6 
34013 D 6 
34033 D 10 
31021 D 4 
31132 D 4 
34353 G 6 
31031 D 2 
34024 D 8 
34026 D 8 
340'29 D 8 
34025 D 8 
33010 C 8 
33011 C 10 
33012 C 12 
33013 C 14 
33014 C 16 
33015 C 18 
33060 C 28 
33120 C 32 
33160 C 34 
34010 D 6 
34011 D 6 
34012 D 6 
34013 D 6 
34014 D 6 
34015 D 6 
34016 D 6 
34017 D 6 
34018 D 6 
34354 G 18 
34410 H 14 
34411 H 1'1 
34412 H 14 
34413 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34416 H 14 
34417 H 14 
34418 H 14 
34020 D 8 
34023 D e 
34021 D 8 
34024 o e 
34022 D 8 
34026 D 8 
34027 D 8 
34029 D 8 
34026 D 8 
34025 D 8 
34017 D 6 
34360 G 22 
33012 C 12 
33013 C 14 
33014 C 16 
33015 C 18 
36021 E 20 
36022 C 46 
33l60 C 34 
34016 D 6 
32010 D 28 
PUTES THE SUH OF A CONVERGENT 
EN DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTION Cf 
EN DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTION Of 
BR TRANSFORMS A MATRIX INTO A 
FORMS A COMPkEX MATRIX INTO A 
RMS A HERMITIAN MATRIX INTO A 
GONAL MATRIX WHICh IS UN1TARY 
REAL SV~METRIC MATRIX INTO A 
REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX INTO A 
FORMS A COMPLEX MATRIX INTO A 
ANSFORMS A REAL MATRIX INTO A 
RK4A SOLVES A 
RK1 SOLVES A 
QRISNGVALBID CALCULATES THE 
QRISNGVAL CALCULATES THE 
EGUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE 
LINEAR EDUATIONS OY MEANS OF 
EQUATIONS, PROVl~ED THAT THE 
LINEAR EQUATIONS OY MEANS CF 
EQUATIONS, PROVllEU THAT ThE 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY AEANS CF 
FA MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE 
E OF A MATRIX 8Y ~EA~S OF THE 
RISNGVALDECBID CALCULATES THF. 
QRISNGVALDEC CALCULATES THE 
CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES 
CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES 
ER BOUND FOR THE ERROR IN THE 
ULATES THE BEST LfAST SQUARES 
ULATES THE BEST LEAST SQUARES 
MODIFIED TAVLCR 
MODIFIED RUNGE KUT'A 


















SERIES WITH POSITIVE TE~MS 1 USING 'HE VAN WIJNGAARDEN TRANSFORMATION, 
SEVERAL VARIABLtS BY A VARIAijLt METRIC METHOD, 
SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLt METRIC METHOD, 
SIHILAR EQUILIBRATED MATRIX, 
SIMILAR fQUILIBRATED CO~Pi.,EX MATRI~, 
SIMILAR REAL svr,METRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
SIIIILAR TO A GIVEN t1ERMITIAN MATl!IX, 
SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE 9Y HOUSEHOLD!RS TRANSFORMATION, 
SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE 9Y HOUSEHOLD~RS TRANSFORMATION, 
SIIIILAR UNITARY UPPER H~SS~NBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON-NEGATIVE SUBDIAGONAL, 
SIMILAR UPPER HESSENofRG MATRIX ~y THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION, 
SINGLE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY SOMETIMES USING A DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
SINGLE FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL eQUATION USING A 5 ■ TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METNOD, 
SINGULAR VALUES OF A REAL BIDIAGONAL •IATRIX BY MEANS OF IMPLICIT QR.IT!RATION, 
SINGULAR VALUES OF A REAL MATRIX BY MEANS Qf AN IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
SINGULAR VALUE OECD~POSITION OF TH! CO!FFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SIHGULAR VALUE CECOMPOSITION, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION 0~ TH! COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SI IJGULAR VAl.,IJE OEC0>1POS IT I ON, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OP T~E CO!FFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOllPOS!TION OP A ~EAi,, MATRIX OF ',;H1CH A BIDIAGONAL. DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN 1 BY i'l!ANS 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION or A REAL MATRIX qy MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT QR.1•ERATION, 
SNDREMEZ (SECOND REMEZ ALGORITHM) !XC•tANGES NUMBE~S WITN NUMBERS OUT OF A REFERENCE SET, 
SOLBND SOLVES A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS WITN dAND MATRIX, WHICH IS DECOMPOSED BY DECBND, 
SOLELM SOLVES A SYSTEM OF ~!NEAR EQU~TIDNS, OF WNICH T"E TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM Of THE MATRIX 
SOLOVR CALCULATES TNE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A OVERDETERl'INED SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS 
SOLSVDOVR CALCULATES THE L!AST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROV 
SOLSVDUND CALCULATES TH~ BEST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A UNDERDETERMINED RVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOLSYMTRI SOLVES A SYSTE~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDE 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES A SYSTEA OF LIN!AR EQUATIONS WITN TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE 
SOLTRI SnLVES A SYSTEM or 1.INEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFPICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU 
SOLUND CALCULATES THE RrST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A UNDERQETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY 
SOLUTION OF A OVERDETER•1!NEO SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGUkAR VALUE DECOMPOSIT 
SCLUTl~N OF A OVERDETER'\INEO SYSTEM OP LINEAR EOUATIONS av MEANS Of SINGULAR VALUE DEcOMPOSITICN, 
SDLUT I ON OF A SVSTE•! Of LI "!EAR EQUA TI ll'lS, 
SOLUTION QF A UNDERUETERMINED SYSTEM Of LINEAR E~UATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE OECOMPQSI 
SOLUTION OF A IJNC:,EROETE<lMINEO SYST!M OF LINEAR EDl,IATIO:IS BY MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
SOLVES AN INITIAL ( BOUNDARY ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM UF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
SOLV~S A~ INITIAL ( eoU•IDARY) VALUE PR09LEM, GlfEN AS A SYSTEM UF FIRST ORDER ( NON.LINEAR ) DIFFER 
SOLVES A~ INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM, GIVE~ AS A SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, ev ONE OF 
SOLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF LINEAR EDUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT T>1E SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF T 
SOLVES A NOMOGEN~OUS SYSTEM OF Ll~EAR EQUATIONS ~y MEAMS Of SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROB~EM, PROVIDED THAT THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED eY ~ 
90LVES A LINEAR LEAST S~UARES PROB~EM AND COMPUTES THf DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE INVERSE OF ~•M (M CO 
SOLVES A SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SOLVES A SECOND ORDEII DlfFERENTIA~ E~UATION USINb A 5.TH ORDER RuNGE KUT'A METHOD1 NO DERIVATIVES AL 
SOLVf.S A SINGLE FIRST ORDER DIFF~RENTl~L EAUATION USING A 5•TH D~DER RllNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SOLVES A SINGLE UlffERENTIAL EQUATION BY SOMETIMES USING A DEPENDENT VARIA~LE AS INTEGRATICN VARIABL 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC AND POSITIVE oErlNITE, SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE GRAD 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC POSITIVt DEFINITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX eEING DECOMPOSED BV CHLO 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY CHLO 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC POSl~IVE DEFINITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS av THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX B 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC POSl~IVt DEPINITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS av THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX B 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF FIRST O~DER 01r,ERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METt-10D, 
SOLVf.S A SYSTEM OF SECOND OROER DlrFERENTIAL EQUA~IONS USING A 5 ■ TH DROER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SOLVES A SYSTE~ OF SECO~D ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5~TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; NO DER 
SOLVES A SYSTEM Of PIFFF.RENTIAL EQUATIONS DY SOMETIMES USING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION V 
32020 E 16 
34214 O 30 
34215 0 30 
34173 f 12 
34361 G 16 
34363 G 4 
34364 G 4 
34140 O 34 
34143 D 34 
343,66 G 14 
34170 F 14 
33016 C 20 
33010 C 8 
34270 H 10 
34272 H 12 
342110 H 0 
34281 H 0 
34282 H 2 
34283 H 2 
342114 H 4 
34285 H 4 
342116 H 6 
34287 H 6 
34271 H !O 
34273 H 12 
36021 E 20 
34071 E 4 
34061 E 26 
34281 H 0 
34280 H 0 
34282 H 2 
34421 H 22 
34427 H 18 
34424 H 18 
34283 H 2 
34280 H 0 
34281 H C 
34241 E 22 
3421!2 H 2 
342~3 H 2 
33040 C 2(, 
33060 C 2& 
33080 C 30 
3421!4 H 4 
3421!5 H 4 
34131 E 34 
34135 E 34 
33012 C 12 
33014 C 16 
33010 C 8 
33016 C 20 
34220 C 36 
34390 F 4 
34391 F 4 
34392 F 4 
34393 F 4 
33011 C 10 
33013 C 14 
33015 C 18 
















LI 1, I GER'., 
Lll<iGER2 
TIVE DEFINITE 9f\~,1(: f 1 A'TRl)I'. Af'-.'[1 
t.ECS('L TR IP IV 
cot-1SQ?T cor~PuTt.s T~-E 
DIFFERE~TIAL EClUATIOfiS, ev A 
HFORTH METHOD; WITH k0TOM.TI( 
JAC08 I AN M11TR IX M-D ,,uror1AT ! C 
l'fABLE F::JR THE INTEG~ATIOt, CF 
SUITABLE FOR lNTEG~ATlO~ Cf 
SUITABLE FOR INTEG~ATIO~ CF 
SUITABLE FOR 1~~EGPATl0N CF 
i SUITAOLE FOR INTEGRATION CF 
NGE KUTTA ~ETHQ~ ~·!TH Lt~llTF~ 
LI N~AR I NTERPOLAT I (ltJ US IN(, A 
LINEAR iNTERPOLATIO~ US1NG A 
L. I NEAR I NTERPOLAT i O!J LJS i !.:G A 
A ROW VECTOR, AND Rf!~RNS T~E 
ElJL':R cot PUTEs Tr[ 
SU~P~SSERIES (O~PlJTts Trf 
CONJ GPAr 50LVES n 
INITIALIZES A COOIAGONAL Of A 
SVMROW INITIALIZES A HOI CF A 
'TFMSVMTR 12 TRAtaSFOA•,s A RCAL 
TFMSVMTR 11 TRANSFORliS ~ REAL 
CONSECUTIVE EiGE~VALUES CF A 
CONSECUTIVE E!GE~VALUES OF A 
NVALUES AND EIGENVECTOR& OF A 
NVALUES AND EI GEf1VF.CTCR& OF A 
COMPUTES ALL EiGEkVALUES OF A 
COMPUTES ALL E!GE~VALUES OF A 
NVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A 
CT OF A VECTOR AN(; A RD•· IN A 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPCSITIDh DF A 
COMPUTES THE DETERMl~ANT OF A 
STEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ~I"~ 
RFORMS T~E DECO~P(SIT!D~ OF A 
E CHDLESKV DECO~PCSITIO~ er A 
E CHOLESKY DECOMPCSITION OF A 
COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT CF A 
COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT OF A 
CtiLSCL2 !OLVES A 
SOLVES A SYSTEI" UF FIRS'l' O~DER DlfFERf,"ITIAL EQUATIONS dSl"IG THE ,:.RC LEf1GTH AS l~TEGl<ATION VARIABL.E, 
SCLVC:S A SYSTEM UF l.lNEAR ~QUA'!'IONS YIITH BAND MATRIX, '.-IH I CH 1s DECOMPOSE[) 9Y Df.C8NO, 
sot. VES A SYSTEM OF L. I NEAP. EQUA'l' IONS 'IJ I T•i 5YM'1ETR IC POSITIVE DEFIIJITE BAND r1ATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DEC 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, :-JF IIH I C'i THE TRIA~GULARLY D~COMPOSED FORN· Of THE r,\ATR IX IS GI Vt 
SOLVES A SVSTEI" OF LINEAR EQUATIONS av CROUT FACTORIZA"ION w1n1 PARTIAL D I VOT I fJG, 
SOLVES A SYSTEM uf l.lNEAR EQUA.,.IONS, OF \Jrl I Col THE TR I A!JGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORf,', OF THE MATRIX 15 GIVE 
SOLVES A SYS TEI' (JF L. I fJEAR EQUATIONS 81' GAUSSIA'I ~l.lMINATiOII \11 TH COMBINED PARTIAL AND cor,PLETE PIVOT 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF L. I t-JE AR EQUATIONS AN" COMPUTES A1' IJPPER BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
SCl.VES A SYSTE~ OF L.1NEA.~ EQUA'T'IO"l9 •ITrl TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT ~-1A TR; Y., PROVIOEO THAT THE LU DEC01-'P 
SOLV:S A SVSTE"' OF I. I NEAR f.QlJATi0>/5 '/ITH TRi[)IAG:JNAL COEFF IC I ErJT :-IATR i X, 
SCLV[S A SYSTEM UF LINEAR EQ~ATtONS ~iTrl TQ DIAGONAL C~EFF/C/ENT MATR 1 X, pqov 1nED THAT T~E LU CECO~P 
ncLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQIJATtONS WiTrl SVMP1ETRIC TRIDIAGONAL CLiEFFIClf~JT ~ATR1X, PROVIDED THAT T~E 
SOLVES A SVSTE~ OF LINEAR ~Ql/ATIQ~S WITH 5YM11E"R!t T~IDIAGONAL CUEFFiCIENT MATRIX, 
SCLVES ,~:•IAL VALllE pRn9LEMS, GIVEN ,s AN AUTO'l?Mous SYSTE' OF FIRST DRDEQ n:FFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
SOLVES l~iTIAL Val.UE pR,9LEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTnNO~ous 3VSTE~ OF FIRST ORDEq DIFFERENTIAL EGUATIONS, 
SOLVES l~IT!AL V~LUE pR,~LEMS, GIV~N AS AN AUTO~OMOU& SYSTtr OF FIQST OROEQ OIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
3CLVES 1N1TIAL VALUE pRa~L.EMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SVSTEW OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
SOLVES T>-<E 5VSTE11 OF LI sJEAR [QUAT IONS ~v THt Ci,OLESKV 'IETli!'lO, 
SCLVES ~!TH PAAT:AL µ1vn~1~G A SYSTEM DF Llll[Aq EQUAT1nNS WITH TRIDIAGONAL cnEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
SCL SOLVES A SVSTE" UF LI NCAR EQUAT I 0>15, DF ,·/HI (d THE •RI AIJGULARL Y DE COMPOSED FORf•l OF THE l'ATR IX IS 
SGUAQE ROOT OF' A corWLEX N 1.JM~3EQ • 
STAEILiZfD RIJl•JGE K,J"TA '·\ETHOD Wl'!'cl Ll'llTED STOPAl,E Rf.QU1REMEIHS, 
STEP A~D QPO[R CONTROL AND SUITA~~E FOR TH[ l~TEGRATIOJ OF STIFF DiFFEQE'ITIAL E'UATIONS, 
STrP c,~TROL; 5UITA1LE ~OR l~TEGQATlON Of STIF~ QIFFERENT!AL EQUAT(O~s. 
STIFF DIFFERENTl~L EWUA•IONS, 
STIFF OlFFfREr~T!AL EWUAT:Q~S, 
STIFF D!FFERENTIAL EWUA'T'IONS, 
STIFF DIFFfRENTiAL EWUA"IONS, 




Si 1JR'1 S[QUE~lCf:, 
SU9SCR I PT VALUE OF T•IE 'l[W ROW ELE'~EN,, OF IIAX ! MUl•I ABSOLUTE VAL'JE, 
SUl'POSSEPl!S CO~PUTES T~E SU~ OF A COHVERGEN" SERIES WITH POSITIVE TER•S, USiNG THE VAN WiJNGAAROEN 
.SUI' OF ArJ AL TfRNA"T' I ~JG si:::q ! ~s. 
sur· OF A CONVERGENT SERIES WITH POSIT!VE TERlG, USING ~HE VA~ ~IJNGAAR0E~ TRAhSFORMATION, 
3Yl,~/.TVEC COl-,plJTES T'1E SCA~AR PRODUCT OF A VECTO~ AND ,\ RO\! OF A SYMME'l'R ! C ,'1ATR IX, 
Sy1'~ETRIC AND PCSiTIVE ,EFl'i:TE, SVS'l'fM OF LiNEA~ EQUA•IONS :,Y THE METHOD l)F CO"-JUGATE (,RADIENTS, 
SY/1(✓.(TC?IC 1-ATRIX IJJl'l"H A CQI-JS"T'A~)T 1 
.svr~,,.,-F.TR IC /1-A'rR IX 1•1 i 1'H A CONSTANT. 
SV!"f,~F.:TR!C l 1 A1'R1X IMTD A s,~,ILAq TRID\A~O~JAL 8NE \v HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFOR~~AT\01'-l, 
svr·~ETRIC ~A~R!X INTO A ~IP1JLAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE 3V ~ousE~iOLDERS TRANSF~R,,ATION, 
SYl'~ETR i C "A"R IX, S'l'(.)RE'l Ir, A O•J~•D I ·IENS I ONAL AR~AY, Bl' LI '.!EAR ! ,;TERPOlAT I ON US I NG A STURM SEQUENCE, 
SVl'~ETR'C /-•&TRIX, STORE'> IN A ,wo.01,.1ENS10•JAL ARRAY, BV Ll>JEAR 1·,TERPOLAT1nN USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
SV!'F[TR\C 11-ATR!X, 1·1til(H IS STORED IN A. or-if.D\M["J5JONAL ARRAY. 
3Y,WETRIC "<ATRIX, \1"1i(t' IS STO~ED 1N ~ H!O.Dii~ENSIONA~ ARRAY, 
svt'f,·1 [TRIC ~.tlATRIX, STORE) 11-.; A ONE-D!'-'l~NSjQ~JAL AR~Av, BY QR .. ITERATIVN, 
5yr·r•~TR/C ~ATRJX, STUPE~ IN A TWO.OIMENS!O~JAL ARRAY, BY QR~ITERATION, 
svr~f'/,ETP.IC t·"·ATRlX BY (JR-1'1"E~ATION, 
svr'·f'.'ETRIC MATRIX, 
SVi'./V~TRIC POStTIVE DE::Fl"!ITE ~-lATR!X F3V ~HE CHOL,F:St<Y METtlOD 1 
svr~~ETR!C POSITIVE ~LFl~!TE t1ATRIX, Wli!C~ ~iAS ~EEN DECOMPOSED ~y CkLDECBND, 
~Y'WETRIC POS1TIVI': DtFl'IIT~ BANO i•1ATRIX, WHICH H,1S BEE'I DECCIIPOSED BY CHLDEC9N[), 
SV!'~ETRIC POSITIVE PtFl"ITE 'lA'ID MATRIX AND SOLVES THE SVSTE11 OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BV THE C~CLESKV ME 
svr 1 111 ETRIC OQS1i1VE !)LFl .. !JTE rlATRIX, STORED IN A TWO-Dli1ENSIONAI.. AR~AV, 
SVl'~ETR!C •0s1T1vr. ~f.Fl"ITF. IIATR1x, 5TORCD C0LIJM'lWISE IN A ONE.DiMEN511'NAl ARRAY, 
SYl 1~[TRIC POSITIVE ~EFl~ITE MA'l'RIX, ■ rllCH HAS HEEN DEC~~POSED RV CHLDEC2, 
SYflfvf.TRIC POS!TIVE DE.Fl~l1TE f,,ATR!X, ~!Jt\lC~i HAS p,EEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC.1, 
SVl'WETRIC POSITIVE OlFl~ITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR E~UATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC2, 
33018 C 24 
34071 E 4 
343$2 E 10 
34051 E 26 
34301 E 26 
34061 E 26 
34232 E 26 
34243 E 26 
344.24 H 18 
34425 H 18 
34427 H 18 
34421 H 22 
34422 H ?2 
33120 C 32 
331(>0 C 34 
33130 D 3e 
33131 D 38 
34333 E 10 
34428 H 18 
340!:ii E 26 
34343 D 1b 
33060 C 28 
330BO C 30 
33120 C 32 
33080 C 30 
33120 C 32 
3311>0 C 34 
33130 D 38 
33131 D 36 
3301>0 C 2S 
341:>1 D 36 
341::>5 E 12 
34153 E 12 
34025 D e 
32020 E 16 
32010 D 28 
32020 E 16 
34018 D 6 
34220 C 36 
31013 D 0 
31014 D 0 
34140 D 34 
341~3 O 34 
34155 E 12 
34153 E 12 
34156 E 12 
34154 E 12 
3411>4 E 12 
34162 E 12 
34103 E 12 
34418 H 14 
34330 E 6 
34331 E 8 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
34310 F 0 
34311 f 0 
34312 F 2 
34313 f 2 
34390 f 4 
CHLSCL1 SOLVfS A 
CHLDECSOL2 SOLVES A 
CHLDECS0L1 SOLVES A 
NV2 COMPUTES THE INVERSE or A 
NY1 COMPUTES THE INVERSE or A 
ESKY METHOD, THE INVERSE OF A 
ESKY METHOD, THE INVERSE OF A 
CONSECUTIVE, E!GE~VALUES Of A 
RI COMPUTES EIGENVECTORS Of A 
COMPUTES ALL EIGE~VALUES Of A 
NVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES Of A 
AN MATRIX INTO A S!~ILAR REAL 
S THE U•~U OECOMPCSITION OF A 
STEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH 
STEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS •1TH 
CT Of A VECTOR ANt A ROW or A 
FOR THE INTEGRATION OF LARC-E 
RK4"1A SOLVES A 
R~iN SOLVES A 
RK5NA SOLVES A 
Y ) VALUE PROBLE~, GIVEN AS A 
Y ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A 
IAL VALUE PROBLEM, r,IVEN AS A 
BLEMS, GIVEN AS A• AUTO~O~DUS 
Bi.EMS, GIVEN AS A• AUTONQ~OUS 
BLEMS, GIVEN 4S A~ ~UTO~O~O~S 
Bl.EMS, GIVEN AS A~ AUTONO~nus 
METRIC ANO POSITIVE DEFINITf, 
S0L6N0 SOLVES A 
AN ELl~INATION AN~ SOLVES T~E 
CHLSOL~NC SOL.VES A 
TE BAND ~AT~IX ANr SOL.YES T~E 
HE ERROR IN THE SVLUTION CF A 
SOL $'1LVES A 
DEC5'1L SOLVES A 
SOLl;U' 5'1L.VE$ A 
GSSSOL. S'>LVES l\ 
GSSSOLERB SDL.VES A 
ATIVELV REFINED SCLUTl(JN OF A 
ATIVELY REFINED SCLUTION OF A 
PER BOUND FOR ITS ERHOR 1 CF A 
ATIVELY REFINED SOLUTION OF A 
A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFl~ITE 
A SV•1METRIC POS1TIVE D~Fl~ITE 
A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE 
A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE 
SOLUTION OF A OVCRLETERMINEO 
SOL.UTIO~ OF A OVFROETERMINED 
SOLUTION Of A UNDERDETER~INED 
S01..UTl~N OF A U~DERDETERMINED 
OMSOLSVD SOLVES A HOMOGENEOUS 
HOMSOL SOLVES A HOMO&ENEO~S 
SOL.TRI S'lLVES A 
DECSOLTRI S'lLVES A 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES A 
OLVES WITH PARTIAL PIV'>T1Nr, A 
SOLSYMTRI SO~VES A 
~ECSOLSYMTRI SOLVES A 
RKzt1 SOLVES A 
R¥,tJ SOLVES A 
SYM"ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY CHLDECl, 
SYflMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE SYST!M o, LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX BEING STOR 
SVNMf.TRIC POSITIVE DtflNITE SYST~M OF LINEAR EOUATIONS BY THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE HATRIX eEING STOR 
SYM~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC?, 
SYfl,ETRIC POS1TIVE DEFl~!TE MATRIX WHICH HAS BEEN DECO~POSEO BY CHLOEC1, 
SYf'l'ETP.IC POSITIVE DEFIMjTf MA'l'R1X, STORED IN A T'I/O-Dl'.1ENSIDNAI. ,.RRAV, 
SYPl'ETRIC POS1TIVE DEFIIJITE MATR1X 1 STORED IN A C>NE-Dl'IENSIONAL ARRAY, 
SYl•~CTRIC TRIDIAGOtlAL MATRIX BY 1,,INEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQIJE"1CE, 
SYPJ\'·ETR IC TR ID I A<.ot:AL MATRIX BY I NVERSf. I Tf.RAT I 0"', 
SV11~-ETR IC TR ID I A<;ONAL flATR IX BY QR- ITERATION, 
SVl1YETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY QR-ITERATION, 
SYl\i'·ETR IC TR IO I AGONAL MA-.R IX, 
SYl1~ETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
SYl•METRIC TRIDIAGONAL CDEFPICIENT MATRIX, PROV!nEo THAT THE u,ou DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
SVll~.ETR IC TR ID I AGONAL cnEFF IC I ~NT f<ATR IX. 
SYl1"ETRIC MATRIX, 
SVSTEMS ARISING FROM PAQTIAl. DIFPERENTIAL EQUATIONS, PROVIDED HIGHER OQDER DERIVATIVES CAN et EASILY 
SYSTEM CF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ev SOMETIMES USING THE DEPEIIDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION VARIAel.E, 
SYSTEM CF FIRST ORDE~ DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS us,~, A 5-TH ORDER RU~GE KUTTA NETHOO~ 
SYSTEM CF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAi. EQ~ATIONS USIN~ THE ARC LENGTH AS l~TEGRATION VARIABLE, 
SvSTEM CF FIRST URnEN OiFFEREN~IAL EQUATIONS, nv A ONE-STEP TAYLOR METHOD; THIS METHOD 15 PARTICUl.AR 
SYSTEM CF FIRST ORDER ( NON ■ Ll~EAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV A STABILIZED RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WITH 
SYSTEM CF FIRST ORDEN DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, ~y ONE Of THE FO~LOWING MULTISTEP METHODS: GEARS, ADAM 
sv•TEM CF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 8Y AN EXPONEHTIA~LY FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHO 
svs~cM CF FIRS~ OqPEH D!FFERENTIA~ EQU~TIONS, RY AN EXPONENT\ALLV FITTfD, SE~~, - IMPLICIT RVNGt KUTT 
SY~TEM CF FIRST OR~EW O!FFERENTIA~ EQUATlOttS, ~y AfJ l~PLICJT, EXPONE~TlALLV FITTED, FIRST ORDER ON[P 
SV6TEM CF FiRST URDEN DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIOHS, AV AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SECOND CRDER ONE 
SV5TEM CF L-1 NEAR EOUAT I ~~)S av THE: METlfO[l Of CONJIJGATE GRADIENTS, 
~VSTE~• CF ~IIIEAR E0 1Ji.Tl"NS WITH BAND MATRIX, WHICH 15 '.>ECOMPOSED BV DECBNO, 
SVSTEM CF l,.ltl[AR EQIJATlt")tJS, 
svSTCM CF LINEAR EDURTl'lNS WITH SYMM£TRIC POs1-.1VE oEFINITf BAND MATR1~, ~HICH HAS BEEN OECCMPCSEC 8 
SVSTEM CF t.,.I1-,EAR EOi•~Tl('lf\15 BV ,..HE CtiOLESKY METHOD, 
SYSTEM CF Llf~EAR EAUATl~NS, 
SYSTEM CF LINEAR EDUNTIONS 1 OF WHICH THE TRIANGU~ARLV DECOMPOSED FORM OF THE MATRIX 15 GIVE~, 
SYSTEM CF LINEAR EOUATl'lNS BV CROUT rAcTORIZAT10~ WITH PARTIAL P1VOTING, 
SV!TCM CF ~INEAP ED~RTIONS, OF WHICH T~E TRIANGULARLY DECOHPOSEO FORM OF THE MATRIX IS GIVE~, 
5y~T[M CF L'NEAR EDUATIONS ~¥ GAUSSIJN ELIMINATION WIT! ◄ C011BINCO PARTIAL AND co•PLETE PIVOTING, 
SYSTEM CF LlNEAR EOUMTIONS AND COMPUTES AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
SYSTEM CF LINEAR EOU,.Tl,NS, THE MATRIX OF WHICH IS GIVEN IH ITS TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FOR~. 
SYSTEM CF LlNEAR EOUaTl,NS, 
SYSTEM CF LINEAR EDUNTIDN5 1 OF WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DEC011PDSED FURM DF THE MATRIX IS GIVE~, 
SVSTCI-, Cf Llllf.AR EOU,.TIONS, 1 
SYSTEM Cf LINEAR EOUaTIJNS, THE MATRIX BEING DECD,PDSED BY CHLPEC2, 
SYSTEM CF L.INEAR EOl1,.TIONS, THE "'ATRIX BEING DEC0,..POSECl :IY CHLC:ECl. 
sv5TE~1 CF L.INfAR f(lll,.TIQNS DY THE CHOLESKY METHDO, THE MATn.lx flflNG STr>RED IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAi.. ARRA 
SYSTEM CF LINEAR EDUATIONS BY THE CHOLESKY METH0D 1 THE MATRIX eE1NG STORED IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRA 
sySTEM CF LINEAR EDUaTlnNS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGUl.AR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF T~E COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX 
SYSTfM CF LINEAR EDUMTIONS BY MEANS Of SINGULAR VAL.UE DECOMPOSITION, 
SYSTEM Cf LINEAR EOY•Tl~NS, PROVIDED T~AT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
!;'(STEM Cf Ll!IEAR Efll!,.Tll)NS BY MEANS Of' SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSIT10N, 
SY~TEM er LINEAR EOU .. TIQNS, PROVIDED ~~AT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPDSITION Of T~E COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
SYSTEM Cf ~l~EAR EOURTIONS BV MEANS Of SINGULAR VALUE OECOMPOS!TIO~, 
SVSTEM er LINEAR EOIJ•TlnNS WITH TRIDIA,ONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU OECOMPOSITION 
SVSTEM CF LINEAR E0YAT 1~NS WITH TRIDlf\GONAI.. COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
SYGTE~ c• LINEAR EOU.TlnNS WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION A 
SYSTE~ CF LIN~AR E0UATl1NS WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
SYSTEM CF LINEAR EOU•Tl~NS WIT~ SYMMETRIC TRID!AGONA~ COEFFIClfhT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE U•DU DEC 
SYSTE~ CF ~!NEAR EDWATl'lNS WITH SYMMET~IC TRIDIA•DNA~ COEFFIClfNT MATRIX, 
S¥5TEM Cf StCOND ORDLR nlFFERENTIA~ E~UATIONS USING A 5-T~ ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
svSTEM CF SECOND ORDER OIFf'ERE~TIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHODJ NO DERIVATIVES 
34391 F 4 
34392 F 4 
34393 f 4 
34400 F' 6 
34401 f 6 
344U2 f 6 
34403 F 6 
341!>1 O 36 
34152 O 36 
34165 C 36 
34161 D 36 
34363 G 4 
34420 H 20 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
34018 D 6 
33D40 C 26 
33017 C 22 
33011 C 10 
33018 C 24 
33040 C 26 
33060 C 2e 
33080 C 30 
33120 C 32 
J;H60 c 34 
33130 o 38 
33131 D 38 
342c0 C 36 
34071 E 4 
34322 E 4 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
34241 E 22 
340!>1 E 26 
34301 E 26 
34061 E 26 
~4232 E 26 
34243 E U, 
342,0 E 30 
342'1 E 30 
342!>3 E 30 
34254 E 30 
34390 F 4 
34391 F 4 
343112 F 4 
34393 f 4 
34280 H 0 
3421:!1 H 0 
342b2 H 2 
342~3 H 2 
3421!4 H 4 
34285 H 4 
344~4 H 18 
34425 H 16 
34427 H 18 
34428 H 18 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
33013 C 14 
33015 C 18 
TIAL EQUATIONS, BY A ONf..STfP 
MODIFIED 
RANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED ev 
RANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED ev 
RANSFORMATION AS PERFOR~ED ev 
RANSfORMATION AS PERFORMED ev 
IN COMBl~ATIO~ WITH PROCEDURE 
ELMCOL ACDS A SCALAR 
EL~VECCOL A~DS A SCALAR 
EL~ROWCOL A~DS A SCALAR 
MVECCOL ADDS A COfPLEX NU~RfR 
MCOMCOL ADDS A CO~PLEX NU~RER 
MROWVEC ADDS A coiPLEX ~uMaEA 
ELMROW ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~VECROW ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~COLROW ADDS A SCALAR 
MAXELMROW ADDS A SCALAR 
ELMVEC ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~COLVEC ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~ROWVEC ADDS A SCALAR 
!DIAGONAL ONE 9v HOUSEHOLDERS 
IDIAbO~AL ONE AV t·OUS!HOLDEPS 
NBERG MATRIX 6Y T~E WILKiNSCN 
FORM av MEA~S Of HOUS~NOLDER 
BAKSVMT~l2 PERfO~MS TH£ BACK 
ESPONOIN& TO THE H~USEHOLDEPS 
BAKSYMTRll PE~FO~MS THE BACK 
ESPONDING TO THl ~OUSfHDLD~RS 
BAKLBR PERFORMS THE BACK 
BAKREAHES1 PERfO~MS THE BACK 
BAKREAHES2 PERFOPMS THE ~ACK 
BAKHRMTRI PERFORMS THE BACK 
BAKCOMHES PERFORMS THE BACK 
BAKLBRCOM PERfOR'15 THE BACK 












G MATRIX USED BY HSHREABID TD 
G MATRIX USED RV l'SHREABID TO 
TDEC PERFORMS THE HOUSF.HOLDfq 
DECBND PERFOR~5 ~HE 
CHLDECBND PERFOR~S T~E 
DEC PERFORMS TrE 
GSSELM PERFORMS T~~ 
STEM or LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH 
TAM~AT COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
TAf'VEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT or 4 COLUMN VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
TAYLOR ~ETHODl T111S METHOD IS PARTICULARLY SUITABLE F01 THE INTEGRATIO~ OF LARGE SYSTEMS ARISING FRO 
TAYLOR SOLVES AN PIITIAL ( BOUNDARY ) VALUE PROB~E~, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL E 
TF~PnEVEC COMPUTES ThE TRANSFORMING MATRIX IN COMBINATION WITH PRDCEOUPE TFMSYMTRl2, 
Tfl',REA11ES 1 ON A VECTOR, 
TfrREAHES, ON T~E COLUM~S OF A MATRIX, 
TFMREAHES TRANSFORMS A qEAL MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPE~ HESSENeE~G MATRIX ~y THE WILKINSON TRANSFORM 
Tfl'SYMTR 11, 
TFl1SVMTRl1 TRANSFORMS A 0 EAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX 1NTO A SIMILAR T~IDIAGONAL ONE ev HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFO 
Tf,lSVMTR 12, 
Tfl1SV~1TR 12, 
TFMSVMTRl2 TRANSFORM~ A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX 1NTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFO 
Ti liES A COLUf~N VECTOR TO A'lOTHER C::JLU14N VECTOR, 
TI •'ES A COLUMN VECTOR T'.l A VECTOR, 
TI r•ES A COLI.JIIN VECTOR To A ROW VECTOR. 
TIMES A COMPLE~ COLUMN VECTOQ TO A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
TIMES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO ANOT~ER COMPLEX COLUM~ VECTOR, 
Tl~fS A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR, 
TIMES A RO• VECTOR TU A~OTMER ROW VECTOR, 
Tl~ES A ROW VECTOR TU A VECTOR, 
TI ,-,rs A QOW VECTOR TO ,, COI.U'1N VECTO!t' 
T!IIES A co~ VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, ANO RETURNS THE su1scR1PT VALUE OF THE NE~ ROW ELE~ENT CF ~AXIMU 
TI r•Es A VECTOR TO A~IJTHE'< VECTOR. 
TI f1E5 A VECTOR To A COL'l'IN VECTOR, 
TIMES A VECTOR TU A ROW VECTOR, 
TRAt-lSFORMATION, 
TRA~•SFORf"1AT I ON I 
TRAf,1$FOR'1Ai 1 ON 1 
TRAl•SFORl"AT I ON, 
TRANSFORMATION COQRESPONDING TO TME HOUSEHOLDERS TQANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED BY TfMSVMTRl2, 
TRA~SFORMATION AS P~RFO~~EO ~y TPMSVMTRl2, 
TRANSFORMATION CORRE5PONDl~G TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRANS~ORMATION AS PERFORMED 6Y TfMSYMTRl1, 
•RANSFORMATION AS PERFO~MEO ~v TFM3YMTQl1, 
TRANSFORMATION CURAESPO~DING TO THE £QUILIARATIO~ AS P2RFOR~ED BV EQILBR, 
•Rh~SfORMATID~ CORRESPO~Dl~G TO THE WILKINSON TRl~Sf0R1ATION AS PERFDR,.,.ED 9V TFMREAHCS, CN A VECTOR, 
TRA~SFOR~ATION CDRRESPO~Ol~G TO THE WILKINSON TR4NSFOR1ATION AS PERFORMEn ~v Tf~REAHES, ON THE COLUM 
TRAhSFOR~ATION CORAESPO~Dl~G TO HSHHR~TRI, 
TR~t,SFORMAT 1 '.lN COQf!ESPO•iD I llG TO HSHCO•~HES, 
TRA~SFOR~A•ION CURRESP0~01NG TO TME !QUIL.l~R4TIO~ AS PCRFOAMEO BV EQIL8RCOM, 
TRANSFORNihG MATAIX IN COMBl~ATION WIT~ PROCEDURE TfMSyMTR12, 
TRA~SFORNS A CO~PLEX NU.\~ER GIVE~ I~ CARTESIAN C60RDINATES INTO POLAR COORDINATES, 
TRA~SfDRMS A CO~PLEX ~A~RIX 1NTO A Si11LAR UNITA~V UPPER H~SSE~BERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON•NEGATIVE 
TRANSFORMS A CO~Pu:x MA~RIX INTO A s1·11LAR EQl,IILIB~ATEI) COMPLEX 1-IATRIX, 
TRANSFORMS A CO~PLCX VECTOR INTO A VECTO~ PROPDRTIONA~ TO A UNIT VECTOR, 
TRANSFORMS A HERIIITIAN 1ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR REAL SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
TRANSFORMS A MATRIX INT~ A SIMILAR EQUILIBRATED ~ATRIX, 
TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATIO~ fqOM NEWTDN FOR1 INTO GRUNERT FORM, 
TRANSFORMS A REA~ ~YIIMETRIC MATRIX INTO A SIMILA~ TRIDIAGONAL ONE av HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFOR~ATION, 
TRANSFORMS A REAL SV11METRIC MATRIX INTO A SIMILA~ TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFOR~ATION, 
TRANSFORMS A REAL MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPER HESSENBE1G MATRIX ~y THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION, 
TRANSFORMS A REAL l1ATRIX !~TO BIDIAGO~AL roRM BV MEANS Of HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATION, 
TRANSFORM A MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONA~ FOR~, 
TRANSFORM A MATRIX INTO ~!DIAGONAL FORM, 
TRIANGULARIZATICH OF THE COEFFICIENT 1ATAIX OF A LINfA1 LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
T~IAHGULAR DEco,POSITiO~ OP A BAND MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION, 
TRIAtJGULAR DECO~POSITION OF 4 SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX BY THE CHOLE5KY METHOD, 
TRIA~GULAR OEco,POSITION OF A MATRIX av CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
TRIANGULAR DECO~POSITION OP A MATRIX av GAUSSIAN ELIMl~ATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVD 
TRIPIAGC~AL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
34014 D 6 
34012 D 6 
33040 C 26 
33040 C 26 
34142 D 34 
34171 f 14 
34172 F 14 
34170 f 14 
341,H D 34 
34143 0 34 
34141 D 34 
34142 D 34 
34140 0 34 
34023 D 8 
34021 O 8 
34028 D B 
34376 G 0 
34377 G 0 
34378 G 0 
34024 D 8 
34026 D 8 
34029 D 8 
34025 o e 
34020 D 8 
34022 D 8 
34027 D 8 
34140 D 34 
34143 D 34 
341/0 f 14 
34260 H 8 
34141 O 34 
34141 0 34 
34144 D 34 
34144 0 34 
34174 F 12 
34171 F 14 
34172 F l.4 
34365 G 4 
343b7 G 14 
34362 G 16 
34142 D 34 
34344 D 18 
34366 G 14 
34361 G 16 
34355 G 24 
34363 G 4 
34173 f' 12 
310:i0 C 4 
34140 D 34 
34143 0 34 
34170 r 14 
34260 H 6 
34261 H & 
34262 H 8 
34134 E 32 
34320 E O 
34330 E 6 
34300 E 22 
34231 E 22 
34424 H 18 
STEM OF LINEAR E0UATICNS WITH 
STEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH 
STEM Of LINEAR E0UATIO~S WITH 
NEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC 
NEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC 
E, EIGENVALUES OF A SYM~ETR1C 
S EIGENVECTORS OF A SYM~ETR!C 
L~ EIGENVALUES OF A SYM~fTP1C 
ND EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC 
INTO A SIMILAR REAL &VMM[TR1c 
GONAL ELEMENTS OF A HERM1T1A~ 
NG, THE LU DECOMPOSITION or A 
NG, THE LU DECOMPnSITION CF A 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC 
MMETRIC ~ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR 
MMETRIC ,ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR 
T LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A 
T LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A 
N TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX WhlCH IS 
COMPLEX ~ATRIX INTO A $l~ILAP 
ER8ELM COMPUTES AN 
EAR EQUATIONS ANO COMPUTES AN 
HE INVERSE OF A MATRIX AND AN 
IVELV REFINED SOLUTION AND AN 
A REAL ~ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR 
TES THE EIGE~VALUES OF A REAL 
VEN REAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL 
ES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL 
COMPLEX EIGE~VALUES OF A REAL 
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OP A REAL 
ALL EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX 
AND EIGENVALUES or A COMPLEX 
MATRIX !~TO A Sl~ILAR UNITARY 
OECSVMTRI CALCULATES T~E 
ENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT T~E 
W ELEMENT OF MAXIMUM ARSOLUTE 
X ELEMENT Of MAXIMUM ARSOLUTE 
EFSIRK SOLVES INITIAL 
1TH POSITIVE TERMS, USING THE 
RENTIABLE FUNCTIO~ OF SEVERAL 
RENTIABLE FUNCTION Of SEVERAL 
ION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES SY A 
ION OF SEVERAL VARIABLFS BY A 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLU'N 
THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO ROW 
TtS THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO 
INTERCHANGES ELErfNTS DF TWO 
INTERCHANGES ELE ► ENTS OF TWO 
INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS Op TWO 
HANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO COLUM~ 
ERCHANGES ELEM~NTS OF Two ~CW 
ATIDN OPERATION ON Two COLUPN 
ROTATION OPERATION ON TWO ROW 
ION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO 
TRIIJIAGC>JAL coEFFIC!l'.NT llATRIX, . 
TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION AS CALCULATED BY DECTRIPIV 15 GIV 
TPIDIAGCNAL COEFFICIE~T MATRIX, 
TRIDIAGC~AL COEfFICJLNT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE U•D~ DECO~POSITION IS GIVEN, 
TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
TRIDIAGCNAL MATR1X SV LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
TRICIAGCNAL MATRIX BV i~UERSE IT!R~T10N, 
TRIOIAGCNAL MATRIX SY OR-ITERATION, 
TRICIAGCNAL MATRIX BY QR.ITERATION, 
TRICIAGCNAL MATRIX. 




TRIDIAGC>JAL ONE JV MOUSEHOLDERS TRANS~ORMATION, 
TRl~IAGCNAL ONE UV HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
UNOERDETER~INED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION CF THE CO 
UNnERDETER~INED SVSTLM OF LINEAR E0UATl0NS BY ~EANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
UNITARY SIMILAR TO A GIVEN HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
UNITARY UPPER HESSE~UERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON.~EGATIVE SUBDIAGONAL, 
UPPER BCUND FOR THE ERR~R IN THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTE~ DF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
UPPER BCUND FOR ITS ERP~R, 
UPPER BCUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
UPPER BCUNO FoR ITS ERR~R, OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, OF WtllCH THE TRIANGULARLY OEco,POSED FOR 
UPPER HE&SENDERG MATHIX RY THE WIL~INSON TRANSFDRMATIO~, 
UPPFR HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES APE REAL, BV ~EANS OF SINGLE QR.ITERATICN, 
UPPER ➔ ESStNBERG MATHIX, BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERAT!O~, 
UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THA' ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REA~, BY MEANS OF SINGLE QR.ITERATICN, 
UPPER ➔EISENBERG MATRIX BY MEA~S OF DOUBLE QR.ITERATION, 
UPPER HESSENAERG MATHIX RY MEANS OF !~VERSE ITERATION, 
UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX w1,H A REAL suaDIAGONAL, 
UPPER rlESSEN9ERG MATHIX WITH A REAL SUBDIAGONAL, 
UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON.NEGATIV~ SUBDIAGONAL, 
~•~U DECOMPOSITION ~FA SY"METRIC TQIDIAGO~AL ~ATQ1X, 
u•r~ DECOMPOS1TION lb GIVE~. 
VALGRICCM COMPUTES ALL ~IGENVALU~S OF A COMPLEX JPPEQ rlESSENBERG MATRIX WITh A REAL. SU8DIAGCNAL, 
VALGRISV•TRI co,PuTES ALL EIGE~VA~UES OF A SYM~ETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY QR-ITERATION, 
VALSY•TRI COMPUTES ALL, OR SOME CO~S~CUTIVE, EIGE~VALUES OF A SVMMETR!C TRIDIAGONAL ~ATRIX eY LINEAR 
VALvE, 
VALUE, 
VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN A~ A~ AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF •1R3T ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 9v AN EXPCNENTI 
VAN WIJNGAARDEN TRA~SFOR~ATION, 1 
VA~IABLES ev A VARIAbLE METRIC METHOD, 
VARIABLES ~VA VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
VARIABLE ~ETRIC HETHUD, 














34425 H 18 
34427 H 18 
34428 H 18 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
34151 D 36 
34152 D 36 
34165 D 36 
34161 D 36 
343"63 G 4 
34364 G 4 
3<4423 H 16 
34426 H 16 
344~0 H 20 
34140 D 34 
34143 D 34 
342112 H 2 
342113 H 2 
34364 G 4 
34366 G 14 
34241 E 22 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 28 
34253 E 30 
34l,70 F 14 
341b0 F 16 
34181 F 16 
34186 F 16 
34190 F 16 
3411'1 F 16 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
34366 G 14 
34420 H 20 
34421 H 22 
34372 G 12 
34165 0 36 
34151 D 36 
34025 D 8 
34230 0 26 
33160 C 34 
32020 E 16 
34214 0 30 
34215 D 3(, 
34214 D 30 
34215 D 30 
34152 0 36 
34010 0 6 
34014 D 6 
34015 D 6 
34016 D 6 
34017 0 6 
34030 D 10 
34034 0 10 
34035 D 10 
34031 0 10 
34032 D 10 
34040 D 12 
34041 0 !1.2 
34410 H !1.4 
R PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND 
ROOUCT OF A COLUMN VECTOR AND 
CT OF A ROW VECTOR AND COLUWN 
TS OF A ROW VECTOR ANO CO~U~N 
PUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
S THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ~CW 
NTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF A RCW 
MPUTES T~E INFINITY NORH OF A 
S THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW 
HE SCALAR PRODUCT or A COLUVN 
T MULTIPLIES A COi PLEX COLUfN 
WCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX RCW 
MULVEC VULTIPLIES A 
~ULROW MULTIPLIES A RCU 
ROWCST MULTIPLIES A RCU 
MULCOL MULTIPLIES A COLU~N 
COLCST MULTIPLIES A COLIJIIN 
ELMVEC AODS A SCALAR TIMES A 
ROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A RCW 
DUPCOLVEC COPIES (PART Of) A 
MCOLVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
ROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A RCW 
DUPROWVEC COPIES (PART Of) A 
MROWVEC ADOS A SCALAR TIMES A 
ADDS A SCALAR Tl~fS A COLU~N 
ROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A RCW 
OUPVEC COPIES (PART Of) A 
VECROW COPIES (PART OF) A ROW 
COL COP I ES ( PART OF) A COLUl'N 
ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLU~N 
ROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A RCW 
NIVEC INITIALIZES (PART Of) A 
POSITIVE TER11S, USING TrtE VA•• 
PPER HESSENBERG MATRIX Bv T~! 
ORMATION CORRESPO~OING TO T~f. 
ORMATION CORRESPO~DING To T~E 





VECTOR ANO A ROW OF A SvMMETRIC MATRIX, 
VECTOR ANO COLU~N VECTOR, 
VECTOR AND COLU'N VECTOR, 
VECTOR AND DELIVERS THE INDEX FOR AN ELEMENT MAXIMAL IN MODULUS, 
VECTOR AND VECTCR, 
VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
VECTOR ev A COMPLEX NUM~ER, 
VECTOR ev A COMP~EX NUM~ER, 
VECTOR ev A SCAL~R. 
VECTOR ev A SCALAR STORING THE RESULT IN ANOTHER VECTOR, 
VECTOR ev A SCALAR STORING THE RESULT IN ANOTH~R ROWVECTOR, 
VECTOR ev • SCALAR, 
VECTOR ev A SCALAR, 
VECTOR TO ANOTrtER VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO ANOTHER ROU VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A COLUflN V~CT)R, 
VECTOR TO A COLUMN VtCT~R, 
VECTO~ TO A COLUMN VLCTOR, 
VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A RO~ VECTUR, 
VECT~R TO A ROW VECTOP, ANO RETURNS THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF iHE NEW ROW ELE~E~T OF MAXIMU~ ABSOLUTE V 
VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
VECTnR TO A VfCTOR, 
VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
VECTOR TD A VECTOR, 
VECTOR TD A VECTOR, 
VECTOR IN I TH A CCIISTAIJT. 
VECVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
\/ I JNGAAROE"" TRANSFOR,,AT I ON, 
'I ILK I NSCI< TRANSFORIIAT I 0'-J, 
WILKINSC~ TRANSFORIIATIDN AS PERFORMED av TFMREAHES, ON A VECTOR, 
WILKINSON TQANSfOQMATIO~ AS PERFORMED BY TFMREAHES, ON THE COLUMNS Of A MATRIX, 
Z£RCIN SEARCHES FOR A ZERO OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IM A GIVEN IN~ERVAL, 
ZERO OF A fUNCTION OF O~E VARIA~~E IN A GIVEN INTERVAL, 
34011 D 6 
34012 D 6 
34013 D 6 
34033 D 10 
34018 D 6 
34013 D 6 
34033 O 10 
31060 D 32 
34011 0 6 
34012 D 6 
343:>2 G 6 
34353 G 6 
310<!0 D 4 
310<!1 D 4 
31132 0 4 
31022 0 4 
31131 D 4 
34020 D 8 
34024 D 8 
31034 D 2 
34022 D 6 
340.?9 D 6 
31032 O 2 
34027 D 8 
34028 o e 
34025 o e 
31030 O 2 
310,H o 2 
31033 D 2 
34021 o e 
34026 o e 
31010 D 0 
34010 D 6 
32020 E 16 
34170 r 14 
34171 F 14 
34112 F 14 
3,41;0 F 18 
341~0 F 18 
31010 D 0 
31011 D 0 
31012 0 0 
31013 D 0 
31014 D 0 
31020 D 4 
31021 D 4 
31022 o 4 
31030 D 2 
31031 D 2 
31032 D 2 
31033 D 2 
31034 D 2 
31035 O 2 
31040 C 0 
31041 C 2 
31050 C 4 
31060 D 32 
31131 0 4 
31132 D 4 
32010 O 28 
32020 E 16 
32051 C 48 
32070 C 6 
33010 C fl 
33011 C 10 
33012 C 12 
33013 C 14 
33014 C 16 
33015 C 1/J 
3.5016 C 20 
33017 C 22 
33018 C 24 
33040 C 26 
33060 C 28 
33080 C 30 
33120 C 32 
33130 0 3tl 
33131 0 38 
33160 C 34 
34010 O 6 
34011 0 6 
34012 0 6 
34013 0 6 
34014 o 6 
INIVEC INITIALIZES (PAP.T OF) A VECTOR WITH A CONSTANT, 
INIMAT INITIALIZES (PART OF) A MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INIMATO INITIALIZES (PART OF) A DIAGONAL OR COOIAGONAL WITH A CONSTANT, 
INISY~D INITIALIZES A CODIAGONAL OF A SYMMET~IC MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INISYMROW 1~1T1ALIZES A ROW Of A SY~HfTRIC ~ATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
NULVEC MULTIPLIES A VECTOR ev A SCALAR, 
MULROW MULTIPLIES A ROW vEcTnR av A SCALAR STORING THE RESULT IN ANOTHER VECTOR, 
NVLCOL MULTIPLIES A COLUM~ VECTOR BV A SCALAR, 
DUPVEC COPIES (PART OF) A VECTOR TO A VECTO~, 
DVPVECROW COPIES (PART Of) A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
DVPROWVEC COPIES (PAnT OF) A VECTOR TO A RON VECTOR, 
DUPVECCOL COPIES (PART Of) A COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
DUPCO~VEC COPIES (PART CF) A VECTOR TO A COLU~N VECTOR, 
DUPMAT COPIES (PART OF) A MATRIX TO (AN OTHER) MATRIX, 
POL EVALUATES A POLYNCrlAL GIVEN IN THE GRU~ERT FORM av THE HORNER SC~E~E. 
NEWPOL EVALUATES A POLV~OMIAL GIVEN IN THf. ~EWTO~ FORM av THE HORNER SCHEME, 
NEWGRN TRANSFOR~S A POLYN0'11AL REPRESENTATl~N rRoM NEWTON FORM l~TO GRUNERT FOR,, 
ABSMAXVEC COMPUTES T11E INFl~ITV NOR, OF A VECTOR ANO OELIVfRS THE INDEX FO~ AN ELEMENT MAXIMAL I~ MODULUS, 
COLCST MULTIPLIES A COLU:1N VECTOR ev A SCALAR, 
ROWCST MULTIPLIES A ROY' VECTOR BY A SCALAR STORING THE RESULT 1N ANOTHER ROWVECTOR, 
EULER COMPUTES THE su, OF AN ALTERNATING SEQIES, 
SUMPOSSERIES CO~PUTES T~E SUM OF A CONVE~GE~T SERIES WITH POSITIVE TERMS, USl~G THE VAN WIJNGAARDEN TRANSFOR~ATION, 
INTEGRAL ( QUADRATURE ) CO'IPUTES T~E DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NV 
MBER Of CONSECUTIVE INTERVALS, 
QADRAT ( QUADRATURE ) COMPUTES THE DEFl~ITE INTEGRAL OF A FU~CTION Of ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL, 
RK1 SCLVES A SINGLE FIRST ORDER DIFFERE•lTIAL EQUATION USING A 5-TH ORDER RJNGE KVTTA METHOD, 
RK1N SOLVtS A SVSTE~ Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS VSIUG A 5-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOO, 
RK2 SCLVES A SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EUUATION USING A 5 ■ TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
RK2N SOLVES A SVSTE~ CF SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL f.QUATIONS USING A ~ ■ TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
RK3 SCLVES A SECOhD •JRDER DIFFERENTIAL EUUATION USING A 5 ■ TH OROER RUNGE K~TTA ~ETHOD; NO nERIVATIVES ALLOWED 0~ RIGHT ~AND SIDE, 
RK3N SOLVES A SVSTf~ OF SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION$ USING A ~ ■ TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; ~O DERIVATIVES ALLOWED ON RIGHT H 
AND SIDE, 
RK4A SOLVES A SINGLE DIFFERE~TIAL E~UATION 1V SO~ETl•ES USING A DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATICN VARIABLE, 
RK4NA SOLVES A SVSTE!1 OF DlfFEPENTIAL EQUATIONS ~v SOMETl~ES U~ING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION VARIAeLE, 
RK5NA SOLVES A SvSTE 11 OF FIRST ORDER OIFFERtNTIAL EQUATIO~S USING THE ARC LENGTH AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
MODIF1Er TAVLOP SOLVES AN l~ITIAL ( BOUiJUARV ) VAL~E PROBLEM, GIVE~ AS A SySTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATICNS 1 BV A ONE.STEP 
TAVLCR HfTHOCI T~IS METHOD IS PAQTICULA~LV SUITABLE ~OR T~E INTEGRATION OF LARGE SySTEMS ARISING FROM PARTIAL DIFFERENflAL EQUATION 
s, PRCVIDED HIG~EP cqD[R DERIVATIVES CA~ BE raSILY OBTAINED, 
MODIFIED RUNGE ~UTTA SCLVES AN INITIAL ( aO•JNDARY ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER ( NON-LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EQUA 
TIONS 1 Bv A S~A~ILIZEO RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOU WITH LIMITED STOQAGE REQUIREMENTS, 
MULTISTEP 50LVfS A~ INITIAL VALUE PROijLEM 1 GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRSJ ORDEq DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS, BY ONE OF THE FO~LO~ING MULT1STE 
P METHODS1 G~ARS, ,r.~s - !!CULTON, OR ADAMS - SASHFORTH METHOD; WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AND ORDER CONTROL AND SVITAELE FOR THE INTEGRATI 
ON OF STIFF DlfFEREhTIAL EQUATIONS, 
[FERK SOLVES INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN 4S AN AUTONOMOUS SySTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, Bv AN ExPONENTIAL~y FITTEo 
1 EXPL~IT RuNGE KUTTA ~ETHCD ~HICH USES THE JACOBIAN MATRIX AND AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL; SUITAALE FOR INTEGRATION CF STIFF OlffE~ENT 
IAL EQUATIONS, 
LINIGER1 SOLVES INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, 61VEN AS AN AUTO~OMOUS SySTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPONEN 
TIALLV FITTED, FIRST O~DER CNE.STEP MET~OD ·•ITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP cONTRo~, SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
LINIG~R2 SOLVES INITIAL VALVE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM Of rlRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN l~PLICIT 1 EXPONEN 
TIALLV PITTED, SECO~D ORDER ONE.STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTO~ATIC STEP CONTROLJ SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATIO~ Of STIFF DIFPERENTl•L fQUATIONS . 
EFSIRK SOLVES INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN EXPONENTIALLY F1TT£ 
0 1 SE~I - IMPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOUl SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION Of STIFF DlfFERENTIA~ EQUATION~, 
VECVEC co~PUTES T~E SCALAR PRODUCT OF TIO VECTORS, 
MATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT CF A ROW VECTOR ANO VECTOR, 
TAMVEC COMPUTES T~E SCALAR PRODUCT Of A COLUMN VECTOR ANO VECTOR, 
HATMAT COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR ANO COLUMN VECTOR, 
TAMMAT COMPUTES T~E SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
34015 D 6 
34016 D 6 
34017 D 6 
34018 D 6 
34020 D 8 
34021 D 8 
34022 D 8 
34023 D 8 
34024 D 8 
34025 D 8 
34026 O 8 
34027 D 8 
34028 D 8 
34029 D. 6 
34030 D 10 
34031 D 10 
34032 D 10 
34033 D 10 
34034 D 10 
34035 D 10 
34040 D 12 
34041 D 12 
34051 E 26 
34053 E 28 
34061 E 26 
34071 E 4 
34131 E 34 
34132 E 32 
34134 E 32 
34135 E 34 
34140 D 34 
34141 D 34 
34142 D 34 
34143 D 34 
34144 D 34 
34150 F 18 
34151 D 36 
34152 D 36 
34153 E 12 
34154 E 12 
34155 E 12 
34156 E 12 
34161 D 36 
34162 E 12 
34163 E 12 
34164 E 12 · 
34165 D 36 
34170 F" 14 
34171 F 1" 
34172 F 14 
34173 F 12 
34174 F 12 
34180 F" 16 
MATTAN COMPUTES ThE SCALAR PRODUCT OF Two Row VECTORS, 
SEQVEC COMPUTES ThE SCALAR PPODUCT or TWO VECTORS, 
SCAPRD1 COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
SVMMATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP A VECTOR AND A ROW OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, 
ELMVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TO ANOT~ER VECTOR, 
ELMVECCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ELMCOLVEC ADDS A SCALAP Tl~ES A VECTOR TU A COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELMCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO •NOTHER COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELMROI ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO ANOTHER ROW VtCTOR, 
NAXELMROW ADDS A SCALAr TINES A ROW VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, AND RETURNS THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF THE NEW ROW ELE~ENT Of MAXIMUM ASSDLU 
TE VALUE, 
ELMVECRCW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ELMRo,vEC IDDS A SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TU A ROW VECTOR, 
EL~ROWCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLUON VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
ELMCOLROW ADDS A SCALAR TINES A ROW VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
ICHVEC INTERCHANGES ELE,ENTS OF Two VECTORS, 
ICHCOL INTERC"ANGES ELE~ENTS OF Two COLUMN VECTORS, 
ICHROW INTERC"ANGES ELEhENTS OF Two ROW VEC 9 0RS, 
ICHROWCOL INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS OF A RO~ VECTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
ICHSEQVEC INTERCHANGES ELE"ENTS OF T~O VECTORS, 
ICHSEQ INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
ROTCOL PERFORMS AN ELEMENTARY ROTATION OPERATION ON TWO COLUMN VECTOqS, 
ROTROW PERFOR~S AN ELE~E~TARV ROTATION OPERATION 0~ TIO ROW VECTORS, 
SOL SOLVES A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EOUATiUNS, OF WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FCPM OF THE MAT~IX IS GIVE~, 
INV COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A ~ATRIX OF WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM 15 GIVEN, 
SOLEL~ SJLVES. SYSTEM or LINEAR EDUATIDIIS, OF WHICH THE TRIANGULA~LV DECOMPOSED fORll OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SOLBNC SOLVES A SVRTEW CF Ll~EAR EQUATIONS ~ITH HAND ~ATRIX 1 WHICH 11 DECOMPOSED BV OECBND, 
~SQSOL SOLVES I LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PRO~LE·1, PROVIDED THAT THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BV LSQORTDEC, 
~SQDGLINV COMPUTES THE DIAGCNAL ELE~tNTS OF THE INVE~SE OP M•M (M coErFICIENT 11ATRIX) OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PRCBLEM, 
LSQORTOEC PERFORMS TlfE hOUSEHOLDER TMIA~GULARIZATION OF Tt!! COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLE~, 
LSQDRTDECSOL SOLVES A LINtAR LEAST S~UAR~S PROBLEM AND CO~PUTES THr. DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE INVERSE OF M•M (M COEFFICIENT MATRIX), 
TFMSVVTRl2 TRANSfOq ► s A REAL SVM~ETR1c ~-TRIX INTO A SIMl~AR TRIDIAGONAL ONE av HOUSEHOLDERS TRA~SFORMATION, 
ijAKSVMTRl2 PERFCR~S ThE JACK TRA~SFORMATION CO~RESPDNDING TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED RV TFMSY"TR!2, 
TFMPREVEC COMPUTES THE TRANSFORMING ~ATRIX IN COMBINATIO~ WITH PROCEDURE TFMSVMTRl2, 
TFMSYVTR11 T~A~SFOq~s A REAL SYMMETRIC ,,.TRIX INTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE av HOUSEHOLDERS TRA~SFORMATION, 
BAKSV~TR11 PERFOR~S T"E BACK TRAMSFORMATION CO~RESPONDING TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFDRMAT,nN A~ PERFORMED BY TFMSYMTRl1, 
ZERO!~ SEARCHES Foq A ZERO CF A FUNCTIO~ OF ONE VARIAALE I~ A GIVE~ INTERVAL, 
VALSVMTRI COMPUTES ALL, OR SOME CONSCCUT1VE, EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX BY LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM seQ 
UENCE, 
VECSV~TRI COMPYTES EIGENVECTORS OF A SVMMETQIC TQIDIAGONAL MATRIX BV l~VERSE ITERATION, 
EIGVALSVM2 COMPUTES ALL, OR SOME COhSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES or A SVHIIETQJC MATRIX, STORED IN A Two-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, ev LINEAR INTERPO 
LATIO~ us,~• A STUR' SEQUE~CE, ' 
EIGSV12 COMPUTES ALL, OR S~ME CONSECUTIVE EiGE~V4LUES AND EIGE~VECTOQS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, W"ICH IS STORED IN A TWO•PIMENSIONAL A 
RRAV, 
EIGVALSVMl CO~PUT~S ALL, OR SOME CO~SECUTtVE EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE•DIMt~SIONAL ARRAV 1 BV LINEAR INTEAPO 
LATIOh USIN• A STURM SEQUENCE, 
EIGSV~1 COMPUTES -LL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVt EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A sv11,ETRIC MATRIX, WHICH IS STORED lh A ONE-DIMENSION•L A 
RRAV, 
QRISVt.TRI COMPUTES ALL tlGENVECTORS AND tiGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC TqlDIAGONAL MATRIX BV QR-ITERATION, 
GRIVALSV~2 CO~PUTfS ALL EIGENVALUES OF A !Vl~ETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A TWO.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, ~V QR.ITERATION, 
ORISVI, COfPUTlS ALL EIGENVALUES AND EIGE~1·ECTORS OF A SYM~ETRIC MATRIX BV JR-ITERATION, 
DRIVALSV~1 CoMPUTfS ALL EIGENVALUES Of A ,v~~ETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BV QR.ITERATION, 
VALQRISVMTRI CO~PUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF J SVMMET~IC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BV QR.ITERATION, 
TFMREAHES TkA~SFORMS A REAL MATRIX INTO A Si~ILAR UPPER HESSENAERG MATRIX 3V THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION, 
BAKREAHES1 PERFCR~S THE BACK T~ANSFOHMATIVN CORRESPONDING TO THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED BV TF•REAHES, ON A VECTOR, 
BAKREAHES2 PERFCRrs THE BACK T~ANSFORMATl0N CORRESPONDING TO THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED BV TFMREAHES, ON THE COLUMNS 
OF A ~ATRIX, 
EQILBk TRANSfDRrs A "ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR EQUILl~RATEO MATRIX, 
UAKLH~ PERFORMS ThE BACK TRANSFORMATIOIJ CORRESPONDING TO THE EQUILIBRATION AS PERFORMED BV EDILBR, 
REAVALQRI CALCULATrS THE EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES A~E REAL, BY MtANS OF SING~E Q 
34181 F 16 
34183 F a 
34186 F 16 
34190 F 11> 
34191 F 16 
34193 F 10 
342H D 30 
34211 O 30 
34212 D 30 
34213 0 3~ 
34214 D 30 
34215 0 30 
34220 C 36 
34230 0 26 
34231 E 22 
34232 E '!6 
3'1235 E 28 
34236 E 26 
34240 E 22 
34241 E 22 
3424:2 E 22 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 211 
34250 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34252 E 22 
34253 E 30 
34254 E 30 
34260 /"I 6 
34261 1-i 8 
34262 1-i 8 
34270 >1 10 
34271 1-i 10 
34272 1-f 12 
34273 H 12 
34280 H 0 
34281 H J 
34282 H 2 
34283 H 2 
34264 H 4 
34285 '1 4 
34286 H 6 
34287 "1 6 
34300 E 22 
34301 E 26 
34302 f 28 
34303 E 24 
34310 F 0 
R-ITEl'iATION, 
REAVECHfS CALCULATES T~E EIGENVECTOR COR~ESPONOING TO A GIVEN REAL EIGENVALUE Of A REAL UPPER HESSENHERG MATRIX, BV MfA~S OF INVERSE 
ITERATION, 
REASCL NORMALIZES TrE COLUMNS OF A TVO-OIME~SIONAL ARRAV, 
REAQRI c~LCULATr.S TrE r.1GE~VALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER l"IESSENBERG 11ATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY MEA 
NS OF SINbL~ QR-ITERATIO", 
COMVt.L',lRI CALCULATES Tl!E REAL AND CCflPLEX EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER 'iESSENBEF!G MATRIX BV MEANS CF DOUBLE QR-ITERATION, 
COMVECHES CALCULATES Tl'E EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN COMPLEX EIGENVALUE Of A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG ~ATRIX av MEANS OF INVER 
SE ITERATIDt,, 
COMSCL IS Ah AUX IL I ARV PROCEOUME FOR Tilt: COIIPUTAT I 011 OF COMPLEX EI GEIIIVECTORS Of A REAL MATRIX, 
LINE•lt'l 1S,~N(AUXILIARV rROCEOURE FCI< OPTIMIZATION, 
RNK1UPO ISIA'f>l AUXILII\RV PROCEOuRE F"OR OPT1r•IZATION, 
DAVUPD IS AN AUXILIARV PROCEDURE PCR OPTIMIZATION, 
PLEUPD IS AN AUXfLIA~V PROCEDURE fOR OPTIMIZATION, 
~NK1MI~ < DPTfMIZATION l MINIMIZES A GfVEN DIF"FERE~TIABLE FUNCTION oF SEVERAL VARIAB~ES Bv A VARIA~LE METRIC METHOD, 
PLEMIN ( OPT1MIZATIC~ ) ,,1~1•1zes A GIVE" OIFFERENTIAB~E ~UNCTION Of SEVERAL VARIABLES BV A VARIABLE METRIC ~ETHOD, 
CONJ GRAD SOLVES A SV~l1ETRIC AND POSITIVE o,F1NITE, SVSTE1 OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ev THE METHOD Of CONJUGATE GRADIENTS, 
!IAXMAT fl~DS THE INDICES AND MODULUS OP THAT MATRIX ELEMENT OF MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
GSSEL~ PERFORMS THE TRIA~GULAR DECO~POSITIO~ or A MATRIX av GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
GSSSOL SnLVES A svsTcM OF Ll'•EAR EQUaTIONS ~v GAUSSIAN E~IMINATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
INVl COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX Op WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM 15 GIVEN, 
GSSINV COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX, 
ONENRMINV COMPUTES TltE 1-NORM OF THE lflVERSE o, A MA'l'RIX, IIIHICH IS TRIANGULARLY DECOIIPOSED, 
ERBELf COMPUTES AN UPPER BOUND F"OR THE ERROR IN THE SO~UTION OF A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
GSSERB IS AN AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR THE SOLUTION OF LINfAR EQUATION WITH AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE ERROR, 
GSSSOLER~ SOLVES A SVSTE•• OF LINEAR EQUATIO~S AND COMPUTES AN UPPER BOUND FOR ,rs ERROR, 
GSSINVER~ COMPUTES TIIE INVERSE OF A MATRIX AND AN UPPER BOUND FOR ,rs ERROR, 
ITISOL COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY REFINED SOLLI~ION OF A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATR1X Of WHICH IS GIVEN I~ ITS TRIANGU~ARLV OE 
COMPOSED FORM, 
GSSITISOL COMPUTES A:l ITERATIVELV REFINEU S~LUTION 0~ A SySTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
GSSNRI 15 AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE 1TERATIVELV RfFl~ED SOLUTIO" OF A SVSTEM OF" LINEAR EQ~ATIONS, 
ITISDLER6 COMPUTES AN 1TERATIVELV REFINED S~LUTION ANO AN UPPER ROUND F'OR ITS ERROR, OF A SVSTEM OF blNEAR EQUATIONS, OF WHICH THE T 
RIANGULARLV DECOMPOSED FDR" OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
GSSITISOLERB CO~PUTES AN ITERATIVELY REPINED SOLUTION OF' A SYSTEM OF" LINEAR EQUATIO~S, 
HSHREA~ID TRANSFORMS A REAL MATRIX INTO ~IDIAGONAL FORM BV MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATION, 
PSTTFMMAT CALCULATES THE POSTMULTIPLVING MATRIX USED BY HSHREA~ID TO TRANSFORM A MATRIX INTO BIOlAGONAL F"ORM, 
PRETFl•'MAT CALCULATES n•E PREMU\.TIPLVIN/; IIAT~IX USED BY H9''"EABID TO TRANSrORM A ~ATR1X INTO 'llOIAbONAL FORM, 
QRISNGVALBID CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A REAL BIDIAGONAL MATRIX BV MEA"S Of 1MPLICIT QR-ITEWATION, 
QRISNGVALDEC910 CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VAL•JE DECOMPOSITION Of A REA~ MATRIX OF WHICH A BIDIAGONAL DECOMPOSITIC~ IS GIV~N, BV MEANS 
OF AN IMPLICIT QR-ITERATION, 
QRISNGVAL CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES Of A REAL MATRIX 8V MEANS or AN IMPLICIT ~R.ITERATION, 
DRISNGVALDEC CALCIILATES THE Sl~GULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF A REAL MATRIX 3V MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT OR ■ ITERATION, 
SOLSVDOVR CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION Of A OVERDETERMINED SVSTE~ Of LINEAR EAUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGU~AR VALUE DfC 
OMPOSITION OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SOLOVR CALCULATES T~£ LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A OVERDETERMINED SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BV MEANS Of SIN~ULAk VALUE DECOMPOSITION 
SOLSVDUNI) CALCULATES TltE BEST LEAST SQlJAllES SO~UTION or A UNDERDE1'ERMINED SYSTE" OF J.l'IEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VAL 
JE DECOMPOSITION OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 15 GIVEN, 
SOLUNt C4LCULATES T~E BEST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION Of A UNOEROETERM1NED SVSTEM Of LJNEAR EQUATIONS RV MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPO 
SITION, 
HOMSOLSVD SOLVES A rnMOGENECUS SVSTEM OF L14EAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE OECOMPDSITIO~ OF T~E CCEFFIClf~T MATAIX 
IS GIVEN, 
HOMSOL SOLVES A HOMCGENEOUS SYSTEM CF LINfAQ EQUATIONS av MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
PSDINVSVD CALCULATES TltE PSEUDO INVERSE UFA MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
PSQINV CALCU~ATES TrE PSEUDC INVERSE OF A MATRIX BY MEANS OF THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
DEC PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A MATRIX BY CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOT!~~. 
DECSO~ SO~VES A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 9V CROUT PACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
OECINV COMPUTES T~E INVEqSE OF A MATRIX, 
DETERM COMPUTES THE DETEqMINANT Of A MATRIX PROVIDED THAT THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY DEC OR GSSELM, 
CHLDEC2 ( LINEAR fQUATIO•lS ) COMPUTES T•<E C~OL~SKV D~COMP051TION OF~ SVMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED IN A TWQ.QIMENS!DNA 
34311 F 0 
34312 F 2 
34313 F 2 
34320 E 0 
34321 E 2 
34322 E 4 
34330 E 6 
34331 E 8 
34332 E 10 
34333 E ~O 
34340 D 14 
34341 D 20 
34342 D 22 
34343 D 16 
34344 D 18 
34345 D 24 
34352 G 6 
34353 G 6 
34354 G 18 
34355 G 24 
34356 G 24 
34357 G 2 
34358 G 2 
34359 G 20 
34360 G 22 
34361 G 16 
34362 G 16 
34363 G '4 
34364 G 4 
34365 G 4 
34366 G 14 
34367 G 14 
34368 G 8 
34369 G 8 
34370 G B 
34371 G 8 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
34374 G 10 
34375 G 10 
34376 G 0 
34377 G 0 
3437!l G 0 
34390 F 4 
34391 F 4 
34392 F 4 
L ARRAY, 
CHLDEC1 ( LINEAR EQUATIONS ) COMPUTES T~E C~DLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC P051TIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED CCLUMN~1SE IN A ONE 
•DIME~SIDNAL ARRAY, 
CHLDETER"2 COMPUTES THE DETE~MINANT OF' A SY'l~ETRIC POSITIVE DEF'INITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED av CHLOEC2, 
CHLOETERMl COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT OF A SY~"ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BV CHLOECl, 
DECBNO PERFORMS THE TRIA~GULAR OECO~POSITIO~ OF A ~•~o MATRIX RV ,,uss1AN ELIMINATION, 
UETE~~BND COMPUTES TIIE DETERMINANT OF A dAN~ MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY DECBND, 
DECSOLBND PERfOR~S THE DEC □•POSITION OF' A RAND MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION ANO SOLVES THE SySTEM OF LINEAR E~UATIONS, 
CHLDECflNO PERfOR•1S THE TRIA~GULAR DECOMPOSITION OF' A SVMME,RIC POSITIVE DEF'INITE MATRIX Bv THE CHOLESKY METHOD, 
CHLDE'ER~6ND co,PUTES THE DETERMINANT Of A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEF'INITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN OECOMPOSEO BY CHLDECeND, 
CHLSOLfll\/,) SOLVES A svsTE:1 ,1F LINEAR EQUATIO~JS WITH sv~ME'l'RIC POS11'1VE OEfllJITE BAND !\ATRIX, 1/HICH HAS BEEN DECO~POSEO ev Cl-iLl)ECBNO, 
CHLDECSDLBND PERFC~rs THE ~ECOMPOSITIQN OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND MATRIX AND SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BV TH 
E ChOLES~V ~ETrlOD, 
C0'1A9S COMPUTES Tl<E :lQDULUS OF A CO~P1.EX NU,l'IER, 
CO~MUL MUI.TIP~IES TW~ CO~PI.EX NUMBERS, 
COMDIV COMPUTES THE QUOTIENT OF TWO CO"PI.EX ~UMBERS, 
COMSQRT CQMP~TES THE SQUARE ROOT Of A COHPLE~ ~UH6ER, 
CARPOL TRANSFOR,s A CQ~PLEX NUMBER GIVE'I 1N CARTESIAN COORDINATES INTO POLAR COORDINATES, 
CO~K~P CO~PUTES Tl<E ~COTS OF A QUADRATIC EQ~ATIO~ WITH CO"lPLEX COEFFICIE~TS, 
COMCOLCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR BV A COMPl,.EX ~UMBER, 
COMROWCST MULTIPLtES A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR RV A COMPLEX N~16ER, 
COMMATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT n, A COMPLEX RO~ VECTOn AND A COMPLE~ VECTOR, 
rlSHCOMCOL TRA~SF'ORMS A COMPLEX VECTOR r:JTD • VECTOR PR1POQTl'lNAL TQ ~ UNIT VECTOR, 
HSHCOt-aPRO PREl'IJL TI PL I ES A CCl•PLEX MATRIX V' I ~-1 A CO"Pi,.EX .-Hl•JSEHOLDE'1 '-1ATR IX, 
ROTCOL-COL PE~•DRHS A R~TATtC~ ON TWC COM~LEX COLUMN VECT~RS, 
~OTCQI R('le PERFOR•·IS A ROT AT I Cl'I ~'l TWO CO•lPLEl< ROW VECTORS, 
COMEUCNRt,, C0~1PUTES THE EclCL I DEAN NOR:1 Of A C:'lMPLEX MATq IX, 
SCLCO~- NORMAl.1 ZES Tf-E COLU:lNS Of A COMPLlX IATR IX, 
EQ I Li3RC0" TRA,.SFORrAS A COMPLEX MATRIX I '/TO A SIM I LAR EQUILIBRATED co,1P~EX :uTR IX, 
~AKL~RCO~ PERFOR~S TYE PAC~ TRANSF'ORllATION CORRESPONOl~G •o THE EQUll.l~RATION AS PERFORMED BY EQIL9RCOM, 
dSHJ·«V•·TRI TRANSFORMS A f-ER'IITIAN "ATRIX 1''T1 A SIMILAR REAi. SY•IMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL ••'ATRIX, 
HSHl'<RtTR I VAi. DEL I Vl'RS '"t<E 'IA r N O I AGONAL lLE IENTS A~O SQUARES OF THE cc:i I AG.)NAL ELE••E:HS ~F A Hf.ll'1 IT I AN TR ID I AGONAL MATRIX !NH I CH I 6 U 
NI TARV SI r1 I ~AR TO A GI VErl ·iE~r, IT I AN f1AT~ IX, 
dAKH'll'TR I PlRfOR!lS TltE P.ACK TRAN5f'ORl1AT I Ot,; CORRESPOND I MG TO ,SHHRMTR I, 
HSHCO~HES TRA~SFORMS A COMPLEX MATRIX l~TD A SIMILAR U~IT-~Y UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON.NEGATIVE SUBDIAGONAI., 
aAKCOPJES PEJ:!FQRl-1S THE BACK TllANSFOR11AT I UN CORRESPOND I NG TO "iSHCOMHE5, 
E!GVALHR'1 COMPUTES ALL E1GENVAI.UES Cf A t1ERllTIA'J ~1ATRIX, 
EIGHR~ COMPUTES ALL EIGE~VECTDRS AND EIGENVALUES Of A HER~ITIAN MATRIX, 
QRIVALHRM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVA~UES OF' A HER IITIAN MATRIX, 
llR I H'll, COMPUTES ALL EI GEIJVECTORS AND EI GENV•LUF.5 OF A HER',1 IT I MJ ~1A•R IX, 
VALQRICOM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF' A CQMP~E~ UPPER HESSENqERG MAT~IX ■ !TH A REAL SUBDIAGONAL, 
QRICOM COMPUTES ALL EIGE~VECTQRS AND EIGENVALUES OF A CO~Pi.EX UPPER ~ESSENOERG 'ATRIX ~ITH A REAL SU8DIAGONAL, 
EI GVALCO'I COMPlJTES AI.L EI GENVAL,UES OF A C.:(lMPt.EX •lATR IX, 
EI Gear, cor~PUTES AL.L EI GE•IVECTORS AND EI r,E~•VALU~S OF A COM~LEX MATA IX I 
ELMCO~VECCOL Anos A CO!IPLEX ~urSER TIMES A ~OMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TD~ COMPLEX VECTOR, 
ELMCO~COL ADOS A CO~PLEX NU~~ER Tl~ES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTO~ TO A~OTHER COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELMCOl'ROWVEC ADOS A COllPLEX '-UMBER TI MES A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR, 
CHLS0L2 SOLVES A svr:1E"'R IC P'lS IT I VE OEF IN I TE SVSTE•I OF LI NEAR EQUATIONS, Tf!E MATRIX BE I NG DECOMPOSED BY CHLO!::C2, 
CHLSDL1 30LVES A SY~'.lETRrC POSITIVE OEFIU!T~ SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING OECO~POSEO SV CHLDEC1 1 






4 CHLDECSDLl SOLVES A SY11METRIC POSITIVE D~Fl1ITE SVSTE~ OF LINEAR EDUATIONS BY THE CHOI.ESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX eEING STORED IN A ONE. 
01MENSION4L ARRAV, 
6 CHLl~V2 COMPUTES THE IIJVEASE OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE OEFl~ITE MATRIX WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CH~DEC2, 
6 CHLl~Vi COM~UTES THE illVERSE OF' A SVMMCTRIC POSITIVE D~F1,1TE MATRIX INHICH HAS SEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHkDECl, 
6 CHLDECINV2 COMPUTES, 9v THE CHOLESKV ~ETHOD, THE INVERSE OF' A SVMMETRIC P031TIVE DEFINITE ~ATRIX 1 STORED IN~ TWO•DIMENSIONA~ ARRAY, 
34403 F 6 CHLDECl~~1 COMPUTES, av THE Cl-iOLESKY ~ETHOD, TME INVfRSE OP A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED IN A O~E-Dl~ENSJONA~ ARRAY, 
34410 H 14 LNGVECVEC CO~PUTES 111 DOUBI.E PRECISION THE SCA~AR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
34411 H 14 
34412 H 14 
34413 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34416 -1 14 
34417 H 14 
34418 H 14 
34420 H 20 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
34423 t1 16 
34424 H 18 
34425 t1 18 
34426 H 16 
34427 t1 18 
34428 H 1tl 
35020 C 38 
35030 C 40 
35050 E 14 
35051 E 14 
35052 E 14 
35053 E 14 
35054 E 14 
35055 E 14 
35056 E 14 
35060 C 42 
35061 C 42 
35062 C 42 
36010 C 44 
36020 E 11! 
36021 E 20 
36022 C 46 
~NGMATVEC COHPUTES I~ DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
LNGTA~VEC COMPUTES I~ DOUBLE PRECISION THE qcALAR PRODUCT Of A COLUM~ VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
LNGMATMAT COMPUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR AND A COLUMN VEC~OR, 
LNGTAMHAT COMPUTES IH DOIJBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLJMN VECTORS, 
LNGMATTAR COM~UTES 1•1 DOUBLE PREC1SION THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO RnW VECTORS, 
LNGSEQVEC COMPUTES I~ DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PROO~CT OF TWO VECTORS, 
LNGSCAPRD1 COMPUTES IN DDUOLE PRECISIDt> THE SCALAR PROOUCT Of TWO VECTORS, 
LNGSYfMATVEC COMPUTES !N DOUBLE PREc1s1n~ T·1E SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A ROW IN A SY~METRIC MATRIX, 
DECSYMTRI CALCULATES THE U•OU CECOMPOSIT10N Of A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MAT~IX, 
SOLSY~TRI SOLVES A SYSTE~ OF LINEAR EQUATIO~S SITH SVM~ETRIC TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATR1~, PROVIDED THAT THE U1DU D[COMPOSltlON IS 
GIVEN, 
OEC50LSYMTRI SOLVES A SYSTE~ DF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
DEC TR I CALCULATES, Iv I Tt'O;)T PIVOT I NG, THE LU DECOMPOSITION OP A TR ID I A.GONAL MATRIX, 
SOLTRI SOLVES A SV~TEM DF LINEAR fQUATIOIIS ~ITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION 15 GIVEN, 
OECSOLTRI SOLVES A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIO~S WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
OECTRIPIV CALCULATES, \/ITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, THE LU DECOMPOSITION OF A T~l~IAGONAL MATRIX, 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES A SYSTE11 Of LINEAR EOUAT101S ~ITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECD~POS1T10N AS CALCULATED 
~y DECTRIPIV IS GiVEH, 
DECSOLTRIPIV SOLVES UIT~ PARTIAL PIVOTING A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EAUATIO~S WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
ERF COMPUTES THf ERROR FUNCTID~ AND COMPLEM!NTARY ERROR FUNCTION FOR A REAL ARGUMENT1 THES~ FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED TO T~E NORMAL OR G 
AUSSIAN PROBABILITY FUNCTION, 
INCDMGAM COMPUTES T~E INCOnPLETE GAMMA FUNCTION 9Y PACE AP•ROXIMATIO~S, 
INCBETA COMPUTES THE 1NCOMPLETE BETA FIJNCTl~N l(X,P,Q),OcsX<:1,P>O,Q>O, 
IBPPLUSN COMPUTES TbE INCOMPLETE BETA fU~CTION l(X,P•N,Q!,0<:Xcc1 1P>0 10>0 1 FOR N:O(l)NMAX, 
IBOPLUSN COMPUTES T~E INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION l(X 1 P,Q•N),0<:Xc:1,P>0 1Q>O, FOR N:0(1)NMAX, 
IXQflX 15 AN AUXILIA~V PROCEDURE FOR THE INCOMPLETE BETA PUNCTION, 
IXPfl~ IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE INCOMPLETE 8ETA FUNCTION, 
FORWARD IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR T~l !~COMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
nACKWARD IS A'II AUXILIA~V pqocEDURE FOR THE INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
RECIP GAMMA COMPUTES THE RECIPQOCAL OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR ARGJnEiTS IN THE RANGE (1/2 13/2)l ODD AND EVEN PARTS ARE ALSO DELIVERE 
0' 
GMIMA cor1PUTES T>iE GAMr•A FUNCTION FOR A REAL ARGUMENT, 
LOG GAMMA cor-1PUTf.S TIIE NATURAL L0GARITl1c1 Of THE GAMMA FU'IICTION fr)R P•)SITIVE AR<;uMENTS, 
~EWTON DETERMINES THE COEFFICIENTS CF THt N~MTON INT!RPOLATION POLVNDMIA~ rOR GIVEN ARGUMENTS A~D fU~CTION VlLUES, 
INI IS AN AUXIL,IAR" PROCEDURE FOR MltJII\AX AOPROXIMATIO~, 
SNORE! EZ (SECOND R!•Ez ALGORIT~M) EXC"A~GFS ~U~BERS Wl~H ~UM9ERS OUT OF A QEFERENCE sET, 
r11~MAXPOL nET~RMINES Tl ◄ E C~EPFICIENTS OF TH! POLYNOMIAL ( I~ GRUNERT FORM) THAT APPROXIMATES A FUNCTION GIVEN FOR DISCRETE ARGVMENTSJ 
T"E SECnNO ~E•FZ EXCHANGE ALGDRITH, IS USE~ FOR T"IS ~l~l~AX POLVNO-IIAL APPROXIMATION, 
